
Community Concerns 7/8/2014 730AM FOX 10M IDOL AUDITIONS Don't forget -- your next chance at becoming the next American Idol is 

just a week away... and you won't have to go far to audition!The Idol 

bus will be at the state capitol on Bank Street next Tuesday --  July 15-

th.It'll be there from nine to five, but they're expecting a lot of people, 

so the earlier you can get there the better.Go to "american idol dot 

com" ....  to find out more....

0:22

Community Concerns 7/9/2014 730AM FOX 7aw IDOL AUDITIONS Don't forget -- your next chance at becoming the next American Idol is 

less than a week away... and you won't have to go far to 

audition!((Idol Thunder Board))The Idol bus will be at the state capitol 

on Bank Street Tuesday --  July 15-th.It will be there from nine to five, 

but they're expecting a lot of people, so the earlier you can get there 

the better.Go to "american idol dot com" ....  to find out more....

0:22

Community Concerns 7/23/2014 730AM FOX 7AW POLICE BRUTALITY PROTEST 13:56 to 14:00 Ersecell Matthis/ family friend “Say Something you 

know I‟m sorry. Something.”Family and friends going before 

Petersburg City Council to speak out on these images of Devin 

Thomas...an alleged victim of police brutality…13:47 to 13:52 Ersecell 

Matthis/ family friend “here it is we are talking about a human being 

being beat up by the police and they are not paying it any 

mind.”(sound of officer) :19 "Get inside now. Inside. You can record all 

you want to."this is just one of two rec...

1:41

Community Concerns 7/30/2014 730AM FOX 73aw PETERSBURG BOOM BOOMS Booms like that one are likely to replace alarm clocks throughout 

Petersburg...       The area's tourism director Martha Burton says ... 

the city's got a major re-enactment planned.   "They are going to be 

firing off Civil War cannons. Fort Lee soldiers will be on the property 

firing howitzers...  and it will be very loud."     Cannons will be blasting 

starting at a quarter to six...      That's when Union soldiers blew up an 

underground tunnel in 1864... aimed at sabotaging the 

Confederates....

1:08

Community Concerns 8/22/2014 730AM FOX 11R HENRICO MARINE'S MOM IN 

FERGUSON

Images of the Unrest in Ferguson, Missouri have been broadcast 

around the world   "It's sort of shameful. Because that's not who we 

are."Quenton Haynes was born and raised there and finds it all hard to 

watch. He's often glued to news reports...remote in hand concerned 

because his mother, Mae Sanders, still lives in Ferguson... "She's 75 

years old and she feels like a prisoner in her own home. Yes. She 

does, because she can't get out and about like she normally does on a 

daily basis."    "It's h...

1:33

Community Concerns 8/28/2014 730AM FOX 73AR STAY AWAY TOM JOYNER I last spoke to him in DC."I had to be here."And now radio host tom 

joyner is coming to RVA... "A lot of folks are going to be taking off that 

day. You deserve it. lol"Richmond's own Clovia Lawerence is hosting 

an event with Joyner  "Solely for the pink purpose party and the fight 

against breast cancer."But look the defenders of freedom, justice and 

equality...sending an open letter asking the nationally syndicated radio 

host to reconsider his visit because of Clovia's apparent support of 

bringi...

1:41



Community Concerns 9/10/2014 730AM FOX 73AW CHESTERFIELD WATER BILLS Usually, Ed Brooks says the water bill for his home is typical... "little 

over a hundred dollars a month..."      But this month's charge... is 

overwhelming."I got a bad case of sticker shock when I opened it up 

and saw it was $1,100 dollars."       Ed is just one of a slew of 

neighbors in Chesterfield reporting skyrocketing water bills, right now.       

Check out the River Downs neighborhood Facebook page...       One 

post after another describes water charges doubling, tripling... even 

quadrup...

1:22

Community Concerns 9/11/2014 730AM FOX 73AR CHESTERFIELD WATER FOLO Now to an update on what Chesterfield neighbors are calling unusually 

high water bills.     One family was charged more than 11-hundred 

dollars.     A county rep tells us that water rates *did* increase in July.     

The county says possible leaks in pipes and greater water usage in the 

summer could be to blame.     Still, many neighbors tell us they 

haven't used more water... and don't have leaks.     We'll keep you 

posted....

0:23

Community Concerns 9/12/2014 730AM FOX 73AF NAUGHTY GIRL DONUT SHOP Ramos says the employees have all overcome tragedies in their 

past....from bullying to family troubles.     She's even held a fundraiser 

for one employee injured in a car crash.     And the *paying* 

customers don't seem to mind the name....adding the calories are 

what's really naughty about the donuts....

0:18

Community Concerns 9/12/2014 730AM FOX 73AF NAUGHTY GIRL DONUT SHOP A sweet dream is turning into a nightmare for two Northern Virginia 

women.     Their donut shop's risqué name is sparking major 

controversy.     'Naughty Girls' has only been open in Front Royal since 

June, but the buzz is not what Tiana and Natalie Ramos expected.     

There are nasty emails,  people throwing garbage at the front door and 

even people hurling insults to the staff.     But the mother-daughter 

duo running the shop says the name isn't meant to be off-putting.    

It's all about fun.....

0:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/19/2014 730AM FOX 73AF HOME DEPOT BREACH LATEST We have an important consumer alert for you this morning...   56-

million credit cards are at risk after the massive Home Depot security 

breach.     The retailer now confirms malware was used to evade 

detection between April and September.     In response, Home Depot 

has rolled out enhanced encryption of payment data to all its U-S 

stores.     There's no evidence PIN's for debit cards were compromised 

for web customers....

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/19/2014 730AM FOX 73AF VA CREDIT UNION CARD ISSUES Here we go again! Cyber thieves have hit another retailer...prompting 

the Virginia credit union to send out these letters...saying your credit 

card may be vulnerable...we went straight to the Credit Union to learn 

just how significant this is.... "We have members all over Virginia who 

could be impacted by this."But keep in mind as you see 

here...cardholders have ZERO liability.  "That's the case with your 

credit or your debit card. So you are not liable for unauthorized 

purchases."And one thing...

1:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/29/2014 730AM FOX 7AT ALLEGED BRUTALITY CASES 1:59 to 2 Debra Fisher/Alleged victim"I cannot trust the people 

anymore. I'm afraid." Debra Fisher will never forget this encounter 

with Petersburg Police. She was placed in a choke hold and later 

arrested after allegedly coming to the aide of her 17 year old 

son...NAT....being taken to task for filming police activity outside their 

front door...3:36 to 3:43 Debra Fisher/Alleged victim "I was in tears. 

I'm a grown woman I don't have any business crying. It brought tears 

to your eyes. yes. That h...

1:59



Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 730AM FOX 73AM GLEN ALLEN FIRE Now to Henrico....where firefighters tackle flames shooting from a Glen 

Allen home...     Take a look at these pictures the fire department sent 

us as those flames burned around seven a-m, off Taylor's Crossing 

Court.      Two adults and a child manage to escape without injury...     

The Red Cross is helping the family.      The Fire Marshall would later 

say the fire started because of an energized electrical outlet near the 

deck....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 730AM FOX 73AR OAKLAWN CRASH FOLLOW UP A Hopewell man could spend just two months in jail for a crash that 

killed two sisters in May.     That's according to the Progress-Index...     

You'll remember this scene along Oaklawn Boulveard..     The paper 

reports a judge sentenced William Reese to two months behind bars.     

In additon he must serve three years probation on the condition he 

doesn't drive.      The case is now being appealed to Circuit Court....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/5/2014 730AM FOX 73AF PETERSBURG KIDS HOT CAR These are the pictures of rescuers working to help three children, 

described by witnesses as a toddler and two babies. Moments before, 

shoppers say there was panic as strangers tried to help them escape 

the potentially deadly heat.  "They were just like, baby wake up! You 

gotta unlock the door! Wake up!"Inside, she said the toddler had vomit 

on her, and was sleeping. "The other two little ones, they were 

just…they were just limp.  They were just there lying there limp."  

Jones said several shopp...

1:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/5/2014 730AM FOX 73AF FAST FOOD PROTEST ARREST Fast food workers hit the streets of Henrico, demanding higher pay, 

but some will be paying fines, instead!      You're looking at video from 

one of those protests, at the McDonald's on Mechanicsville Turnpike.      

It's part of a nationwide effort.     Workers are pushing for 15-dollars 

an hour.      While peaceful, police say ten adults sat in the middle of 

the street and blocked traffic.      They now face charges of unlawful 

assembly, and impeding the flow of traffic....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 9/8/2014 730AM FOX 73AM GLOUCESTER COLD CASE New evidence helps crack a decades-old sexual assault case, leading to 

an arrest nearly 30 years later!     48-year-old Andrew Tarantole, of 

Gloucester, is accused of pulling a woman into the woods and 

assaulting her.     It happened in Virginia Beach back in April 19-85.     

The case that quickly went cold... until this week, when that evidence 

helped reopen it.     Tarantole is being held this morning without 

bond....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/19/2014 730AM FOX 73AF CNU FOOTBALL PLAYER CHARGED Right Now...A Christopher Newport University football player faces 

assault charges.     Wide receiver Tanner Quigley is accused of 

assaulting a fellow player with a chair during a team meeting.      The 

victim was taken to a hospital, but later released.      Quigley has been 

suspended from the team and the university.      No word on when 

he's next due in court....

0:20

Education 8/27/2014 730AM FOX 73AW KAINE TOURS LOUISA Senator Tim Kaine spent time touring Louisa County Schools -- He got 

a look at construction on the new 54-million-dollar high school.     The 

senator also visited the school's career and technical education classes, 

which are currently spread out in several trailers.      The first floor of 

the new high school will house more than three dozen of the technical 

courses....

0:21



Education 8/27/2014 730AM FOX 73AW KAINE TOURS LOUISA FEMA funds will cover about 75-percent of the cost to replace what the 

schools lost in the 20-11 quake.     Louisa's superintendent says 

construction is on time for the high school to open next August....

0:27

Special Coverage 7/11/2014 730AM FOX 73AF AMERICAN IDOL AUDITIONS So.. you want to try out for American Idol.. but you aren't sure how to 

stand out..Well I went to work and I can tell you that..THIS IS HOW 

YOU AUDITION FOR AMERICAN IDOL. The first thing to know is that 

you won't be alone..   "I'm expecting a very long wait with a lot of 

people.. probably singing the same exact songs."Daniel Speed will be 

there Tuesday.. ready for his shot at fame.  "We could of hand it all!!  

Speed is prepared and even more importantly he is confident.  "I am 

expecting to make...

1:39

Special Coverage 7/23/2014 730AM FOX 7AW DEADLY HOUSE FIRE We're learning new details about the frantic efforts to save an elderly 

woman from a house fire...     Margaret Fontaine would've been 80 in 

just three months, but this morning --- flames ripped through her 

Hanover home --- and ultimately claimed her life.     We spoke to her 

son on scene...     who tells us his cousin, Henrico Fire Lt. Jason 

Carneal, raced over to help....

0:21

Special Coverage 7/29/2014 730AM FOX 7at TORNADO SURVIVOR UPDATE Happening Now--       The son of a New Jersey couple killed in last 

week's Eastern Shore tornado, remains in a coma, this morning.     

That's according to W-V-E-C in Virginia Beach.     The station reports 

the 14-year-old is now being treated at a Norfolk children's hospital.     

His younger sisters, who were also hurt, are now back home with 

family members....

0:20

Politics 7/27/2014 730AM SUN 73AY WARNER GILLESPIE DEBATE It could be the only debate we see between our U.S. Senate 

candidates...    But it had its bizarre moments, starting with the fact 

that the entire debate was in West Virginia, 10 minutes from the 

border at the Greenbriar Resort.    Democratic Senator Mark Warner 

was clearly on the offensive...    Criticizing Republican challenger Ed 

Gillespie's work in the Bush White House, as well as his time lobbying 

for Enron.    But it got decidedly awkward when the topic moved to 

birth control, and Warner c...

0:35

Special Coverage 7/27/2014 730AM SUN 73AY RGIII MEETS CHILD FAN ===================PAUSE FOR 

ANIMATION===================When Redskins training 

camp kicked off...Chesney Murray and quarterback Robert Griffin the 

third shared a special moment.We showed you the autographed gloves 

Griffin gave Chesney.  Well, Chesney said she had a gift for the 

quarterback.  The Redskins saw our story and arranged a meeting.  

Chesney gave Griffin a stuffed animal and a picture of her at training 

camp last year.  The two shared a hug....and a lasting memory for 

both....

0:28

Special Coverage 7/27/2014 730AM SUN 73AY RGIII MEETS CHILD FAN Chesney Murray: Thank you for RG three giving me a gift. And he 

made me smile and because I love him."Chesney watched practice  

yesterday with R-G-3's mom and dad....

0:23

Community Concerns 7/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AT BONNIE SANTIAGO SEARCH I am just thinking about her every day and every night whether she is 

okay or not      TEARS OF FRUSTRATION AND WORRY FROM TRACI 

SANTIAGO, AS SHE SHARES PHOTOS OF HER MOTHER. . . BONNIE 

SANTIAGO. me and her always does gone shop like grocery shopping 

together we take the kids and do stuff together     BONNIE SANTIAGO 

IS CLOSE TO HER FAMILY -- LIVING WITH HER DAUGHTER -- AND 

SEEING HER GRANDCHILDREN EVERY CHANCE SHE HAD.     THAT'S 

WHY -- FOR TRACI SANTIAGO AND FAMILY FRIEND AMBER MORRIS, 

NOT MUC...

1:36



Community Concerns 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT BIKE BOULEVARD APPROVED You can‟t miss the bikers here along Floyd Avenue that‟s why the city 

has chosen this stretch for a half million dollar bike boulevard…but is it 

a nicety or necessity, "Uh I think it's a necessity, but I think it will be 

really nice when it's done."Take a look it‟s got the backing of the Fan 

District Association…despite concerns about what the project could 

mean parking in the already congested area. "We're trying to get more 

people walking and biking. There's a lot of the population that says t...

1:42

Community Concerns 9/1/2014 7AM FOX 7AM SMALL PLANE CRASH New information.....The coast guard has *suspended* the search for 

the plane that crashed into the Atlantic Ocean about 50 miles 

southeast of Wallops Island.          A fisherman nearby found a wheel 

and part of the engine, and turned them over to the N-T-S-B.    

Sources within the investigation tell us it's highly likely the pilot is 

dead.    F-16's flew alongside the pilot when the small plane went 

through restricted D-C airspace.    The Air Force pilots said the person 

looked unconscious......

0:32

Community Concerns 9/1/2014 7AM FOX 7AM MCDONNELLS TRIAL This is the first Monday in weeks that we will not see Former Governor 

Bob McDonnell walk into the courthouse.      Right now, we're on 

Verdict Watch in the corruption trial of the former governor and his 

wife, Maureen.    Closing arguments wrapped at the federal courthouse 

on Friday, but deliberations won't begin until tomorrow since today is a 

federal holiday.    We're committed to keeping you updated on this 

major court case....Ryan Nobles will be at the courthouse and bring 

you updates throu...

0:29

Community Concerns 9/1/2014 7AM FOX 7AM FAIRFIELD HOMICIDE "I couldn't believe it, I couldn't believe it." This was Linda Young's 

reaction when she found out that one of her beloved neighbors was 

shot and killed just feet away from her own front yard. Little details 

have been released from police--- they told us that the victim -- 

around 30 years old,  was rushed to VCU Medical Center, Saturday 

evening. He later died from his injuries.   "I really liked him, he was 

very respectable you know, he used to call me mom."   "A wonderful, 

wonderful kind person...

1:17

Community Concerns 9/18/2014 7AM FOX 7AR BUSCH GARDENS CONTROVERSY Busch Gardens in Williamsburg is coming under fire.... over Halloween 

decorations, some say are insensitive.     The park is gearing up for it's 

annual Howl-O-Scream festival, but some guests complained headless 

figures were reminicent of the recent ISIS beheadings.     The park 

says that was not it's intention and that the props were designed and 

purchased months before the first ISIS beheading.     Despite that, 

some of the props are being removed from the park....

0:27

Community Concerns 9/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AM SEARCH FOR LASANA MACK Happening Now--     The search continues for a longtime, D.C. 

government official.    51-year-old Lasana Mack is listed as a "critical 

missing person."    The Washington Post reports he was last seen 

outside his northeast D.C.home more than a week ago.    Police won't 

say *why* Mack is listed as "critical," but he did serve as treasurer for 

seven years.   Anyone with information should call police....

0:22



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/3/2014 7AM FOX 7AW RVA GAY FRIENDLY TOURISM A letter to Atlanta--"You know what it's like being a southern city. 

People assume things about you. But I want you to know the real me."  

A letter to Boston--"I can't change. Just like you can't change the way 

you say 'park'."And of course one to DC-- "We've always been close. 

Like 109 miles on I-95 close. There's something I need to tell you... so 

here it is, I'm gay."All three letters are signed "Love, Richmond, 

Virginia." And all three letters are a meaningful way to reach the LGBT 

community...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 7/2/2014 7AM FOX 7AW RICHMOND SCHOOL BREAK INS 7:55 to 7:57 James Boone, Jr School custodian "Like I said…some of 

them are pretty difficult to open."We're investigating how crooks 

managed to get inside G. H. Reid Elementary…8:12 to 8:18 James 

Boone, Jr School custodian "If the teachers push the window…see 

they'll go here and they'll say well it's closed. But if somebody shoves 

it…."Just like that…there in. the good thing?…in this case…the suspects 

ignored the big ticket items like t.v.s12:34 To 12:39 James Boone, Jr 

School custodian "My gene...

1:46

Crime & Public Safety 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AM NORTH RICHMOND SHOOTING Happening Now--     A man is still fighting for his life at this hour after 

a shooting in Richmond.    This is video from the scene along Alvis 

Avenue.    That victim was shot, here, just after three Sunday 

afternoon.    Police now say the suspect and victim likely knew each 

other.    You can leave an anonymous tip with Crime Stoppers if you 

saw anything.    That Number is, 780-1000....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7am PROSPECT AVENUE HOMICIDE In Charlottesville, police are working to find a the person responsible 

for a deadly shooting.       Detectives found 27-year-old Otis Edward 

Scott at his Prospect Avenue home with gunshot wounds.      He was 

rushed by friends to U-V-A Medical Center around 2-30 Sunday 

morning, where he later died.      Investigators are calling on the 

community for help identifying the gunman....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7am PROSPECT AVENUE HOMICIDE This is Charlottesville's third homicide of the year --- making this the 

deadliest year in the city since 20-10....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AM ATTEMPTED ABDUCTION A mechanic with the Midlothian Motor Company is in the hospital after 

being attacked during a robbery, Saturday morning.    The owner tells 

us the suspect forced the mechanic to clean out the register, then 

hand over his wallet.    When he tried to force the employee to drive 

him to an ATM, the victim fought back.    But, at some point --- the 

suspect allegedly *bit* the victim on the arm --- and got away....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/8/2014 7AM FOX 7AT BRANDON RAUB ARRESTED We've confirmed a former, Chesterfield marine who made headlines 

after being detained in 20-12 is under arrest.     We got our hands on 

this mugshot for Brandon Raub.     He's charged with taking indecent 

liberties with a minor, but investigators won't confirm any other details 

at this time.     You may remember this video of Raub being taken into 

custody... after being questioned over "what some believed to be" anti-

government Facebook posts.     That suit was eventually thrown out....

0:28



Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AF AMELIA SHOOTING FAMILY Deputies called to this Amelia County field...after multiple shots ring 

out...killing 21 year old De'aris Lewis. "They took a four year old's 

father away from him. He just turned 21. His life had just begun."This 

grieving grandmother can barely take listening to the cries of his little 

son... "I lost my daddy. I lost my daddy. I can't find my daddy." He's 

still too young to understand daddy is never coming back... "He said 

he's waiting for his daddy to come and get him so he can with him 

home to...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/14/2014 7AM FOX 7AM CHURCH HILL HOME INVASION "Roscoe he really does look out for us. He's not too intimidating, but 

Marion Wilson says, her dog, Roscoe, keeps her family safe. Having 

Roscoe around is even more comforting after Police say four men 

armed with guns reportedly barged into a nearby home on Saturday. 

Police say property was taken from three adult victims. One person 

was hit in the face. The four men fled on foot before possibly getting 

into two separate vehicles.Luckily Marion and her family were not 

home when the invasion took...

1:03

Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 7AM FOX 7af WEST END STORE THEFT Many come here along the busy west broad street shopping 

corridor...but police say Yolande Dunn stole several clothes from a 

department store...with an 11 year old child along for the ride...we 

stopped by the home...no answer...even with a car sporting Mr. Dunn 

parked out front. Just as we were preparing to leave...the nanny 

pulled up... 21:19 “And you watch the children. Yes. Would they ever 

do anything to put the children in danger? No. Never.”Vicenta Chavez 

was surprised to find no one home b...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 7/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AT NFANT ABDUCTION ATTEMPT Right Now--- We're learning more about a man, police say, tried to 

abduct an infant at gunpoint!     Take a look: 48-year-old Bryan Lowe 

is charged with attempted abduction and use of a firearm in the 

commission of a felony.     This was the scene in Virginia Beach, less 

than 24 hours ago.     Investigators say Lowe got into an argument 

with the child's father, but he managed to get away and call 9-1-1.     

Lowe is being held without bond this morning.     The child was never 

taken or hurt....

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 7AM FOX 7AW STORE EMPLOYEE TIED UP An hour before closing... police say a man wearing all black walked 

into the Cigarette Exchange.      He pulled out a knife... and demanded 

money from the cashier.      The suspect also stole cigarettes... but his 

raid wasn't finished.      Police say the robber ushered the employee 

into the back room...     He used cigarette carton ties to bound the 

worker...      "Police say the robber took off out of the back of the 

store here, leaving the clerk tied up."      "Nervous, very nervous."      

Th...

1:04

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 7AM FOX 7AW SEX OFFENDER IN THE CLOSET Now onto a Crime Alert where U.S. Marshals announce the capture a 

violent, sex offender, who's been on the run...     We're told 21-year-

old Andre Tyrone Wilson --- was found hiding in a closet... inside a 

relative's Richmond apartment.     According to the marshals, the 

relative denied Wilson was there at first, but later consented to a 

search.     Wilson was wanted on multiple charges stemming from a 

2011 aggravated sexual assault of a minor....

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 7/24/2014 7AM FOX 7AR RANDY TAYLOR SENTENCE LATE (Video 0:59 - Taylor walks in and sits down)    With no visible 

emotion, Randy Taylor walks in, to learn his fate.    Cameras are 

allowed in court for the first 20 minutes, when the judge finds Taylor 

guilty of first degree murder and abduction.(Video 0:38 - Alexis' Mom)    

Alexis' mom watches in silence...    With the cameras, then ordered 

off.    But just moments after this video is shot, Taylor's attorney says 

his client will finally reveal where Alexis Murphy is, if, he gets a 20 

year senten...

1:34

Crime & Public Safety 7/24/2014 7AM FOX 7AR WEST END PROSTITUTION "It all happened at this intersection...and all in broad daylight."Calling 

a prostitute a street or night walker is so 1990s…in this digital 

age…prostitution has invaded the suburbs… “All the places we don‟t 

necessarily think that it is..it‟s happening there.”Henrico Police just 

arrested multiple johns…we tracked one of the alleged johns to this 

quiet Glen Allen neighborhood.  “Its in our counties its in our cities its 

in our rural communities.”“The guys that are buying and getting 

arrested for...

1:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/28/2014 7AM FOX 7AM BRUEHL MURDER COLD CASE The memory of a bubbly teenager is marked by a wooden cross... 

standing along the highway where she was gunned down.     Chris 

McIlwee feels the same pain she did the night a random man viciously 

shot her daughter... 15 years ago, this summer.        "It's been 15 

years, but it hurts just as much as it did from the beginning."      Sara 

Bruehl was driving back from Virginia Beach with two girlfriends.        

Her friends say... an unknown man... who looked like this... tailed 

their car for an hou...

1:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/28/2014 7AM FOX 7AM VIRGINIA TEEN KILLED We are workiong to learn more about the death of a Virginia teen, 

killed in an apparent boating accident in Michigan.        Here's what we 

now right now:     The local sheriff's office says the 16-year-old female 

was on an inner tube being pulled by a boat.     She died when that 

tube struck a swimming platform.     We're told more information 

should be released in the next few hours....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/31/2014 7AM FOX 7AR BRAXTON VAUGHAN VIGIL Braxton Vaughan's father fought to remain strong outside Graffiti's 

Ink, where Braxton aspired to be a tattoo artist.      Butch Vaughan 

says... it's the last place he saw his son alive. 42:26"He was living his 

dream. He really was. He got a job that, it wasn't a job to him."      

But Braxton's dream abruptly ended.      His body couldn't be revived 

by emergency crews, Saturday.      Investigators are still piecing 

together how he died...       In the meantime, Braxton's family is left in 

a stat...

1:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/31/2014 7AM FOX 7AR SHOCKOE SLIP ASSAULT CASE This allegedly the result of a brutal beat down in Richmond's Shockoe 

Slip...the victim's eyes swollen shut...  "Oh i was angry at first. Angry 

and thankful to be alive."  "My whole side of my face looked like it was 

ripped off, but it was mainly from the concrete and the 

cobblestone."Take a look...his wounds are slowly starting to heal after 

the unthinkable happened...  "Multiple guys attack you...how big are 

you?"  "I'm about 6'5 300 pounds. I had a bunch of them on me."  

"And you've got the b...

1:25



Crime & Public Safety 8/5/2014 7AM FOX 7AT RENNY HUMPHREY INJURED We are carefully monitoring --  the condition of a former, member, of 

Chesterfield's board of supervisors...     Renny Humphrey -- was hit by 

a car just after nine SUNDAY night, while trying to cross Beach Road, 

in southern Chesterfield.     She was taken to the hospital in serious 

condition, but County leaders say her injuries are non-life threatening.     

The driver who hit Humphrey is also being treated. We are told 

charges, are pending against that driver....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 8/6/2014 7AM FOX 7AW SPRATLEY COMMUNITY VIGIL A mother can barely raise her head... as she listens to words of 

comfort.     Ollie Ellis's only boy... whom she called her chocolate 

bunny... will never feel her embrace again.     O'ustin Spratley's family 

lights candles... and prays to God for strength. "What could drive such 

a person, and render in their heart to be so evil that you would strike 

a child down."      A family member says O'ustin was viciously struck 

down after a potty training accident.     The relative says the mother's 

boyfr...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 8/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AM CHESTERFIELD UPSKIRTING Besides encountering deep discounts... a shopper at the Marshalls off 

Meadowdale Boulevard, encountered a cell phone aimed up her skirt, 

Tuesday afternoon.16:14"Police tell me the suspect didn't even try to 

target his victim in the dressing room. He took that picture up her skirt 

right in the middle of the Marshalls."     The stranger with a 

"wandering cell phone" is described as a Hispanic man, about 5'5" and 

210 pounds.      He has a mustache, and wore a baseball cap, gray 

shirt, dark shorts,...

1:11

Crime & Public Safety 8/7/2014 7AM FOX 7ar JET SKI CRASH VICTIM DIES We've just learned one of the victims in a jet ski explosion --- has 

died.     Virginia Beach Police confirm that victim, is 49-year-old Jodi 

Gidley, an executive with Virginia Natural Gas.     The jet ski ignited 

last month as Gidley -- and another women -- attempted to start it.     

Police took the jet ski into evidence and the investigation remains 

active.     It's still unclear what caused the explosion....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AR CFIELD INDECENT EXPOSURE Also out of Chesterfield,     Police bust a man for flashing a woman, as 

she was walking to her car!    37-year-old Gary Briggs ...  is charged 

with indecent exposure.    Investigators tell us, the alleged crime 

happened, off Belasco Drive, on July 1st, but Briggs wasn't charged 

until late last week.    The adult, female victim told police -- that as 

she approached her vehicle, the suspect exposed himself....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AM HOPEWELL HOMICIDE Right now -- We're working to get the latest information on a homicide 

in Hopewell.     It happened just before 10 Saturday night in 

Nottingham Court .   29-year-old Calving Brothers suffered from 

multiple gunshot wounds, and later died from his injuries.      If you 

have any information call Hopewell Police Department at 541-2284...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AM WEAVERLY STUDENT STEALS IDS C30  11:15 - this is the first I'm hearing about it.                The 

investigation began exactly two years ago.                In July 2012.                

A federal investigator says in court documents...he tracked fraudulent 

credit card charges to Katecha Thomas.                Linking her to 

Virginia Wesleyan College in Norfolk.                As the pieces of the 

case came together...the investigator revealed THOMAS...was a work-

study student at Wesleyan.                Which means a stud...

1:28



Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT GLOUCESTER MISSING MAN We're keeping in touch with investigators --- working to learn more 

about a "Glosster" man's death in North Carolina.     Ronald Jessen 

was reported missing from the Frisco Woods Campground on 

Saturday...     About 36 hours later, Jessen's body was found in an 

area of water, near the campground.     Right now --- the Medical 

Examiner is still working to determine how he died.     We'll update 

you as new details are released......

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CAPE CHARLES MISSING BOY Happening now --- A recovery mission continues to find an 8-year-old 

boy. He is believed dead, after being swept into the Chesapeake Bay.---

------------------2121 Even if they find him, he's gone. I have no more 

Ace. My baby's gone. 2730-------------------------------     Ace Horton's 

grandmother says the boy has been missing for more than 24 hours...    

She says he was playing with his aunt in Cape Charles, Sunday, when 

he suddenly went under the water.    Gina Granby says someone was 

able to r...

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CAPE CHARLES MISSING BOY 2731 My son said, "Mom, bring my son home." How am I supposed to 

bring him home? He's gone. 2135     Granby says she came down from 

New Jersey with Ace, leaving behind his parents and five brothers.     

The trip is one the family often makes to see Granby's mother, who 

lives here in Virginia....

0:11

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 7AM FOX 7AM DANVILLE EXPLOSION FOLO An update on a natural gas explosion --- that police say, was caused 

by a drunk driving crashing his car.     Danville Police tell us six people 

are *still* in the hospital ---     Our affiliate caught up the dozen or so 

families, now without a home.     36-year-old James Barksdale is 

charged with D-W-I after allegedly crashing into the Royal Terrace 

Apartments, sparking the blast....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 7AM FOX 7AM DANVILLE EXPLOSION FOLO "So now we found out the place is unsafe we can not live in it anymore 

so we're having to move with just a little notice its just awful." 

"pictures especially of my mother and father I would never get them 

back again those are memories things I needed I wanted to 

remember."      The Red Cross is working with families and will 

continue to offer housing assistance and food as needed....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 8/19/2014 7AM FOX 7AT DEL TOSCANO ATTACK FOLO The woman accused of attacking a Virginia delegate's wife --- now 

faces three felony charges.     A grand jury indicted 35-year-old Claire 

Ogilvie on charges of entering a house armed, abduction, and 

malicious wounding.     This case dates back to February --- when 

Charlottesville Police say Ogilvie attacked David Toscano's wife, Nancy.     

The Toscano's claims they met her in 20-10, but severed ties two 

years later, when she took a quote "unsettling interest" in the 

family....

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 8/19/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CHESTERFIELD GROPING INTRUDER A crime alert out of Chesterfield ---    Where an overnight intruder 

tried to grope a woman as she was sleeping!     Police say it happened 

Saturday, here, at the Meadowdale Apartments off Cosmic Road.     

The suspect got in through an unlocked front door, but eventually ran 

off.     According to investigators, the victim wasn't hurt and nothing 

was taken.     Just another reminder to make sure your home is secure 

before you go to bed....

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 8/20/2014 7AM FOX 7AW MCDONNELLS TRIAL DAY 17 This morning marks Day 18 in the Federal Corruption Trial against Bob 

McDonnell and his wife.     Bob McDonnell's sister, also named 

Maureen, did not hold back when taking the stand on Tuesday.      She 

says her sister-in-law was difficult to deal with and often deceitful.      

But, she described her brother as  an honest man who was never in 

financial trouble.      His sister added that any loans made by Jonnie 

Williams made quote financial sense.     We're still waiting to see when 

exactly the...

0:37

Crime & Public Safety 8/20/2014 7AM FOX 7AW DANCY HUSBAND REACTION The husband of a Richmond woman killed in a brutal stabbing --- says 

he's relieved her killer will spend the rest of his life in 

prison.======================PAUSE FOR 

SOT========================        Benjamin Dancy was 

just sentenced on murder, malicious wounding and robbery charges 

after the December attack on Chamberlayne Avenue.     Carolyn 

Chapman survived her stab wounds --- but Della Scott, died.     Her 

husband of 21 years, Tyrone, recalls the day he lost everything....

0:33

Crime & Public Safety 8/20/2014 7AM FOX 7AW DANCY HUSBAND REACTION At sentencing, when asked if he had anything to say, Dancy 

apologized to Scott and his family, as well as Chapman....

0:13

Crime & Public Safety 8/20/2014 7AM FOX 7AW BOTCHED POT DEAL 911 CALL A Virginia teen calls 9-1-1 after what police describe as a pot deal 

gone bad...     Prince William County Police say 19-year-old Amanda 

Twomey gave money to this man --- Jackson Crisler --- all so he could 

buy marijuana for her.     When he kept the cash, she called police.     

But, the both ended up behind bars --- and this morning, they're being 

held without bond.     The pair are expected back in court, October 

28th....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/21/2014 7AM FOX 7AR DUMPSTER HOMICIDE FOLO Police say six people are behind the death of a man, found in a 

dumpster next to two Virginia schools.     At this hour --- Four of those 

suspects remain on the run.     Manassas City Police say 26-year-old 

Cesar  Conteras was found stabbed to death --- his body, left next to 

Baldwin Elementary and Osbourn High.     Police believe the men you 

see here --- are in a gang.     One suspect is underage, so we don't 

have a picture.      Call police if you see any of them....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 8/25/2014 7AM FOX 7AM SPOTSY INVESTIGATION Right now ....Gunfire at an early morning go-go party now has the 

spotsylvania county sheriff's department opening a criminal case.      It 

happened at about 2-30 a-m... when a detective reported seeing about 

50 to 60 people running from a parking lot.      An 18-year-old victim 

is in critical condition... and a 24-year-old is listed as serious.      The 

third victim should be okay....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 8/28/2014 7AM FOX 7AR RICHMOND GIRL ATTACKED As an investigation continues, this neighborhood is locking up.   "It hit 

home real real close because it‟s right next door! It could have been 

us!"         We were there as police arrived, a teenage girl hit in the 

head with a gun, a potential home break-in, and three suspects on the 

loose.        Police say it happened quickly- in the middle of the 

afternoon- two suspects were hiding in the bushes, as the victim 

exited this house.   "Police say those two suspects hit that teenage girl 

over the...

1:14



Crime & Public Safety 9/2/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CHRIS BROWN IN COURT Also happening today....we will be watching as Tappahannock-native, 

Chris Brown,  heads back to a D-C courtroom.     We're hearing this 

may be a third attempt at a plea deal to resolve an assault case from 

20-13 involving a man who wanted a photo with Brown.     According 

to court documents, Brown was supposed to appear last week, but 

travel issues prevented the Grammy winner from showing up.    He's 

due in court at nine o'clock....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/2/2014 7AM FOX 7AT DOLLAR STORE ROBBERY In Petersburg now, there is an ongoing search for an armed robbery 

suspect.    Police confirm the Family Dollar on West Washington Street 

was targeted just before 10 Monday morning.    The man demanded 

money and cigarettes, then took off running.     A K-9 unit is on the 

case, but the suspect is still on the run....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 9/2/2014 7AM FOX 7AT STUART MONUMENT VANDALISM Sharp metal spikes couldn't deter someone from doing their own 

decorating to the J.E.B Stuart statue on Monument Avenue.12:37"I 

just think it's beyond belief."     On Labor Day, the coincidental words 

"expletive... work" appear on one side...     A symbol of a hammer and 

sickle... often considered a communist symbol... on the other.     I met 

Chris Jones at the statue...     He considers himself a major history 

buff... and is giving his family a walking tour of the Monument Ave 

statues. 27:17"Gr...

1:29

Crime & Public Safety 9/3/2014 7AM FOX 7AW MCDONNELLS VERDICT WATCH We're on Verdict Watch...     And today will be day number 2 of jury 

deliberations in the corruption trial of former governor Bob McDonnell, 

and his wife Maureen.     The jury got the case just after noon on 

Tuesday....sequestering themselves after hearing a long list of 

instructions from Judge James Spencer.       The jury returns to start 

day two of their deliberations at 9-45 this morning....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR MICHAEL BROWN UPDATE Happening today....we expect an announcement from the Justice 

Department about the investigation into the shooting death of  

Missouri teenager Michael Brown.The unarmed teen was shot and 

killed by a police officer last month.        The Justice Department plans 

to open a civil rights investigation into the entire Ferguson, Missouri 

Police Department.   It will also look at the practices of the county 

police department.Brown's death caused several days of violent 

protests....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR PRINCIPAL ARREST NEW INFO This morning, we are learning more, about the argument that led to 

the arrest of Huguenot High's principal.     We got our hands on court 

documents for Jafar Barakat...     They reveal the mother of his 

children filed a warrant for his arrest... after an altercation at the 

Willow Lawn Panera.     As it escalated, she says Barakat flung pretzels 

at her face.    The mother also filed for a protective order, but a judge 

denied it.   She's appealing.    Barakat is now on administrative 

leave....

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR NORFOLK BAD LANDLORD A Virginia landlord faces charges for attempted rape...shortly after 

being found guilty of offering to trade rent for sexual favors!     Camilo 

Delfinado is already guilty of "sexual battery" as well as "assault and 

battery."     Norfolk investigators say a tenant reported he made 

multiple sexual advances towards her...even exposing himself after 

asking for sex, in exchange for rent.   Now he faces two and a half 

years in jail....

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR STEWARD SCHOOL LAWSUIT "I just got my hands on this note sent to parents in the last 24 hours. 

The school says this is an unfounded lawsuit by a disgruntled former 

employee...but this mother is claiming a possible criminal offense."The 

prestigious Steward School just slapped with this 19 page complaint 

by a former office manager and parent...alleging her daughter was 

bullied and verbally abused... repeatedly called things like fat and ugly 

by a fellow student. "Bullying is real, but bullying and abuse are 

typically tw...

2:09

Crime & Public Safety 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR PETERSBURG PLATE THEFTS It's really the simplest of ideas- take one of these, and replace it with 

one of these- a screw to keep your license plate on the car, and out of 

the hands of criminals. "It is absolutely impossible."It's an effort by 

police to cut back on license plate thefts in the city, after an apparent 

increase in the crime."They may  have a license plate at home that 

they didn‟t renew or couldn‟t afford to renew so they‟ll get the sticker 

and utilize that sticker on their license plate so that they can sti...

1:39

Crime & Public Safety 9/9/2014 7AM FOX 7AT FASMART ROBBERY PHOTOS Richmond police need your help finding the man who robbed a Fas-

Mart store.    Officers say the man who see in these newly released 

security photos was armed with a knife when he robbed the Fas-Mart 

on Westover Hills Boulevard.    Police estimate the man is his 30's or 

40's, weighs about 160 to 190 pounds, and is six feet tall.   Call Crime 

Stoppers if you've seen him, at 780-1000....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 9/9/2014 7AM FOX 7AT BUILDING INSPECTOR ARREST Kevin Joyce was responsible for building safety-- inspecting Colonial 

Heights homes, offices, and businesses. Not anymore.              City 

leaders say when Joyce went on vacation, they discovered he was 

taking money. So when he got back, they asked Joyce to resign or be 

fired. City Manager Thomas Mattis says the investigation is still 

underway, so he can't be exact about how much money was taken. 

But we know it was more than $1,000.And as Mattis put it "not an 

astronomical amount."We went by J...

1:07

Crime & Public Safety 9/9/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CEILING FAILURE FOLLOW UP New details this morning on the Colonial Heights man who fell through 

his ceiling!      Orlando Jones seriously hurt himself...      and had to 

have a cast put on his leg. He says he is in a lot of pain after Friday's 

incident.       We checked -- and the records are no longer available on 

the last inspection, but we do know crews plan to re-inspect the 

building today. We'll keep you posted on this case....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR CHESTERFIELD CHASE LATE Right now three men are accused of leading Chesterfield police officers 

on a high speed chase that ends with their car smashing into a utility 

pole.       These two men... and a third suspect... are now facing a 

long list of charges and a Secret Service investigation.       Kelly 

Avellino tracks this police pursuit and tells us why the officers were 

after these guys....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR CHESTERFIELD CHASE LATE It's the mangled aftermath of a mid-day police pursuit.          The 

chain of events starts at this Rite Aid.            Investigators are called 

to the store...after a group of men reportedly pass fake bills.           

Just hours later... more reports of the suspects using counterfeit 

money at another nearby business...         Then... officers get word 

the men returned to the Rite Aid... for round two."When officers went 

back to the Rite Aid, they noticed the suspect fleeing to a different 

car...

1:19



Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR FANCY GAP PLANE CRASH A pilot is in the hospital this morning after his small plane crashes in 

southwest Virginia.    State police say the plane brushed some tree 

tops just after 1 p-m yesterday.   That's when it crashed into a median 

along Interstate 77 in Carroll County.    Dense fog was a problem at 

the time -- on the ground -- visibility was only about 500 feet.   The 

pilot was the only one in the plane. He is expected to recover....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 7AM FOX 7AW MOTEL SHOOTING FOLO This morning we've learned a second person is now under arrest in 

connection with a murder  at a Petersburg motel.      Police have 

charged Daquaine Hinton in the shooting at the Knight's Inn one week 

ago.    That shooting killed 39 year old Laquain Roberson.       Hinton 

is accused of malicious wounding and murder-related charges      

Another man, Melvin Ellis is charged with the actual killing....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 7AM FOX 7AW CHESAPEAKE PARAGLIDER AX Happening right now....State Police are investigating after a pilot is 

killed in a paragliding accident in Chesapeake.     Troopers say 27-year-

old Jeff Toll was powering the aircraft when it hit a power line along a 

farm.       He was rushed to a Cheseapeake area hospital where he 

later died.       John Jennings' family owns the farm, and says he was 

there when the glider fell from the sky....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 9/19/2014 7AM FOX 7AF WEST END SHOOTING FOLO New this morning from Henrico....      We've just learned a teenager 

now faces charges in connection with a shooting in a West End 

Neighborhood.      18-year-old Matthew Sykes is charged with assault 

and malicious wounding.      The shooting happened along Rudolph 

Road.      Right now, one person is recovering in the hospital...and is 

expected to be okay.      We're told this was likely an isolated, 

domestic situation....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/19/2014 7AM FOX 7AF PEREZ CRUELTY TO CHILDREN This morning Chesterfield Police say a man hit two cars while driving 

drunk.....with his one-year-old in the back seat of the car!     Alirio 

Perez reportedly hit a police car first, then hit another car while trying 

to park in front of his home.     The little girl wasn't harmed... and she 

was released to her mom.      Perez now faces several charges, 

including cruelty to children....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AM HOPKINS COURT HOMICIDE In just a few hours, a man will face a Chesterfield judge --- hours after 

police arrest him for a deadly shooting.    A hearing is set for later 

today for 21-year-old Matthew McCraw.    He's currently in jail without 

bond, charged with murder and use of a gun in the commission of a 

felony.    The body of 20-year-old Jesse Weston was found around four 

Sunday morning, off Hopkins Court.    Investigators believe the pair 

had been involved in some sort of fight....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AM FALLS CHURCH SEX TRAFFICKING A Virginia teen is held captive in a Falls Church home for three 

months... in what police are calling a sex trafficking case.      Police 

say the 17-year-old victim began a relationship with 27-year-old 

Manuel Contreras on Facebook.      The pair eventually agreed to meet 

in person... and that's when Contreras allegedly took her captive... 

locking her in a room and stealing her phone.      Officers were 

unaware she'd been missing until someone else in the house called 

911....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 9/22/2014 7AM FOX 7AM FALLS CHURCH SEX TRAFFICKING Contreras now faces charges of abduction with intent to defile, as well 

as contributing to the delinquency of a minor....

0:20



Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 7AM FOX 7AT GERMAN SCHOOL SHOOTING Our cameras were rolling as an ambulance rushes to the hospital.    

Investigators tape off the shooting scene... combing an apartment for 

evidence.       "happening right across my street."     Alex tells me he 

watched the victim lie motionless on a stretcher."They put him on the 

stretcher, wheeled him out. He was wrapped around. He wasn't 

making any moves."     This late afternoon homicide comes after about 

a handful of shootings this weekend.     But officers say... they're 

making quick progre...

1:31

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 7AM FOX 7AW CHILD ABUSE CASE FOLLOW UP “That is inhumane. you don't do stuff like that to people. Especially 

children. Your own children?" Michael Carothers talking about his 

roommate Jacklyn Owens  --- facing charges of child abuse, neglect, 

and assault and battery of her 1-year-old and 4-month-old... He 

posted this note on the family home..."You can see it right there.  A 

worthless piece of s*** mother that deserves each and every year of 

the maximum sentence in prison. And that's where she needs to rot, 

and I signed it."According...

1:58

Crime & Public Safety 9/25/2014 7AM FOX 7AR FIGHT ON CAMERA Here's the scene unfolding Sunday night in Mosby Court.  "Shoot, you 

coulda made a movie out here.  All these people that were around. 

Because I mean kids and adults!"You can see people kicking, 

punching, getting up, and then fighting again. The video was posted to 

Facebook, and it's made the rounds in Mosby Court.Joe Pleasant could 

see a mass of people develop in front of his door. "From what I seen, 

police came, ambulance came." "You hear a bunch of confusion. I 

come around the front you see a...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/2/2014 7AM FOX 7AR SAINT JUDE DONATIONS THEFT Take another good look. This is the guy police say stole more than 

$150 from St. Jude's Children's hospital. That he grabbed a donation 

jar and walked out the door with it.  If you look closely at these 

surveillance photos, you can even see the jar in his hands! 1:06 

Detective Chris Rizzuti, CPD – “It‟s sad because citizens are donating 

their money to a children‟s hospital charity. And this gentleman just 

decided to help himself to it."But these security cameras caught him in 

the act!Here's how...

1:21

Education 8/15/2014 7AM FOX 7AF HENRICO PARENT POLICY 6:52 to 6:54 Dr. Roshelle Moore “It‟s unbelievable. It really is.”Dr. 

Roshelle Moore Shocked to hear Henrico Schools just penned this 

suggested  policy that allows principals to ban parents…visitors…you 

name it at their own discretion…9:47 to 9:54 Dr. Roshelle Moore “so 

parents are just going to assume If I tell you are going to be put in jail 

if I on school property then you‟re not going to on school 

property.”She was an in-home counselor and says parents simply 

asking too many questions have f...

1:52

Education 8/19/2014 7AM FOX 7AT RICHMOND SCHOOL BOARD At a time when every dollar counts.... the city's auditor, Umesh Dalal, 

put it plainly...        When it comes to spending money, Richmond 

Public Schools needs constant monitoring.        Dalal told school board 

members he couldn't even calculate how much money has been paid 

out in teacher tuition reimbursement... because multiple accounts 

exist. "If someone wants to control or manage this expenditure, They 

should be able to measure it... which is not possible right now."       

Dalal recommended...

1:42



Education 9/3/2014 7AM FOX 7AW WARNER AFFORDABLE COLLEGE This is the audience Senator Mark Warner wants to help.  "young 

people- shouldn‟t go broke going to college in America today." Almost 

all of these Virginia State University Students say they have taken on 

debt.  "Tens of thousands."And here's the problem with that... – 

“Senator Warner says too many students are graduated- they‟re 

dressed, they‟re ready for work, and they‟re already running behind.    

Trying to dig themselves out of so much debt that they can‟t move on 

with life." "For a whole ge...

1:31

Education 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR VIRGINIA CHAPSTICK BAN Right now, a northwestern Virginia school district is gripped in a battle 

over Chapstick!     One fifth-grader thinks her school's ban goes to far.     

Draft Elementary in Cragisville has a zero tolerance policy that 

categorizes Chapstick as medicine.     So, to use it in class or on the 

playground...kids need a doctor's note.     Without one, a nurse has to 

apply it for them.     11-year-old Grace Karaffa is petitioning the 

school board for change......

0:25

Education 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR VIRGINIA CHAPSTICK BAN So far, Grace has collected more than 200 signatures for her petition.     

The school board says it plans to make a decision soon....

0:15

Education 9/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AF HENRICO PARENT BAN FOLLOW The Public Given the greenlight to speak for 4 minutes each on a plan 

to ban disruptive visitors at henrico schools... "You can not implement 

this policy in fairness and in equity." We first told you about the plan 

back in August that got the attention of the American civil liberties 

union"If the school officials were smart they would tighten the policy 

before they issue it."Take a look...major edits and changes have been 

made since our last report but it turns out... "The policy was 

implemented...

1:50

Education 9/18/2014 7AM FOX 7AR TEACHER AWARD Shifting gears to some good news and a positive story out of 

Chesterfield.      A teacher at James River High has just been named 

regional teacher of the year!     Tara Brunyansky was selected out of 

about 12-thousand teachers in Central Virginia.     She was surprised 

with the news at an assembly she "thought" was to celebrate S-O-L 

test results.     This honor means Brunyansky is now in the running to 

become the state's teacher of the year.     She teaches chemistry and 

forensic chemistry at J...

0:28

Health 8/6/2014 7AM FOX 7AW RICHMOND EBOLA PREPARATION With the last of 2 Americans infected with Ebola arriving in 

America...you have been lighting up Facebook...stupidest thing this 

country has ever done....don't bring them here...many fearing it's 

putting millions of others in danger...the general feeling...  "It's 

scary."You see the viral disease has no real treatment....and it's deadly 

up to 80 percent of the time....  "Do you feel like this area is 

prepared? Places like VCU? I would hope so. I would certainly hope 

so."So we went straight to VC...

1:35

Health 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT HANOVER MENTAL HEALTH The process of admitting mental health patients through the 

emergency room can take hours.       Virginia lawmakers are making 

strides to create better access for people dealing with serious 

emotional issues...        Hanover County was awarded more than 

$450,000 thousand dollars to open its own Mental Health Crisis 

Assessment center.       The hospital's interim chief medical officer tells 

me... this is critical to receiving patients needing emotional 

treatment.22:01"It's improved efficiency, a...

1:18



Health 9/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AR ENTEROVIRUS LATEST This morning we could learn whether nearly a dozen children treated 

at St. Mary's Hospital actually had the possibly deadly enterovirus.      

But, even without confirmation yet from the C-D-C, Virginia Health 

Officials are doing all they can to make sure any child who "may" have 

it, is being properly treated.     Symptoms are a lot like the common 

cold, at first.     But, if your child starts having trouble breathing or 

talking... get them to a hospital right away.   We will update you as 

soon a...

0:30

Politics 8/14/2014 7AM FOX 7AR SAME SEX MARRIAGE PREPS "It's like something falling out of Heaven and you're like my gosh. 

Here we go. We are on the way."Rev. Robin Gorsline admits he's 

shocked Virginia courts just cleared the way for he and his partner to 

be married within a week... "The speed has just been. Well it has been 

electrifying."Wednesday's decision by the U.S. Appeals Court to not 

block gay couples from marrying in Virginia...can now only be halted 

by the U.S. Supreme Court. "It's two fold here. It's allowing you to get 

the marriage lice...

1:28

Politics 8/15/2014 7AM FOX 7AF SAME SEX MARRIAGE Also Breaking This morning--     Supreme Court Chief Justice John 

Roberts is reviewing an emergency appeal of the same-sex marriage 

ruling just issued here in Virginia.   Roberts can either consider the 

request on his own or ask the full court to decide.      Earlier this week, 

a Federal Appeals ruling, decided "not" to "delay" striking down the 

state's gay marriage ban.   If the court doesn't act, eight a-m 

Thursday, August 21st, is when Virginia legalizes Gay marriage and 

recognizes same sex u...

0:30

Politics 8/21/2014 7AM FOX 7AR SAME SEX MARRIAGE STAY It's the first move from the Supreme Court, with same-sex marriage 

on hold here in Virginia.    But for Dierdre Condit, political science 

chair at VCU, it's the only decision they could have made.    

Catostrophic, because if couples here got married, and Virginia's ban 

was upheld down the road, thousands of people would have been in a 

dangerous legal limbo.    So what happens now?    October 1st, six 

weeks from today, is the earliest Virginia, Utah and Oklahoma will 

know if their same-sex marria...

1:30

Politics 9/8/2014 7AM FOX 7AM CONGRESS RETURNS MONDAY Also happening today....Congress is set to return from recess in just a 

few hours.    They have a lot to do, in only a few days...with their first 

priority to vote to fund the government through mid-December.    

Members of the House are only in town for 12 days....and the Senate 

is working until September 23-rd....

0:18

Special Coverage 7/3/2014 7AM FOX 7AR FIREWORKS RESCHEDULED One of the River City's biggest celebrations for the Fourth of July is 

still happening... just two days late.      As for all the other holiday 

events... I'm told they're still on unless the forecast gets even more 

grim.      Storms are styming plans for thousands of people... eagerly 

waiting for fireworks over the James River.      They'll have to hold the 

oooh's and ah's for a few more days.19:58:08was it a difficult decision 

to make switching the days because of the weather?It was an easy 

dec...

1:31



Special Coverage 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AM HABLE DEATH FOLLOW UP We're learning more about how Friends and loved-ones who are 

remembering the life of a Midlothian man, killed in rope swing 

accident, this weekend.      More than $13-thousand dolllars has been 

raised so far to benefit the family of 20-year-old Alex Hable. (HAY-

BULL)     Hable was a junior at Virginia Tech and played on the club 

lacrosse team.     His coach says he was devastated after learning 

Hable's body was found on a rock at Lake Gaston in North Carolina....

0:25

Special Coverage 7/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AM HABLE DEATH FOLLOW UP Alex's girlfriend sent us a statement, which reads in part:     he "left 

such an everlasting impression on every single person he encountered 

and his passing has left an ache in our hearts that will not be easily 

soothed."    So far, there's been no word on funeral arrangements....

0:31

Special Coverage 7/16/2014 7AM FOX 7AW COLONIAL HEIGHTS WATER (TAKE VO IN PLASMA)        Back here at home, several cars were 

caught up in last night's powerful storms.....including in Colonial 

Heights..     Russ - Hutchison captured these images of high water 

along Boulevard near Jeff Davis.      Some cars make it through -- 

others, not wanting to risk it, were forced to turn around.     Heavy 

rains slammed the Tri-Cities... with totals of two to three inches 

around the area.     The water has now receded... and the area under 

this railroad trestle is bac...

0:28

Special Coverage 7/16/2014 7AM FOX 7AW CHESAPEAKE LIGHTNING FIRE The storms proved deadly in some cases...    This is video after a 

house fire, caused by a lightning strike.     Chesapeake firefighters 

confirm, a family dog died in the fire. he family of four was able to 

escape, safely.      However, there is significant smoke damage.     

This morning they are out of their home....

0:17

Special Coverage 7/25/2014 7AM FOX 7AF DEADLY TORNADO LATE IT STARTED WITH THIS DIRE TEXT MESSAGE…“Extreme alert…take 

cover now.” 16:47 to 16:50 Lorraine Klutkoski Survived Storm“I 

thought it was it for me. I thought I was gonna die…I really did.”An E-

F 1 tornado leaving behind a path of death and destruction….16:50 to 

16:57 Lorraine Klutkoski Survived Storm “I‟ve been through quiet a 

few storms here because I‟m coming here like 35 years, but this was 

the worst. The worst.”10:36 to 10:41 Crystal Brooks Caroline County 

Nurse “Campers are annihilated. It...

1:49

Special Coverage 7/28/2014 7AM FOX 7AM EASTERN SHORE TORNADO FOLO Terrifying new video is now out, that's giving us an up-close look at 

Thursday's deadly tornado.===================== 

========================     17-year-old Collin McManus 

captured the moment the twister sent his R-V flying...     He was one 

of more than 30 hurt in the Northampton County storm... One, which 

also claimed the lives of a New Jersey couple.And we've now learned  

That teen has some serious injuries to his lower back and tailbone.   

Meteorologist Ros Runner has this young survivor's...

0:32

Special Coverage 7/28/2014 7AM FOX 7AM EASTERN SHORE TORNADO FOLO 17-year-old Collin McManus is talking about *this* video --- captured 

on his cell phone from his camper's bedroom window. Within 

seconds... this happens:  McManus was staying the week with a 

friends' family at Cherrystone Family Camping Resort. They were in 

town from Pennsylvania. They weren't inside for a minute before the 

camper started shaking... and lifted into the air. He could barely walk. 

McManus pried himself out of the camper using mostly arm strength. 

Then, he saw the destruction....

0:29



Special Coverage 8/5/2014 7AM FOX 7AT CULPEPER MURDER SUICIDE LATE "he was my son. I gave birth to him and…”Barbara--a distraught 

mother still coming to grips with the death or her son and his entire 

family in an apparent murder suicide. “It‟s satanic. It‟s demonic. It‟s 

filthy. It‟s disgusting, and it needs to stop.”This 35 year old mother, 

Shauna Washington, along with her  4-year-old Olivia, 6-year-old 

Oniya and 13-year-old Onesha, all found dead.  "They didn‟t deserve 

to live like this or die like this.”Most likely deputies say at the hands of 

Barbara's son...

1:42

Special Coverage 8/7/2014 7AM FOX 7AR CULPEPER MURDER SUICIDE VIGILS "People came from near and far tonight…as a matter of fact they had 

to put chairs out here at the front of the church….the whole idea was 

to quote praise and pray their way through this tragedy."“All you folks 

that want to be mad at the world…not here and not tonight.”This 

community coming to together pray... “I pray God for peace that 

passes all understanding.”And  praise their way through the 

unthinkable... “We believe that you can take a mess and yet make a 

message tonight God.”Three little g...

1:58

Special Coverage 8/11/2014 7AM FOX 7AM TORNADO VICTIM DIES We are learning more details on the 13-year-old, critically injured in 

last month's tornado on the Eastern Shore.    We've learned Leean-

drew Balabat has passed away..   He had been at a Children's hospital 

since the tornado hit the Cherrystone Family Campground last month.   

His parents died when a tree fell onto their tent.   The couple's two 

daughters were also injured in the storm....

0:21

Special Coverage 8/12/2014 7AM FOX 7AT ROBIN WILLIAMS Even President Obama is weighing in...releasing a statement calling 

Robin Williams, "One of a kind."...

0:06

Special Coverage 8/15/2014 7AM FOX 7AF MISSOURI MOMENT OF SILENCE (Opening Video - 28:42 - Protesters with hands up)    Hundreds of 

people with their hands up, standing, against what they call, 

injustice.(Hands up photo from Ferguson)    It's inspired by the 

protesters in Ferguson, with police in riot gear just feet away.    A 

peaceful protest...(Video - 25:04 - Enough protester sign)    And 

people here saying they've simply, had enough.(Video - 12:52 - 

Sunflare shot, red band tied on right wrist)    So they tied on red 

bands, here, and around the country toni...

1:25

Special Coverage 9/4/2014 7AM FOX 7AR FOO FIGHTERS IN RICHMOND Also happening today.....    It's the first chance for Foo Fighters fans to 

win tickets to their upcoming show at the National.     More than 500 

people pledged 70-thousand dollars to bring the band to R-V-A.     If 

you're one of them, check your e-mail --- because you're going to the 

September 17-th show.     X-L 102, Brown's Volkswagen and Sugar 

Shack donuts helped fund the show, so you can win tickets from them.      

All three are holding contests on Facebook....

0:26

Special Coverage 9/8/2014 7AM FOX 7AM PILOT MEMORIAL SERVICE From the base where he took off for the last time, hundreds gathered 

before an American flag and scores of officers to remember Lieutenant 

Colonel Morris Fontenot.    His wife, comforted before she took the 

stage...    Remembering how she met him, when Fontenot stopped Air 

Force cadets from rough housing his future wife.    She called him by 

his nickname - Moose...    Who she'd known since she was 17, and he 

was 19, both at the United States Air Force Academy.    It's still not 

known what caused...

1:18



Special Coverage 9/18/2014 7AM FOX 7AR MCDONNELL ROGUE JUROR Hours before he left court in the middle of the trial - Governor Bob 

McDonnell looked angered.    A juror was gone, and no word on why.    

Fast forward to last week.    Excused juror Louis DeNitto told the 

Washington Post, his dismissal was "completely unethical."    But the 

jurors who remained, have a very different story.    DeNitto was 

talking about the trial here, at the bar in the Broad Street Marriott.    

Juror Robin Trujillo remembers the moment U.S. Marshals escorted 

DeNitto out of the j...

1:19

Community Concerns 7/6/2014 7AM SUN 7AY SUNDAY HUNTING Happening today, hunters will now be able to legally hunt under 

certain circumstances on Sundays.The law went into effect July first.It 

allows people to hunt wild animals... including nuisance species like 

groundhogs and coyotes.But that can't happen within 200 yards of a 

church.Another note: you can not hunt deer or bear with a gun or any 

other weapon using hunting dogs on Sundays....

0:25

Community Concerns 7/27/2014 7AM SUN 7AY CHAPEL CLOSING Happening now, the Lee Chapel at Washington and Lee University is 

still closed.  The school's Facebook page says it received threatening 

letters, emails and calls after removing replica confederate flags earlier 

this month.    Hundreds visit Rockbridge county every weekend, and 

the director of tourism tells us many of Lexington's visitors go to that 

city specifically to visit the Civil War attractions.    And some argue the 

flags should remain on display....

0:29

Community Concerns 7/18/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F BRIDGE CLOSURE A traffic alert for the thousands of drivers who use the Benjamin 

Harrison Bridge.It's a popular route for getting drivers from Charles 

City to Prince George, but starting Monday, you'll have to take an 

alternate route.   For the next several months, the bridge will close 

periodically for repairs.  Chrystina Head has what you need to know in 

this traffic alert:...

0:22

Community Concerns 8/29/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F NEIGHBORHOOD SPEEDING One Chesterfield neighborhood is saying SLOW DOWN!!           

Residents near Bensley elementary school tell us drivers are going too 

fast through their small neighborhood... and they're worried about 

what may happen, with school starting in just a few days.      .Susan 

Bahorich has more on the problem and how police are responding....

0:20

Community Concerns 9/12/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F BYRD PARK LAKE The people who live there call it one of Richmond's most popular 

destinations, but they say Byrd Park needs improvement.   The local 

civic league has a petition online right now, asking the city for more 

maintenance money.   Chrystina Head has our story from Richmond:...

0:16

Community Concerns 9/26/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 10F STATE FAIR Meadow Event Park is buzzing with thousands of people taking in all of 

the annual sights and sounds....Of the Virginia State Fair.. This was 

opening day.. but of course, most people will be heading out this 

weekend.Chrystina Head has more on what you'll see if you plan to be 

one of them:...

0:18

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/11/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F FTC SUES AMAZON Amazon users could be in line for millions of dollars in refunds.    The 

company is being sued by the F-T-C for allegedly allowing children to 

make unauthorized purchases online.    The F-T-C says childen have 

been racking up millions of dollars in charges playing apps on the 

Kindle Fire...buying virtual items like coins, stars or weapons.    The 

problem is, their parents didn't know.     The F-T-C doesn't have an 

estimate for the total unathorized charges, but it wants Amazon to 

give people aff...

0:33



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/25/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F CLINICS IN STORES When it comes to quick, convenient health care soon you'll have a new 

option.        Bon Secours will open what they're calling "fast care" 

clinics inside of Martin's grocery stores across the area.      Chrystina 

Head has the latest on the kind of care these clinics will offer....

0:16

Education 8/29/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F CFIELD TECH CENTER This isn't your father's "Vo-Tech."Today, Chesterfield County Schools 

unveiled its new Career and Technology Center at the site of the Old 

Clover Hill High School on Hull Street Road.The 30-million dollar 

renovation is giving the school system a second place to offer classes 

for students, plus providing auditorium and convocation spaces to the 

community.((WIPE))...

0:21

Politics 8/15/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 103F STATE BUDGET A look into Virginia's financial future today -- and the news isn't good. 

Within three years, the state could have a two-point-four billion dollar 

shortfall...and that could put hundred of jobs on the line.  Curtis 

McLeod was there as Governor McAuliffe made the announcement. He 

has the latest from the state capitol:...

0:20

Community Concerns 8/28/2014 FOXHALF 10R FOOTBALL FIELD John Marshall High School's new football field is becoming a reality -- 

as officials broke ground on the new facilities today.    We were there 

as students, staff and faculty helped break ground on the new athletic 

field.    Last year, John Marshall High School found out it was getting 

the new facility through a 200-thousand dollar grant, thanks to the 

Redskins and the N-F-L.     We spoke to one of the coaches who says 

the young players are the ones who will benefit the most....

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 7/15/2014 FOXHALF 10T FOOD LION SHOOTING We begin with the latest on that shooting at a Henrico grocery store... 

a story we broke here on Fox News, last night.Today, police said the 

men shown in a surveillance photo... are *not* connected to the case..  

They say the men were at the scene, but not involved.Meanwhile, the 

security guard wounded in the neck at this Food Lion on Mechanicsville 

Turnpike, last night continues to recover..Ashley Monfort has the latest 

tonight on the shooting... and the search for the shooter:...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 7/15/2014 FOXHALF 10T N 21ST STREET A second suspect -- is arrested in an East End Richmond homicide... 

but police are still looking for one more.     That third suspect is 

"Shaquille Carter".  He is wanted on a "conspiracy to commit murder" 

charge.     The victim -- Jay Wood -- was found on North 21st street 

near Venable at the end of June. One suspect was arrested a  few days 

after the shooting.  The second surrendered yesterday....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/15/2014 FOXHALF 10T MISSING WOMEN Right now, Chesterfield Police are working three high profile missing 

persons cases -- all young women who seemingly vanished in the 

county.But the mother of one of those women wants more attention 

for her daughter's case ... Ogechi ,Sarah, U-wa-soba   ... hasn't been 

seen, since May.Curtis McCloud talks with her mother and 

investigators, about the ongoing search....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/7/2014 FOXHALF 10R REGENCY SHOOTING (brent solomon)  3000 - IN "This has a lot of folks on edge tonight. 

Police are confirming with me new details about a shooting that's 

creating a lot of concerns in this area."   Gunshots rang out hours 

before closing time outside the Regency mall.(Alsuin Preis - lives in the 

area) 2316 "Terrible. It's terrible."   Shoppers just learning of the news 

are concerned about what happened.(Alsuin Preis - lives in the area) 

2324 "It's very concerning because this has always been a nice middle 

class are...

1:50



Crime & Public Safety 8/28/2014 FOXHALF 10R DEATH INVESTIGATION ALSO TONIGHT.....a  mysterious death investigation in 

Richmond..Police found a man's body in the 47-hundred block of 

Caldwell Avenue, not far from the Chesterfild County line. But who he 

was... how he died... and even *when* --  are all a mystery tonight.  

Laura Geller has the story....

0:17

Politics 7/15/2014 FOXHALF 10T McDONNELS COURT Tomorrow, a federal judge is set to rule on whether certain witnesses, 

and evidence  ... should be presented, at former Governor,  

McDonnell's corruption trial.   McDonnell and his wife appeared in court 

today for a pre-trial hearing.   Their defense argued a reporting form 

for gifts -- would be irrelevant at trial, claiming there was no obligation 

to list items -- they received from former, Star Scientific, CEO, Jonnie 

Williams.   But the prosecution said it's an item jurors need to see.   A 

pu...

0:46

Politics 8/28/2014 FOXHALF 10R MCDONNELL TODAY The fate of former Governor Bob McDonnell and his wife Maureen will 

soon be in a jury's hands.    The testimony is finished.    Both sides 

are now getting ready for closing arguments.     It has taken 25 days 

to get here.. but tomorrow will be closing arguments in this historic 

case.    We heard from only one witness today to close things out..     

Special Agent Katherine Weber analyzed the calendars of Bob and 

Maureen McDonnell to show how much time the first couple spent 

together over the thre...

0:36

Community Concerns 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MACKEY CASE A year without answers... and a year mourning the loss of her son --   

Today we talked with the mother of Brendon Mackey, the child killed 

by celebratory gunfire, this time last year.  His death has motivated 

others, to make sure, this doesn't happen again.  Curtis McCloud has 

more on the changes coming out of this tragedy:...

0:20

Community Concerns 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R HANOVER AX #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R FIREWORKS STUFF It was a show that was determined to go on!   And tonight - thousands 

gathered in Henrico to catch a festive fireworks display.The big show is 

just wrapping up at Genworth Financial. All day long, organizers had 

been consulting with forecasters to determine whether or not to cancel 

the annual display.Tonight was also the night for the RVA Fireworks on 

the James show, but city leaders postponed it until Saturday due to 

the threat of severe weather. But the heavy rain and lightening were a 

no show...

0:34

Community Concerns 7/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F CARYTOWN GUNS A self proclaimed gun rights activist found a unique way to display his 

right to bare arms.      He walks down Cary street with an American 

flag and a long gun.      He say's his goal is to start a healthy debate 

about guns.     As Chrystina Head reports not everyone agree's with 

his with his method....

0:17

Community Concerns 7/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SUNDAY HUNTING Starting this Sunday, you will be able to legally hunt...under certain 

circumstances.The law went into effect July first, but this weekend is 

the first time hunting will be allowed on Sundays.The law allows 

people to hunt waterflowl and wild animals including nuisance 

species.But that can't happen within 200 yards of a house of 

worship.Another note: you can not hunt deer or bear with a gun, 

firearm or other weaopn using hunting dogs on Sundays....

0:28



Community Concerns 7/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 103M VARINA FAMILY DOLLAR An Eastern Henrico neighborhood is growing...but people living in 

Varina say -- they don't want a major retailer setting up shop in their 

community..     Developers want to build a Family Dollar just feet 

away from a number of new homes, near North James 

Estates.Neighbors are worried about what the store will bring to the 

community..And they tell Ashley Monfort, they're going to fight this 

project....

0:26

Community Concerns 7/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M IDOL AUDITIONS Don't forget -- your next chance at becoming the next American Idol is 

just a week away... and you won't have to go far to audition!The Idol 

bus will be at the state capitol on Bank Street next Tuesday --  July 15-

th.It'll be there from nine to five, but they're expecting a lot of people, 

so the earlier you can get there the better.Go to "american idol dot 

com" ....  to find out more....

0:24

Community Concerns 7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W NATL BEER EXPO The first Capital Ale House National Beer Expo will be in Richmond 

next week.      Organizers hope it will attract beer lovers from across 

the country, ... as local craft brewers are working to put Richmond on 

the map for "beer tourism."Heather Sullivan has our story tonight:...

0:17

Community Concerns 7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CFIELD DEVELOP We're learning new details about a possible development coming to 

the chesterfield-Richmond line.      Real Estate company "J-L-L"... says 

it's trying to sell the land for "Parkway Crossings at Bon Air", a nearly 

170-acre development.      It would go near Chippenham and the 

Powhite Parkway.      So far, there's no official buyer... but it's zoned 

for both business and residential use....

0:23

Community Concerns 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R SOUL FOOD A new restaurant opens in the unlikeliest of places--a Richmond 

housing project!     Tonight, we're learning the owners are offering the 

Gilpin Court community so much more than food.      Richmond 

Reporter Laura Geller is there with their unique story....

0:16

Community Concerns 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R ROUTE 54 BRIDGE Listen up if you drive in Ashland.    A heavily traveled bridge is getting 

a much needed makeover...but it's going to cause a lot of delays.      

VDOT is replacing the Route 54 bridge over Interstate 95.     The work 

will take more than a year...reducing traffic down to just one lane in 

each direction.     The new traffic pattern just got underway today.     

Chrystina Head has more from Ashland on what you can expect during 

the project....

0:26

Community Concerns 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R ROUTE 54 BRIDGE 10:23:50 Taylor Adams/ lives near construction "i've lived here my 

whole life." (please cover)    In that time, Taylor Adams has gotten to 

know quite a bit about traffic in the area.      He says 

normally...10:24:02 Taylor Adams/lives near construction " it's really 

not too bad.     He lives just steps away from Route 54 in Ashland.     

He says with all the construction happening, he's expecting to see 

things change, and says in some ways they already have.10:24:24 

Taylor Adams/Lives near constr...

1:28

Community Concerns 7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W SULJEMANI TRIAL A surprise in a high-profile rape case.     The man found guilty of 

attacking a woman outside a West End nightclub-- will get a new trial.     

Driton Sul-jemani -- arrived in court, to learn his sentence earlier 

today (Wednesday).     The defense team tells Fox Richmond .... 

statements provided by the victim -- were inconsistent.     The judge 

agreed.     Earlier this year, a jury convicted Sul-jemani of rape and 

sodomy... connected to an assault ... outside the Beach House Bar, in 

Innsbrook....

0:32



Community Concerns 7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 103W RICHMOND TREES The city of Richmond is looking for a few good people... to help take 

care of some trees!  These little trees were planted over the past three 

years... which makes them more vulnerable to dry weather, and that's 

where you come in.  If you see a young tree near your home -- 

sporting a green bag at the base, the city wants you to fill the bag 

with water.     During the summer, new plantings can use up to 15 

gallons of water a week.  Right now, the weather isn't helping much.    

The City says be ca...

0:39

Community Concerns 7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W DACEY TRIAL BEGINS Testimony will resume tomorrow, in the trial one family believes ... is 

their last chance at justice.     Rusty Mack was beaten to death in 

Colonial Heights... and prosecutors say it was Blair Dacey who 

delivered the fatal blow!     Ashley Monfort was in the Courthouse for 

day one of the trial... she has the latest for us tonight....

0:20

Community Concerns 7/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R NEW KENT SLUDGE Say no to sludge.Neighbors from New Kent to Prince George are 

raising concerns about allowing a company trying to dump waste on 

hundreds of acres of farm land.Chrystina Head is following the 

controversy...

0:13

Community Concerns 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PBURG NAACP We begin with that viral, arrest, video... that sparked a lot of anger -- 

toward Petersburg Police...     The 19 year old was arrested after 

recording a traffic stop with his cell phone.  The teen claims he was 

assaulted by the officer.     It has outraged the community -- leading 

to protests since June.     But today-- the police department is getting 

some support.     Ashley Monfort has this story....

0:25

Community Concerns 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F REDSKINS CAMP TIX More than 25 thousand fans jamming into the Redskins Training 

Center for fan appreciation day last year, and you'll talk to more than 

a few who say the sheer number of people may have kept them from 

an enjoyable experience... That won't be the case this time around.    

The Redskins announcing today that they'll require tickets for four 

practices during camp.... fan appreciation day on August 2nd, and the 

Patriots' practice days on August 4th-6th... The team will only award 

12 thousand tickets fo...

0:44

Community Concerns 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F NEIGHBORHOOD SPEEDING A Richmond says drivers speed up and down his neighborhood road... 

and it's already claimed one life --  his beloved dog's!    He says he 

wants the city to do more to slow down drivers on Cedar Grove Road.      

He spoke with out Laura Geller:...

0:14

Community Concerns 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MISSING GIRL Those stories in just a moment,but first we begin with breaking news 

in the search for a missing Emporia girl...11-year-old Niesha Powell is 

no longer missing! The Greensville Sheriff's office has confirmed to us 

that powell was found just a short time ago.They tell us a resident 

found her, and that she's safe.  We do not have any other details 

regarding her disappearance.Niesha had been missing since around 

7:30 this morning.Again, the Sheriff's office tells us she's been found 

safe tonight....

0:31

Community Concerns 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CELL PHONE TOWER First on Fox tonight, Chesterfield's planning commission says "okay" to 

a proposed cell phone tower along Hull Street Road.    This is the 

second time has tried to put a tower in the Bexley West community.  

The last time, homeowners opposed it.But cell service in the area is 

spotty... and neighbors do want *something* done.This time, the plan 

is to put the tower farther away from homes... on Cross Pointe Church 

property.The pastor there says his congregation is on board with the 

project -- as lo...

0:40



Community Concerns 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W RANDY TAYLOR Two life sentences!  That's the punishment handed down today for 

Randy Taylor... the man convicted of kidnapping and killing Alexis 

Murphy..But the sentence didn't come before some drama in the 

courtroom...Mike Valerio has more on that, and reaction from Alexis' 

family in our top story tonight:...

0:19

Community Concerns 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO ROADS Some much-needed road improvements are coming to Henrico County.  

50-million dollars will now pave the way for projects that have been on 

hold for years because of lack of funding.Ashley Monfort has more on 

how the county came up with the money... from Dabbs House Road -- 

the site of one of those projectsOUTCUE......

0:20

Community Concerns 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W BROOK ROAD A traffic alert for Henrico drivers - starting in less than two hours. 

Beginning at 8 o'clock tonight, the right and middle southbound lanes 

of Brook Road near Mountain Road will be closed - as crews fix a 

leaking water main valve.  The work will disrupt water service to 15 

businesses.  Repairs should be finished by 4:00 tomorrow morning....

0:21

Community Concerns 7/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R I95 TRACTOR TRAILER A portion of Interstate 95 South is back open... but state police say, 

you can  expect delays through the night.   It's all because of this 

tractor trailer crash, that sent 4 people to the hospital.   And we've 

just learned - fuel spilled from the tanker - mixed with all this rain - is 

now impacting the environmental - affecting Swift Creek!Brent 

Solomon, has the latest from the scene in Chesterfield:...

0:25

Community Concerns 7/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R DWIDDIE BOOMS If you heard lound booms in Dinwiddie *before* the thunder started 

today... here's what it was..     Marines and Sailors are training as they 

prepare for deployment later this year.      The unit is not revealing 

exactly where they are doing the off base exercises...but say they 

have notified neighbors in the area.     More exercises are planned 

near the Natural Bridge and the city Creeds, Virginia later this 

month....

0:24

Community Concerns 7/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R CHURCH FIRE Today's storms brought us a lot of rain and flash flooding...and also 

lightning..and that;s what likely what started a fire at Swift Creek 

Baptist Church on Branders Bridge Road today...It broke out just after 

five tonight.. the fire was contained to one room -- although others 

suffered smoke damage.firefighters aren't sure whether lightning hit 

the building, or hit nearby, causing a power surge....

0:25

Community Concerns 7/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SWIFT CREEK GAS The water is fine! That's the message from Chesterfield tonight... after 

this tanker truck accident on I-95!It sent thousands of gallons of fuel 

into Swift Creek in southern Chesterfield, killing fish and turned water 

brown and oily.  Curtis McCloud tells us, you won't taste anything in 

the water, but you could smell something in the air:...

0:20

Community Concerns 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M NEW CITY JAIL After years of construction, Richmond's new, Justice Center, is now 

open. ,   Over 900 inmates were moved into the multi-million dollar 

facility on Friday.  It replaces the cramped, outdated city jail, and 

meant to counter current issues, including poor living conditions, 

outdated security and lack of medical care:...

0:20



Community Concerns 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M LOUISA SCHOOL A local community proves it's stronger than a natural disaster.   We 

were there as Louisa prepareed to unveil a brand new school after its 

old building was destroyed in an earthquake.   It's a bright start to the 

upcoming school year for hundreds of students at Thomas Jefferson 

Elementary School.   After three years of uncomfortable learning 

conditions following the 2011 earthquake, they will soon return to a 

brand new - state of the art campus.      Brent Solomon got a look at 

the new facility...

0:35

Community Concerns 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M TUBING DEATH Memorials are being planned tonight-- for a Henrico High School 

student --killed in a weekend boating accident.  Friends of 16 year old 

Caroline Knotts says she was on vacation, with her family in Michigan, 

when it happened.  Knotts played varsity soccer, and field hockey, at 

Henrico High. She was also part of the International Baccalaureate 

program.  Henrico Reporter Ashley Monfort has more on this tragic 

loss....

0:27

Community Concerns 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T PBURG BOOM BOOM Did you know that tomorrow marks the 150-th anniversary of the 

battle of the crater in Petersburg?If you live in Petersburg, you're 

going to get a loud reminder really early tomorrow morning!that's 

becuase there's going to be live cannon fire just before *six* 

tomorrow morning, as they commemmorate the event.there are 

actually going to be events most of the day tomorrow... ranging from 

artillery demonstrations to a living history re-telling of the event. You 

can check all of that out at "petersb...

0:33

Community Concerns 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T SHORT PUMP HOMES In some places, four acres can hold just one house. But four acres in 

Short Pump -- could soon hold dozens.  The owner of the lot off, Tom 

Leanord's Drive, wants to use it for more than fifty town homes. As 

Ashley Monfort tells us,  it's a big plan for a small piece of land:...

0:17

Community Concerns 8/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F WHEELCHAIR DEATH #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M ST JOSEPHS CHILD AUTISM There's a one of a kind program in Henrico County now treating young 

children diagnosed with autism.Organizers say it could eventually help 

thousands of children transition into public schools.Henrico Reporter 

Ashley Monfort has more details from Saint Joseph's Villa....

0:18

Community Concerns 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R FAIRFIELD COMMONS In Eastern Henrico-- We're hearing from store owners who say-- they 

feel, left out of renovation plans -- for Fairfield Commons Mall.It's 

being demolished for the new Eastgate Town Center- complete with a 

Walmart Supercenter.The developer says, it approached the 

businesses about relocating.But some store owners tell Ashley Monfort 

-- that's not the case....

0:23

Community Concerns 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R DMV UPDATE If you had business with the D-M-V that you couldn't get done today... 

you should be able to tomorrow.    The agency's computer system was 

down for most of the day today...D-M-V isn't saying just what caused 

the problems... but did tweet that things were up and running again 

around five tonight....

0:19

Community Concerns 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F VCU TRAFFIC ALERT Now a traffic alert out of VCU that's expected to last the entire 

weekend.Students are moving back to campus--which means you may 

want to avoid the area around Monroe Park, unless you absolutely 

need to be there. Ashley Monfort has more on what you can expect:...

0:17



Community Concerns 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SMOKE ALARMS RECALL A life-saving tool is under a recall.       Radio frequency can cause 

these Smoke detecters to fail.  We're talking about these E-S-L AND 

INTER-LOGICKS BRAND smoke detectors..       The alarms were 

installed in apartments, homes and commercial buildings from march 

2013 until february of this year.        check your smoke detectors, and 

if you have one of these, call your security or fire system provider for 

a replacement....

0:26

Community Concerns 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SATURDAY POWHITE One more traffic alert for tomorrow, this one for anyone using the 

Powhite Parkway.  Beginning at four A-M, the right two lanes of the 

Powhite Bridge will close for maintenance and repair.   Signs will be in 

place, but take extra care in the area. Everything should be back to 

normal by 9:00 tomorrow night....

0:19

Community Concerns 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SPICE RECALL McCormick and Company is recalling point-75 ounce bottles of its 

ground oregano.   This impacts bottles with an August 21st or August 

22nd "best by" date.    The spice could possibly be contaminated with 

salmonella.    The recall affects more than one thousand cases of 

oregano shipped to 41 states, including Virginia.   Customers can 

contact McCormick Consumer Affairs at 1-800-632-5847 for a refund 

or replacement....

0:26

Community Concerns 8/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W ALS We've seen the videos of hundreds of people taking on the A.L.S. ice 

bucket challenge.      The effort is raising millions of dollars, to help 

with research in finding treatments and a cure.     And today -- Ashley 

Monfort talked with a Henrico woman living with the disease....

0:16

Community Concerns 8/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R COURTHOUSE CLOSED We are getting answers tonight just hours after a Petersburg judge 

says the circuit court building is unsafe for employees to work in!    

Now city leaders are scrambling to repair the building's A-C unit.But 

that's not the only problem for taxpayers.     Brent Solomon 

investigates in Petersburg:...

0:18

Community Concerns 8/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R LUCKS LANE Right now---- 'Debate' on a road widening project in Chesterfield is 

heating up.   The county has plans to make a two lane section of Lucks 

Lane into a four lane road. Construction is slated to begin, at Spirea 

Lane and continue to Route 2-88. Curtis McCloud reports, the project 

is upsetting people living along Lucks Lane -- who stand to loose part 

of the their property....

0:24

Community Concerns 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W RIP CURRENTS As labor day weekend approaches, Hurricane Cristobal ... is bringing 

dangerous -- and now deadly -- rip currents to the east coast!in Ocean 

City, Maryland an 18 year old man died in the strong current Tuesday 

night.It happened about half an hour after lifeguards went off duty. 

beachgoers tried to rescue him... but could not save his life.Tongiht, 

Jim Duncan is watching Hurricane Cristobal from the First Forecast 

center......

0:28

Community Concerns 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W DOG SPEEDING UPDATE Changes are coming to a South Richmond road... after our story, 

about a man who said -- speeding drivers killed his dog!We first 

brought you the story back in May.. Now, city officials say they've 

looked into the complaint, on Cedar Grove Road.  They tell Laura 

Geller they're ready to do something about it....

0:19



Community Concerns 8/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F POWHITE PARKWAY A traffic alert to keep in mind for next week...  Starting Tuesday night, 

be alert to work on northbound Powhite Parkway, as crews mark the 

pavement from Chippenham Parkway to Cary Street.  The work begins 

at nine and night, and continues until five the next morning, right into 

Saturday. This is all weather permitting....

0:19

Community Concerns 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M BACK TO SCHOOL Tanaquil Mosby/ Cedar street baptist church " if they go to school 

feeling good then they will have a good day." (please cover)That's the 

whole idea behind the first annual "day of beauty" held at cedar street 

baptist church in church hill.More than 100 children of all ages showed 

up to get a new do before they head back to class and they came from 

just about everywhere. Tanaquil Mosby " they are coming from 

henrico, they are coming from hanover, chesterfield, richmond, church 

hill and the south...

1:47

Community Concerns 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MCDONNELLS TRIAL After a break for Labor Day, the jury in the corruption trial of former 

governor bob mcdonnell and his wife should get the case tomorrow.  

Closing arguments on Friday wrapped weeks of testimony from dozens 

of witnesses.The McDonnells are accused of accepting loans and gifts 

in exchange for promoting a nutritional supplement....

0:20

Community Concerns 9/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CITY REAL ESTATE TAX "Schools like Elkhardt Middle behind me, are on the list for much 

needed repairs. But the mayor says, the city needs to take a close look 

at which of those fixes are urgent, and which of those can wait a little 

bit."  Mayor Dwight Jones proactively addressed the anticipated 

backlash from a proposed one-cent real estate tax cut."I know some 

may be questioning my call for a reduction in the real estate tax at a 

time when our schools are calling for more resources."Richmond public 

schools reported...

1:56

Community Concerns 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W PARK CANOPY Lots of families come to Henrico's Twin Hickory Park -- but there's a 

slight problem.  There's no shade-- and on hot days, some of that 

playground equipment can reach more than  one- hundred degrees.  

Henrico Reporter Ashley Monfort tells us about changes parents can 

expect....

0:17

Community Concerns 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W COX ROAD Another traffic alert for Innsbrook... hopefully the last one for this 

particular problem.  Crews are back out, working to finish up the 

repairs on Cox Road, where a water main broke.  While Cox road is 

open to two-way traffic, alternating sides will close for repaving.   This, 

is all on the section from Nuckols Road, to North Park Drive. All lanes 

of Cox road should be open, for the morning commute....

0:25

Community Concerns 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W PRINCIPAL ARREST a messy argument that leads to a Richmond high school principal's 

arrest!   Take a look at Huguenot High, principal, Jafar Barakat's mug 

shot...        The mother of his children, filed a warrant for his arrest, 

Sunday.          He's now charged with assault and battery.          Kelly 

Avellino has been pouring over those documents, and has our top 

story:...

0:21

Community Concerns 9/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F REBKEE MTG New information tonight in the debate over baseball in Richmond.     

The developers who proposed building a new stadium on the 

Boulevard are taking that plan to Richmond business leaders.    We‟ve 

learned the Rebkee group will meet with the executive committee of 

the Richmond Chamber of Commerce Monday morning.     You may 

remember, the group, which is headquartered in Chesterfield, already 

presented to county business owners there.     At this point, there is 

still no word from the mayor‟s offi...

0:37



Community Concerns 9/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F 3RD PRECINCT MTG If you live in the city's third precinct...there's an opportunity for you to 

meet the officers that patrol your streets and solve neighborhood 

problems.   The police department is holding a problem-solving 

training workshop tomorrow.   You can talk to officers about public 

safety issues in the community and ways to reduce crime.    It begins 

at 9 a.m. and runs until 3 at Mary Munford Elementary School....

0:26

Community Concerns 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CFIELD WATER PARK The developer behind Chesterfield's "Uptown Alley" wants to build a 

160-million dollar entertainment complex -- along with a hotel and 

convention center... possibly even a water park!Steve Uphoff wants to 

build it on, 26 acres near "Uptown Alley" -- just off 288, near 

Commonwealth Center Parkway. But, people who live in the nearbly 

"Terraces" community -- who were not happy with Uptown Alley -- are 

even more unhappy about this idea:...

0:28

Community Concerns 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W 9 11 CEREMONIES Tomorrow marks the anniversary of the 9/11 attacks, that changed 

America forever..    And there are several events planned throughout 

Central Virginia...    The Virginia War Memorial is holding a Patriot's 

Day Ceremony to honor the lives lost that day.    It begins at noon and 

runs until 12:45.    The public is invited to attend.    And The Amelia 

Academy in Amelia County is holding the "Never Forget Project".     

Students and faculty will mark the anniversary by placing 2,997 flags 

on the front...

0:40

Community Concerns 9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R OUTLET MALL A long-anticipated outlet mall in Hanover is a step closer, right now to 

becoming reality.If you don't remember the project, it's because it 

seems to have been stalled for the past five years.But things could be 

moving along again soon.Kelly Avellino has our update from 

Hanover:...

0:17

Community Concerns 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F REBKE FINANCIALS We're uncovering new information that could help Richmond decide 

how to move forward with the debate over baseball.    Developers who 

want to build a new stadium on the Boulevard say it will earn the city 

millions more than a ballpark in Shockoe Bottom.   Laura Geller has 

been following this story since it broke... she has the latest from the 

diamond tonight:...

0:22

Community Concerns 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F WATER MAIN We begin tonight in Henrico... where hundreds of homes have been 

dealing with "no water" for much of the day -- and some people won't 

be getting it back until tomorrow mornin g-- thanks to three water 

main breaks within a matter of hours!!Utility crews say the breaks 

aren't related... they have no idea what caused three of them in one 

day.The latest was on Waltham drive... they're still working to find and 

fix that one, and don't expect the water to be back on until around six 

tomorrow morning.T...

0:49

Community Concerns 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T BUDDYS CLOSING It's been a staple in "the fan" for more than three decades but it looks, 

like it's the end of the road for Buddy's.  The popular Richmond bar 

and grill  will close at the end of January when the lease is up. 

Chrystina Head spoke with the bar's owner about what's next:...

0:16

Community Concerns 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO ROAD MONEY The state is putting the brakes on hundreds of millions of dollars in 

road work funding, re-examining its "to-do" list.and that could stall 

dozens of construction projects across Virginia.Kelly Avellino has more 

tonight on some much-needed local projects, that may have to wait a 

little longer:...

0:19



Community Concerns 9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F IMMIGRANT CHILDREN Right now nearly 3-hundred undocumented immigrant children are 

living in the metro Richmond area.The numbers are being tracked by 

the federal government-- but as many news reports have discovered-- 

very little is known about these children at a local level.  Ashley 

Monfort breaks down where these children are....

0:20

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

6/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M ANOTHER GM RECALL More recalls, from General Motors today...This time, "six" new recalls, 

covering cars and trucks from 1997, to the present.In all -- nearly 

eight million vehicles!If yours is one of them, you'll get a notice in the 

mail.It's another ignition problem... this one, because the key could 

rotate the ignition .G-M says, there have been seven crashes, and 

eight injuries.Until all of the recalled cars and trucks have been fixed, 

the company says you should take all extra keys and key chains off 

your key...

0:32

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

6/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M COMPENSATION Meanwhile, G-M says it will compensate victims and families of those 

involved in crashes, because of these recalls.No word on how much 

that will cost... but as jeff flock reports, it could run into the billions!...

0:14

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T GRACO RECALL Graco recalls millions of infant car, seat, buckles.      Graco is recalling 

harness buckles, used on approximately 1-point-9-million infant car 

seats -- manufactured between July 2010 and May 2013.      Some 

consumers reported having difficulty, or being unable to open the 

buckle.       Graco will provide a free replacement buckle.      Earlier 

this year, Graco recalled three point-8 million .... defective belt 

harnesses, on toddler car seats ... that in some cases didnot unlatch, 

trapping chil...

0:32

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T SOUTHWEST As of today, low-cost carrier Southwest Airlines is spreading its wings 

outside the United States.    This morning the first of six daily 

international flights--  left Baltimore/Washington international airport, 

enroute to Aruba.      Other southwest international flights, depart 

from Atlanta and Orlando.      Southwest subsidiary, Airtran -- has 

been flying outside the u-s for years....

0:25

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CHRYSLER RECALL With all of the talk about G-M's massive recalls, it's easy to forget, it 

isn't the only automaker dealing with ignition problems...Chrysler is 

too, and it's expanding its own recall, by about 700-thousand vehicles. 

The latest recall covers, some Dodge Journey SUVs, and Chrysler Town 

& Country, and Dodge Caravan, minivans  -- from 2007 to 2009 model 

years.However, the government says this recall does not address *its* 

concern -- which is     -- the problem can apparently stop air bags 

from going...

0:32

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M JOB FAIR Henrico County Schools is looking for a few good men and women to 

operate their buses this Fall.  They're inviting all qualified applicants to 

a Job fair.It's tomorrow from nine a-m to 1 p-m --  at the Virginia 

Employment Commission Resource Workforce Center. That's located at 

121 Cedar Fork Road.Henrico schools , is filling positions for full-time, 

and substitute bus drivers. They also hiring substitute custodians and 

cafeteria workers. It's recommended that you fill out an application, 

online,...

0:35



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T FORD RECALL Ford is recalling a bunch of cars for several reasons tonight...      Some 

of Ford's top names are part of the recall, including the 2013 and 14 

Taurus, Flex, Escape S-U-V and the 2012 through 2014 Edge... Some 

Lincolns are involved, too.  100-thousand vehicles in all.There are 

various safety issues...      ranging from axle concerns to leaky roofs.If 

this includes your car, Ford will notify you about free repairs.. Though 

if you bought one of those models *used*, you may want to check 

with a de...

0:32

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W EZPASS PHISHING SCAM A warning tonight for E-ZPass users...an email scam is going around, 

aimed at getting access to your private information.    The email may 

look real, but VDOT say this is a scam.    Ray Daudani explains how to 

tell what's real and what's not:...

0:15

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W EZPASS PHISHING SCAM Ray Daudani:  The email looks like it's from E-ZPass with an invoice 

asking you to download an invoice and pay up for some past due tolls, 

but it's really a scam from thieves trying to get your personal 

information.------------------     The email appears to come from "E-

ZPass Info" with the subject line, "In arrears for driving on toll road," 

but VDOT says the email is not from E-ZPass and there are several red 

flags customers should notice.Shannon Marshall, VDOT: 2:01:12 "We 

do not send invoic...

0:58

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W PREGNANT DISCRIMINATION What will it take to make sure pregnant workers are treated fairly on 

the job?     It's a question the federal government is tackling with new 

guidelines.   For  14 years, there has been nearly a 50 percent 

increase in the number of pregnancy related complaints to the Equal 

Employment Opportunity Commision.   Now - the group is updating its 

guidelines to ensure employers are following the law.   Brent Solomon 

joins us now with the updates the commission approved....

0:29

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T DEBT COLLECTION There are a number of factors that find more and more consumers in 

over their heads in debt.(rebecca gershowitz - clear point credit 

counseling) 4739 "We see a lot of people who have had to have a 

reduction of income to keep their job or they've been in a position 

where they're used to having an increase year after year and that 

increase has stopped."    All while the cost of living continues to rise.   

Rebecca Gershowitz with Clear Point Credit Counseling says it's no 

surprise a new study finds...

1:50

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SUPERVALU if you've shopped at Farm Fresh... the latest data breach could affect 

you!The grocery store's corporate owner-- Supervalu-- says hackers 

accessed a network that processes store transactions between June 

22nd and July 17th.    Account numbers, expiration dates, cardholders' 

names and other information may have been stolen.There is only one 

Farm Fresh in the Richmond area.That is located off East Main Street 

in Shockoe.Right now- there is no evidence the data is being 

misused....

0:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HOSPITAL HACKERS Cyber thieves may have gotten their hands on more than four-million 

medical patients' personal information...And we've learned that  

patients in Petersburg and Colonial Heights are among them!  Brent 

Solomon has what you need to know:...

0:14

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 103R HONDA FIT RECALL If you drive a Honda Fit, listen up!Honda is recalling 12-thousand Fits 

so it can replace steel front bumper beams.That will make the car safer 

in a crash.The 20-15 Fit initially failed a key front-end crash test. 

Honda engineers strengthened the front beams and the Fit passed a 

second test....

0:18



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F STUDENT CYBER THEFT Right now, students are heading back to college -- or getting ready to 

go for the first time..And while they get lots of reminders on how to 

keep their personal belongings safe,a different kind of theft that could 

be far more costly. Gray Hall has what you need to think about:...

0:17

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M IPHONE BATTERY RECALL having trouble with your iphone 5, battery?    you might be eligible for 

a free replacement.   apple said "a very small percentage" of iphone 5 

smartphones may "suddenly experience shorter battery life or need to 

be charged more frequently."    only iphone 5 smartphones -- sold 

between september 2012, and january 2013 are eligible, and only 

those, that fall within a certain range of serial numbers.    apple has 

opened a website that allows people to determine whether their 

phones are eligible....

0:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M DELTA HIRING If you want to make travel a career, Delta Airlines is hiring -- as it 

makes plans to expand its flight schedule.   the atlanta-based carrier -- 

expects to hire at least 18-hundred flight attendants. the first of them 

will start training in january.    with profits up 17-percent from the 

same period last year, delta projects  ---  that its flight schedule will 

grow, 2 to 3 percent in the third quarter.      the atlanta journal-

constitution reports --  the airline has already started taking appli...

0:37

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HOTEL FEES While you're traveling, make sure you know, about possible add-on 

charges -- and not just for airlines. A number of major hotel chains -- 

now charge a fee for bigger beds, early and late check out times and 

in-room safes. In fact,  the fee game has become so big, hotels 

brought in a record, 2-point-25-billion  .... in add-on revenue last year 

alone.  Experts say guests need to be "extra-attentive" to the fine 

print, as fewer and fewer services come for free....

0:29

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T DATE RAPE POLISH Some students at North Carolina State University are working to put a 

stop to sexual assaults.They're developing a new kind of nail polish... 

that changes color when it touches drugs associated with date 

rape.Women who wear it just have to swirl their finger in their drink to 

test it. The creators say their product, Undercover Colors is in its very 

early stages. Still, it's already attracted a major investment, and it's 

getting a lot of attention not only on campus, but around the 

country....

0:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HEWLETT PACKARD RECALL If you have an H-P or Compaq laptop or notebook from 20-10 through 

20-12... you need to knowl... the power cord could start a fire!     H-P 

has almost 30 reports of overheating "L-S-15" power cords.    If you 

have one, unplug it immediately...and visit H-P dot com for a free 

replacement....

0:17

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F CANCELED CONCERT We have answers tonight after a viewer contacted us about a canceled 

concert -- and she could not get her money back.   Earlier today we 

heard back from the organizers,  who promise to make good on the 

cost.   Curtis McCloud has the full details...

0:14

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R SMOKE ALARM RECALL An important consumer alert- more than a million smoke alarms and 

combination smoke-carbon monoxide alarms are being recalled.   

Kidde is issuing the recall.The problem is they may stop working after 

a power outage.  The recalled alarms are hard-wired into a home's 

electric power. Kidde is offering free replacements.You can find out 

more at "recalls dot gov"....

0:24



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R GMAIL PASSWORDS LEAKED If you have a Google account, listen up!A list of nearly five *million* 

gmail addresses and their passwords recently turned up on a Russian 

website.That's the bad news..The not-so-bad news... is that most of 

these passwords are old, and not used anymore.Google says it doesn't 

look like it was hacked.. instead, the passwords were stolen using 

other means, and collected over the years.It's notifying people whose 

current passwords were on the list... if you get one of those 

notifications, you shoul...

0:34

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M IPHONE 6 APPLE PAY While the new i-phone 6 officially comes out Friday there is a new way 

to pay that comes along with it. Starting in October you can use Apple 

Payas an alternative to carrying around that bulky wallet full of credit 

cards.But of course there are concerns about security.Ray Daudani 

takes a look at how it works and whether or not it's safe to use....

0:22

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T GOV NEW JOBS ANNOUNCEMENT Online grocer, Relay Foods is expanding in Richmond and bringing 

more jobs to the metro.     Today, Governor Terry McAuliffe announced 

the company will invest more than 700-thousand dollars, creating 75 

new jobs.     The company will invest in its primary warehouse with 

help from the city and commonwealth.     It also plans to build a new 

warehouse in 2016....

0:22

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T RIFLE RECALL If you're a hunter... you need to hear about this!!   A massive recall of 

Remington rifles -- because they could unintentionally go off!!These 

are Model Seven and Model 700 rifles, with X-Mark Pro triggers...made 

from may first of 2006, through April 9th of this year.Laura Geller has 

what you need to know in this consumer alert:...

0:20

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T UBER BILL Have you heard of Uber?  The app-based service that aims to get you 

rides as a taxi alternative?It's getting to be very popular... but one 

colorado woman says she paid dearly for the convenience..Tracy Reed 

says she used her Uber app to arrange a ride for five people, to an 

Elton John concert in Denver.But when the bill came... it was 400 

bucks!According to the receipt, she was charged "surge pricing" -- 

which Uber uses when there's very high demand, and low supply of 

drivers.Reed says she had n...

0:36

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F OHARE FLIGHTS Things are slowly getting back to normal in Chicago... after an arson 

fire grounded nearly 18-hundred flights  at O'Hare and Midway 

airports.Those cancellations caused problems for people here in 

Richmond, too... and some of them won't be on their way until 

tomorrow, because while planes are flying in and out of Chicago again, 

they're flying on a reduced schedule.The early morning fire forced the 

evacuation of the control center in Aurora, about 40 miles from 

downtown Chicago. Emergency crews fo...

0:49

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SHELL SHOCK VIRUS Another reason to make sure that the anti-virus software on your 

computer and phone is up-to-date... we're getting a better 

understanding on a new computer virus hitting users!  S ecurity 

experts say the bash software contains a bug named "shell shock" that 

could be used to take control of hundreds of millions of machines 

worldwide.    bash, short for "bourne-again shell" is a command 

processor built into 70-percent of machines that connect to the 

internet. That includes such things as computers...

0:47



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CAFFEINE UNDERWEAR Why would somebody buy caffeinated underwear???Apparently, 

because the people who made it promised it would help you lose 

fat.Well, here's a shocker--the governent says it doesn't 

work.However, people who fell for the promise will be able to get their 

money back.Norm Thompson Outfitters and "Wacoal America" made 

the caffeine-infused underwear.They have agreed to refund one and a 

half million dollars to customers who bought the stuff... and they can 

no longer promise that their products will help...

0:35

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T PAYPAL AND EBAY Just over a decade after e-bay bought paypal... the companies are 

breaking up.eBay says it'll spil-off PayPal next year..It paid more than 

a billion dollars for the online and mobile payment service back in 

2002..Since then,PayPal has taken off, and  IS ON TRACK TO 

PROCESS ONE BILLION MOBILE PAYMENTS THIS YEAR alone.....

0:21

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T WINDOWS 10 Microsoft is playing a numbers game with its Windows operating 

system...With "Windows 8" proving to be not-very-popular with 

users... it announced a replacement today..  except that replacement 

will be "Windows 10".It says it's skipping Nine to emphasize the 

advances it's making toward a world centered around mobile 

devices.However, that's exactly what a lot of regular computer users 

did "not" like about the current version of windows. Which is why 

Microsoft says it is going to restore some trad...

0:44

Crime & Public Safety 6/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M SURVEILLANCE PICS Police are hoping for a possible break in an unsolved homicide in 

Chesterfield – by releasing surveillance pictures of the suspects.       

take a look at these images...       Police say these men abducted a 

woman at a storage unit on Jahnke Road last year... and forced her, to 

take them to her apartment, on Bristol Village Drive.       As the men 

ransacked the apartment , the commotion woke the woman's husband.       

"Abdel-magied Hussein"  ... was shot and killed.       The suspects fled 

in th...

0:40

Crime & Public Safety 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CARLSON PRELIM HEARING New details in the death case, of jogger, Meg Menzies.     Today, her 

accused killer, had his day in court.     The state decided 'not' to move 

forward with a DUI charge against the Hanover doctor on trial.     

Instead, the focus is on Dr. Michael Carlson's, felony, involuntary 

manslaughter charge.     Brent Solomon was in court, and has new 

details, in the investigation....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CARLSON PRELIM HEARING (brent solomon - hanover county) 530 - IN 1737 "An emotional day in 

court today as Meg Menzies husband testified before a judge 

recounting that emotional day he lost his wife."     Hanover doctor 

Michael Carlson had nothing to say as he entered court.     Inside, he 

listened as prosecutors played a recording of the 911 call he made the 

morning jogger Meg Menzies was hit and killed.     In it, Carlson 

admits to veering off of the road.(brent solomon - hanover county) 

"Megs husband says the two we...

1:56

Crime & Public Safety 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R EXPLOSIONS We're learning more today about the cause of the explosions that 

erupted in downtown Richmond last night..The blasts sent many 

people into a panic, and prompting emergency repairs.      Laura Geller 

is in Richmond  -- with more on just what went wrong:...

0:16



Crime & Public Safety 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R GAS LEAK A gas leak caused evacuations and shut down part of downtown 

Richmond today.   It happened around 10:30 this morning in the zero 

block of Robinson Street between Main and Cary Streets.   Authorities 

aren't sure if the gas line was nicked, by a city crew or if it broke due 

to age.   Whatever caused it, the leak was bad enough that people 

who live along the block were evacuated for part of the day -- and told 

not to light up any cigarettes while outside....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R HOPEWELL SHOOTING Hopewell police need your help finding this man!20 year old, Karl E. 

White is on the run... accused of shooting a 17 -year-old in Hopewell! 

It happened on 21-st Avenue at 11, last night.White is a convicted 

felon.. police say he and the victim knew each other, and got into an 

argument.. The victim is already out of the hospital.If you know where  

White may be.. call hopewell police at  541-2222....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 7/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F BRANDERMILL One year after the tragic death fo Brendon Mackey at a Brandermill 

fireworks celebration... No one there was taking any chances this 

Fourth of July.Many paused to remember the seven year old, struck by 

a bullet while at Sunday Park last year.This year, they made a lot of 

changes, hoping to prevent something like that from happening 

again.Brandermill required resident's passes for the Independence Day 

festivities, and police were out in force, vowing to lock up anyone 

caught breaking the law....

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 7/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F HOME INVASION We also continue to follow a violent home invasion out of Richmond.     

Police are looking for two men who pistol-whipped and robbed a man 

inside of his own home.      This all happened around 11-30 in 2300 

block of Cecil Road, which is near Virginia Union University.       

Officers tell us two men burst into the home and held up the victim at 

gun point, before assaulting him.       The victim should be okay....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F APPOMATTOX RIVER SOMETHING We begin with that breaking news from Colonial Heights... where 

police say someone they were chasing went to extreme measures to 

get away!Brent Solomon is live at the Martin Luther King, Junior 

bridge, where this all happened......

0:15

Crime & Public Safety 7/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T POWHATAN MUG The teen accused of taking cash and prescription drugs from several 

Powhatan homes -- will be arraigned tomorrow.      Right now, 19-year-

old "Jarett Cottle" is being held -- in the Piedmont Regional Jail 

without bond.      He faces multiple charges -- including four counts of 

"breaking and entering".     Powhatan Deputies say... between Sunday 

and Monday morning, he entered three homes on Anderson Highway, 

and another in the Chestnut Oaks subdivision.    One woman tells us, 

she confronted the s...

0:33

Crime & Public Safety 7/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MISSING WOMAN No one has heard from her for almost 24 hours -- and now the 

disappearance of this Henrico woman is being called suspicious.   

Police say Fatoumata  Coulibaly's  townhome "was not secure" -- we're 

working to get details on that, but it could mean a door or window was 

left open.  Now investigators and the family -- hope someone has 

heard from her.  Ashley Monfort has more, from East Parham Road, 

near the neighborhood where the teen was last seen....

0:28



Crime & Public Safety 7/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO SEARCH Right now, Henrico Police continue their search for the fourth and final 

suspect in that gas station robbery on West Broad Street.      19-year-

old "Shawn Thibou" is wanted on four warrants, including robbery.      

This is the robbery of the Shell Station -- that led to a manhunt in 

Western Henrico last night.      Many of you called and e-mailed us 

about the airplanes hovering over the area.      Three other suspects 

have already been arrested.      If you know where police can find 

"Shawn Thib...

0:33

Crime & Public Safety 7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO MISSING She was  Missing for nearly two days. but we *now* know the 

whereabouts of Henrico County teenager...     But, the mystery 

surrounding the disappearance of 19-year-old Fatoumata Coulibaly 

continues.     She walked into a Newark, New Jersey police station this 

afternoon --- telling officers she's safe.Her parents, though, are not 

convinced.  They spoke with Ashley Monfort today:...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W STOLEN AC We were there today -- as repairmen came to the rescue of a Henrico 

school    -- targeted by thieves, who stole the entire A-C unit!  But 

those criminals stole more than air conditioning -- they stole the fun 

and adventure of camp ....  for 40 young people with autism -- who 

come here every day.   However, as Brent Solomon tells us... those 

children won't be out long:...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R HENRICO SHOOTINGS A Crime Alert out of Eastern Henrico where stray bullets hit two 

homes.  The shooting happened on Hunters Mill Drive across from 

Harvie Elementary -- and neighbors have had enough.In this area, 

there have been two shootings within a mile of each other over the 

past few weeks. Ashley Monfort has more on how neighbors are taking 

action....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MANGRAM The death from a shootout on Hull Street Road last month has been 

ruled a "justifiable homicide."   Prosecutors say the killing was in self-

defense.    We have learned the victim, Dominique Mangram, shot and 

wounded the man who ended up killing him.     The commonwealth's 

attorney says no charges will be filed in this case.     This all happened 

at a gas station in the 57-hundred block of Hull Street when two men 

got in a fight and shot at each other.     The 21-year-old shooter had 

non-life thr...

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PABON MISSING Tonight a Chesterfield woman is still missing, but police are releasing a 

lot of new information that they hope jars somebody's memory and 

helps find her.   For hours this morning Police searched a wooded area 

near Commonwealth Center in Midlothian for clues in the disapperance 

case of 26 year-old Zulma Pabon.The young mother has been missing 

for more than a month.   Curtis McCloud spoke with Chesterfield 

investigators today about the new information in this case:...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F UPSKIRT GUY And we're getting a look at the suspect -- accused of causing a 

commotion at a local Wawa -- when he reportedly took photos, up a 

woman's skirt.     Police confronted "Bennett Church" inside the 

convenience store on West Broad Street near Hungary Springs.     

Police say Church tried to make a run for it... but he didn't get far.      

When officers caught him in the Wawa parking lot, they found 

marijuana and merchandise they say, Church didn't pay for.       He's 

now facing a list of charges....

0:30



Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F TEXTING TICKETS So far, Virginia's convicted more than 14-hundred people of texting 

while driving.    The law just celebrated one year on the books in the 

Commonwealth.      Rachel DePompa pulled the latest figures to find 

out how many drivers were busted for the crime in our area....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F TEXTING TICKETS this has only been a crime in the Commonwealth for a year-- it's hard 

to prove-- but police have managed to get some convictions.   

Chesterfield Police had the most in metro Richmond.Virginia's new law 

to get tough on texting turned one-- and so far not many Virginian's 

have wound up paying up for the crime.  1,427 convictions... double 

what we saw just 6 months ago. I requested these stats from the 

Department of Motor Vehicles. The agency only has 10 months of data 

right now-- so it's not the f...

1:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F AMELIA ARREST Virginia State Police have arrested a Henrico man in connection with a 

fatal shooting in Ameilia county at a Fourth of July party.  Take a look -

- 35-year-old Anthony Lamont Crawley faces several charges including 

first degree murder and four counts of attempted murder.    he is 

scheduled to appear in court on Tuesday in the shooting death of 21-

year-old DeAris Lewis. police are still investigating just what happened 

that night.  They believe others were involved in the shooting.  If you 

know an...

0:36

Crime & Public Safety 7/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M JEFFERSON COPPER THEFTS Police need your help tracking down a person interest in connection to 

a bold theft from the Jefferson Hotel.     Police say, someone stole 

thousands of dollars worth of copper planters from the historic hotel. 

Chris Thomas has more now, from the Jefferson:...

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 7/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M CFIELD MISSING MOM 

INVESTIGATION

A day after her 27th birthday, the sister of missing Chesterfield mother 

Zulma Pabon...  is crying out for the public's help.   Pabon has been 

missing for more than a month. Now, police are hoping to flush out 

new leads in the case.    Curtis McCloud spoke with Pabon's sister, and 

has what he learned new today?...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 7/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M FOOD LION SHOOTING We begin tonight with breaking news... a shooting at an eastern 

Henrico grocery store, and the shooter still on the run!This is 

unvolding at the Oak Hill shopping center on Mechanicsville Turnpike.. 

Chris Thomas joins us live with this breaking news:...

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W NEW FOOD LION SUSPECT #VALUE! 0:00

Crime & Public Safety 7/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R STARBUCKS VICTIM For the first time, we talk with the family of a grandmother who was 

just starting her shift -- at a Short Pump Starbucks -- when she was 

brutally attacked.  Kathy Vinson was badly beaten, and is 'still' in the 

hospital. Today, her family spoke with us about how she's doing, and 

how they're coping.  Henrico Reporter, Ashley Monfort, has the 

story:...

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F DACEY TRIAL Blair Dacey is back in police custody tonight... now *convicted* of 

second degree murder, in the beating death of 21 year old Rusty 

Mack.   The verdict came --  after more than 3 hours of deliberation 

this afternoon.Dacey was the final suspect to face trial -- and the only 

one to be convicted..Brent Solomon spoke with people, on both sides 

of this emotional case in Chesterfield:...

0:24



Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F CVS WOODMAN Have you seen this man??     You may not be able to make out his 

face...      But the bright yellow jacket could be a clue!          Police 

say he was armed with a gun when he held up a Henrico pharmacy.      

This surveillance video comes from the C-V-S on Woodman Road and 

near Hungary Road.      We're told the cashier gave him cash and pills.      

No one was hurt....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 7/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PRECINCT MEETING If you live in South Richmond, listen up-- tomorrow is your chance to 

talk to police and other city officials, about problems in your 

neighborhood!Tomorrow, Richmond Police -- Second Precinct will hold 

a problem-solving workshop. The meeting will bring together officers, 

and those in charge of other city services, to listen and try to figure 

out -- how to combat, the issues you see on your streets....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONALDS MURDER The search continues for two persons of interest, in a deadly shooting 

in Henrico's East End.      Officers say the pair on your screen were 

seen running from the McDonald's on Nine Mile Road.      Both are 

wearing dark clothing, and have their faces covered.      But, look 

closely --- in one picture --- you can make out one of the men's 

faces....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T BUS STABBING SUSPECTS New information tonight on that stabbing aboard a G-R-T-C bus 

Monday afternoon.    Sisters Shamia Cox and Jonae Cox both 

appeared in court this morning.    They were arraigned on malicious 

wounding charges in the stabbing of a 25 year old woman.    They 

remain in police custody.     Both will have preliminary hearings in 

August....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T RICHMOND ROBBERY SUSPECTS Richmond police need your help identifying four people wanted in 

connection to a robbery and assault in the fan.   Take a look at these 

photos.    The crime happened early Saturday morning in an alley in 

the one thousand block of West Grace Street.    Police believe the four 

men you see here assaulted and robbed another man.    If you know 

who these men are, call Crime Stoppers at 780-1000....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CHESTERFIELD MANHUNT A manhunt continues in Chesterfield right now, as police search for the 

robber they say -- tied up a store clerk at knife-point.     Police say, a 

man wearing all black, held a knife to the cashier at the Cigarette 

Express, at Oxbridge Square Shopping Center.       The suspect tied up 

the employee in the back of the store... with ties from the cartons.      

That victim is expected to be okay.     If you know anything about this 

robbery... call Crime Solvers....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HENRICO CHASE Henrico police arrested a man they say lead them on a police chase.    

Police tell us "31-year-old, UNIQUE KAHWAUN NICHOLS" did not stop 

after an officer tried to pull him over for speeding near Nine Mile road 

and I-64.    The chase ended on Airport Drive, where Nichols then got 

out of the car and ran.     He was later arrested inside the Extra Attic 

storage facility.    He's facing several charges....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F CHILD FOUND Now to the latest on that 8-year-old boy who went missing from a 

Richmond Boys and Girls Club this morning.  Police say he is safe and 

with his mother right now.But the question is... how did he manage to 

wander away in the first place?Ashley Monfort has been following this 

case and has our story tonight:...

0:19



Crime & Public Safety 7/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F SUSPICIOUS PERSON Richmond Police are looking for a suspicious person, seen in the 

Church Hill Neighborhood.      Police tell us a tall, skinny man, thought 

to be in his forties, knocked on a door in the 200 block of 27th street.          

He asked to speak to the head, of the household.      When the person 

asked, what he was selling, he walked away.      Police would like to 

talk to him, making sure he is not looking to break into houses....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 7/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PABON A new search underway tonight, in hopes of finding 26 year old Zulma 

Pabon...It's been nearly two months since the Chesterfield mother 

disappeared... She was last seen June 6-th, at St. Francis Hospital.  

Surveillance cideo from a nearby strage facility shows what looks to be 

her car being towed by a pickup truck.  The next day, police found the 

Nissan Altima  in a driveway at the Greenleigh mobile home park in 

Chester.Tonight, those closest to her have been searching that 

area..They went door t...

0:37

Crime & Public Safety 7/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F EMPORIA MURDER We begin tonight with breaking news... an arrest in this morning's 

deadly shooting in Emporia.Police caught up with their suspect, 47-

year-old Lamont George, in Rocky Mount, North Carolina tonight.He's 

accused of gunning down his girlfriend-- 36 year old Michelle Roper -- 

around 5-30 this morning.George faces several charges tonight... 

including murder....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T ABC EMBEZZLEMENT This is 29-year-old Steven Hammond. He was the coordinator for a 

program called Youth Alcohol Drug Abuse Prevention. It's a project 

that works with Virginia teens to keep their schools and communities 

drug and alcohol free--a project that uses state and federal 

funds.According to court documents, instead of going to that project, 

those funds were funneled right into Steven Hammond's pockets.  

Here you see Hammond admits to preparing false paperwork for that 

program, and those documents led ABC t...

1:14

Crime & Public Safety 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HANOVER ROBBERY UPDATE A crime alert tonight from Hanover police --     They believe a robbery 

from the weekend is connected to a robbery in Henrico from earlier 

this month!     On Saturday, Hanover police say someone robbed a 

pharmacy on Charter Gale Drive around six that night.     They say the 

armed suspect covered his face with a white rag and demanded cash 

and drugs.      Back on July 15th, Henrico police say a man robbed a C-

V-S on Woodman Road.     The suspect in that case also covered his 

face with a rag, was...

0:35

Crime & Public Safety 7/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R CRIME DATABASE Information just about every Richmonder would want to know about 

their neighborhood is now available with a click of a mouse!     Just 

today, Richmond Police unveiled a new public database where *you* 

can find out exactly what crime is going on in your neighborhood. 

Laura Geller has a closer look at what you need to know....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 7/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R VARINA KIDS The teenagers accused of vandalizing --  Varina High School will 'not' 

be charged with felonies.Trespassing charges were dropped today 

against the dozen Henrico teens.      They are accused of covering 

parts of the Varina high campus--  with chocolate sauce, syrup, rice, 

flour and eggs. They dumped trash cans and placed the empty cans, 

on the roofs of several buildings.They could eventually walk away with 

clean records...  if they perform 100 h ours of community service, and 

pay back around 4-th...

0:34



Crime & Public Safety 8/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F MISSING TEEN Police hope someone watching, right now, will have information   -- to 

help find a missing teenager.  17-year-old Anthony Delconte  -- left his 

home in Colonial Heights Wednesday afternoon -- he never showed up 

for work, and his family has not heard from him.       At the time, he 

was wearing black shorts and a black tank top.   If you know 

something that can help with the search, call Colonial Heights Police at 

520-9300....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 8/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO PEDESTRIAN We also have new information on a man struck and killed in Henrico 

this weekend...     That victim is identified as 48-year-old Raymond 

Smith, of Richmond.     We're told Smith was walking on Staples Mill 

Road, when an S-U-V hit him in front of the Cross Ridge Shopping 

Center.     That driver stopped, but police say a *second* car hit 

Smith, and kept going.     The investigation is ongoing....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M COL HGTS BODY Right now, we're waiting for the medical examiner to identify a body 

found in Colonial Heights.     There's concern it could belong to a teen -

- who was reported missing last week.      Police found the body on 

Old Town Drive.     Investigators have not said how the person died....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HOPEWELL HOMICIDE We also talked to police in Hopewell, who tell us they've following up 

leads in the shooting death, of 29-year-old Calvin Brothers.  Brothers 

was found wounded, just before 10:00 Saturday night on Nottingham 

Court. He later died at the hospital....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M VAN BODY Now, to the latest, in the mysterious death of a Hopewell taxi driver.  

His grieving father opens up, in an emotional interview, in a plea for 

answers.    26 year old James Wells was last heard from in Hopewell -- 

then the Navy veteran's body was discovered in a burned-out minivan 

in Hanover.Now, his father is planning a funeral -- and asking why did 

this happen to his son. He talked with Brent Solomon today:...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MIDLO DEATH ARREST Police arrest a person of interest --  in a South Richmond homicide 

from over the weekend.     27-year-old,  Arthur Moore ...  is behind 

bars tonight ... but not on homicide charges.       He's charged with 

conspiracy to commit robbery, and possession of a firearm, by a 

convicted felon.    58-year-old, "Chong Kyu Han"  ... died at the scene 

along Midlothian Turnpike, Saturday night.    Police tell us, the 

Chesterfield man was shot.  They believe robbery was the motive....

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION Right now -- police are investigating a homicide in Eastern Henrico 

after a man died, overnight from a shooting.     It unfolded on 

Newbridge road, just off Nine Mile road near Highland Springs 

Elementary School.      Shortly after 11:30 last night Henrico Police 

found the man outside the Newbridge apartment complex.     The 

victim was taken to VCU medical center where he later died.       

Witnesses, tell police, they saw at least one suspect take off running.     

Police say, there could be more...

0:35

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T EAST HENRICO BAD PARK Families in Eastern Henrico are raising concerns, that drugs and 

alcohol, are taking over a local park.     We're talking about -- Hidden 

Creek Park,  off Brock-way Lane.     just yesterday-- two men were 

arrested on drug charges there.     Ashley Monfort,  is following the 

story:...

0:17



Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T THIEF ON PORCH Take a look, at this bold thief, caught on camera.    He makes his way, 

onto the front porch of this Jackson Ward home, in broad daylight and 

steals a package.    Curtis McCloud spoke with the home owner who 

says, this is the second time he's had this happen to him... now, he 

wants the perp, brought to justice....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CHINA GARDEN ROBBERY It's the second robbery in less than a month -- at a south Richmond 

restaurant.      And police are hoping this video -- can help them catch 

the armed robber.    Before he covered his face, he walked in front of 

the China Garden restaurant, on Broad Rock Boulevard.      Police say 

he had a gun.      Once he got what he wanted... he ran from the 

area....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 8/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CAR BREAK INS Richmond police nab two 14-year-olds... who they say are responsible 

for *47* car break-ins!!  Together the teens are charged with 36 

felonies and 11 misdemeanors for thefts in the Carver and Downtown 

neighborhoods.  Some of the items have been recovered. And a 

warning to drivers -- in every case,  the car was either left unlocked or 

the windows were rolled down....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F LAUDERDALE SHOOTING Neighbors are  shocked to hear about a shooting in Short Pump.A man 

was shot around 9:30 last night near the Foxchase apartments off 

Lauderdale RoadThe victim is expected to be o-k.but Chrystina Head 

tells us the fact that a gunman is still out there, has people who live in 

that  area on edge....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M RIC PLAYGROUND No suspects, no arrests after a fire -- destroys a Richmond school‟s 

playground.Investigators tell us the biggest setback in this case is 

there was no video of the incident Friday, at Fairfield Court 

Elementary.They do believe it's arson.This is just one of several school 

playground fires investigators say have been intentionally set over the 

years, costing the school district hundreds of thousands of dollars....

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M CAPT DS ROBBERY Do you recognize these guys?Richmond police have released a picture 

of two suspects accused of robbing a Captain D's at gunpoint.It's the 

second time in about four months that the restaurant off 

Chamberlayne Avenue was robbed at gunpoint.The armed robbery 

happened around nine last night.Anyone with information is asked to 

call Richmond Crime Stoppers at 780-1000....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R COLLEGE SEX ASSAULTS As students across the Commonwealth head back to university classes, 

state officials are making sure they will be safe.      Today -- the 

Governor and attorney general announced a crackdown on sexual 

violence, on college campuses.  Laura Geller tells us, how they plan to 

do that, in tonight's top story:...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 8/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F VSU SHOOTING Right now...students at Virginia State University .... are on alert, after 

a teenager was shot, near the campus overnight.   It happened on 

Williams Street...near East River Road.    V-S-U wasted no time, 

securing the campus, but the shooter is still on the run.Brent Solomon 

is following the story from Chesterfield....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 8/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F DEAD CATS In Richmond... police are still looking for two men, who baited their 

dog into killing a neighbor's cat!Police tell us they have arrested a 

third suspect -- a 14-year-old. He was charged with, felony cruelty to 

animals.This all happened on Selden Street....Curtis McCloud spoke to 

the cat's owner -- He has the details....

0:21



Crime & Public Safety 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W RICHMOND SHOOTING 

INVESTIGATION

We're following the latest on a shooting out of Richmond -- as police 

look for the gunman tonight.      It happened around one this morning 

near Meadowbridge Road and 2nd Street.     The man was shot in the 

arm and is expected to be alright.     No word yet on what was going 

on at the time of the shooting...and police have not made any arrests.     

If you know anything, call Crime Stoppers at 780-1000....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CAT KILLER SUSPECTS Take a look at these new pictures from Richmond Police... as they look 

for two juveniles.. wanted for killing a cat.    Police sent us these 

enhanced photos of the suspects.    On August 17, Three suspects 

were seen entering a yard on Selden Street and intentionally 

provoking their dogs to attack and kill a cat.     A 14-year-old boy was 

arrested last week.     He now faces felony, animal cruelty, charges.    

If you know anything, call crime stoppers....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W GIRL ATTACKED We begin with Richmond police, hunting for three people, who they 

say attacked a girl in broad daylight!     It happened at a home in the 

600 block of Effingham Drive.     The teenaged girl is expected to be 

okay -- but so far, the suspects are still on the run.      Sarah Bloom 

tells us what happened, in tonight's top story:...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CH POLICE SHOOTING But right now, We are learning new information -- about what led a 

Colonial Heights police officer to open fire on a suspect.      Take a 

look. This is exclusive, security video of the chase, that unfolded 

moments before the shooting Sunday morning...       Today a search 

warrant details how the suspect...with a car from South Carolina... led 

an officer on a high speed chase...      It says when she drew a gun at 

the officer... he fired back.          Kelly Avellino has been digging 

through cour...

0:32

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10P RICHMOND VANDALISM Now on to Richmond -- Take a look at this video --- just in to the 

newsroom.    You're looking at vandalism on the statue of General 

J.E.B. Stuart at the intersection of Lombardy and Monument Avenues.    

We've blurred it, but someone has defaced the monument with what 

appears to be a lously attempt at a Soviet hammer and sickle, as well 

as an expletive....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10P CHILD SHOT Breaking at this hour --- a 10-year-old boy was shot late this 

afternoon.    The Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries 

says this was all a hunting accident in Dinwiddie County.   The incident 

happened near the 21-thousand block of Courthouse Road.     Officials 

say the boy was hit in the torso and shoulder by shotgun pellets.    

The child was rushed to Southside Regional Medical Center in 

Petersburg, where he is expected to recover.    We're told  the boy and 

his father were  with a d...

0:38

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10PM MISSING BOATER DAY TWO "Efforts to find the missing boater continued here on the Pamunkey 

river--- it's now been more than 24 hours since witnesses last saw that  

boater disappear under the water."  "He said I can't make this I said 

hold onto the rope we are calling 911."Martha Martin watched from 

shore as her longtime friend and colleague slipped beneath the surface 

of the Pamunkey River. The two were at the Cumberland Plantation for 

a meeting when her friend decided to put the craft into the water in 

preparation for...

1:43



Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10PM ROANOKE HOT CAR DEATH Also breaking at this hour --- The Medical Examiner's office is 

conducting an autopsy of a 2-year-old girl --- who police now say, died 

alone in a car.     Roanoke City investigators discovered the child 

Sunday afternoon, in a van, parked in a driveway.     We've now 

learned she was in a car seat --- unresponsive --- and pronounced 

dead at the scene.     Detectives say it appears a parent accidentally 

left the girl in the van. At this hour, no charges have been filed....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M LAWSON ST SHOOTING We're also working to update you on two shootings in Richmond...    

Right now, a man is in the hospital after being wounded about 11-15 

last night on Lawson Street, near Midlothian Turnpike.     His injuries 

are considered life-threatening. Police think robbery may be the 

motive....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M FAIRFIELD HOMICIDE Also in Richmond -- The other shooting took a man's life Saturday 

afternoon on Fairfield Avenue.   That's where we was shot just before 

six -- and he later died at the hospital.  His name hasn't been 

released, but police say he was around 30 years old.   Friends tell us 

the young man  had recently vowed to live a better life:...

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M FAIRFIELD HOMICIDE "I really liked him, he was very respectable you know, he used to call 

me mom.""He said Ms. Rasin, you know what, I'm going to turn my 

life around I am tired and he did."  There have been no arrests in 

either of these cases. If you have information that could help, you're 

urged to call Crime Stoppers at 780-1000....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M STABBING INVESTIGATION Also overnight, an arrest in a stabbing at a Richmond Motel.   A 

woman was taken to the hospital with wounds to her hands after the 

attack on Jeff Davis Highway just after midnight. She's expected to be 

okay.   Another woman faces charges. No word on what led to the 

incident....

0:15

Crime & Public Safety 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W FAIRFIELD COURT SHOOTING New information in last night's police chase in Richmond.We've learned 

the suspect is dead after shooting himself.That man, who has been 

identified as Kevin Jones, died at V-C-U Medical Center last night.       

We're also learning more about the events leading up to the fatal shot. 

Laura Geller brings us the latest from RIchmond:...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 9/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F FBI SEARCH A man wanted by the FBI and authorities in Maryland could be hiding 

here in Richmond.    They are looking for this man...25 year old, 

Davon Wallace.    He is wanted in connection to the murder, of three 

year old Knijah Bibb.    Police say, he got into an argument with 

another man in Landover, Maryland and fired shots into a house, 

killing the child inside.    Wallace could be hiding in this area, 

Washington, D.C. or Winston-Salem, North Carolina.    If you know 

anything about his whereabouts, ca...

0:38

Crime & Public Safety 9/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PBURG MOM ARREST FOLO A Pennsylvania mother is behind bars in Petersburg tonight after police 

say she left her small children, locked, unattended in a sweltering 

van.We first told you about this story on Fox Richmond Morning News -

- now, we've confirmed "this" is the mom in custody: Emily Farber. 

Her young children are in the custody, of social services tonight.Susan 

Bahorich brings us the latest from Petersburg:...

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 9/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F ATT ABDUCTION Henrico police are trying to find the man who tried to lure three little 

girls into his truck, at a Glen Allen park!    Here's a look at where it 

happened -- the R-F-and-P park on Mountain Road.   It happened 

around 7:30, while a youth football team was practicing.  Ashley 

Monfort has our story tonight, from Henrico:...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W POLICE CHASE Three people are behind bars tonight -- now the secret service is 

getting involved -- after a police chase came crashing to an end on Jeff 

Davis Highway!Police say it all started this morning at a nearby Rite 

Aid, where the suspects allegedly passed counterfeit bills -- that's why 

the secret service is interested.  Similar reports came later in the 

afternoon -- from another business and that same Rite Aid.Officers 

trailed the car and tried to pull it over, but the suspects wouldn't 

stop... and e...

0:39

Crime & Public Safety 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W KNIGHTS INN SHOOTING A Petersburg shooting victim is in critical condition, and the shooter on 

the loose tonight!The shots rang out just after noon today, at the 

Knights Inn on Wythe street.  A shooter in Petersburg is on the run.All 

we know is that the victim is in his 30's, and was flown to VCU medical 

center.If you know anything that could help police find the shooter... 

call crime solvers, at 861-1212....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W POLICE CAMERAS Henrico police officers will soon be able to record every interaction now 

that they have new body cameras.It's coming out in phases-- but 36 

officers are expected to be wearing the cameras by October. Ashley 

Monfort has more on the costs and how it works....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R PBURG SHOOTING The man shot at Knight's Inn in Petersburg yesterday is dead... and 

police believe they have the gunman in custody!The suspect in this 

case is 21-year-old Melvin Ellis.He is charged with murder.Police tell us 

that 39 year old Laquain Roberson died at the hospital a few hours 

afer being shot....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MISSING WOMAN An emotional mother shares with us the nightmare of uncertainty over 

the disappearance of her daughter.  Ogechi Sarah Uwasomba () went 

missing on May 30th from outside her Chesterfield home. Her family 

says she suffers from a bipolar disorder and  that could put her in 

more danger.  Ashley Monfort talked with a mother who's clinging to 

the hope that her daughter is still alive:...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F RIVER LOFTS ATTEMPTED ROBBERY A crime alert in Richmond...after an attempted robbery near the River 

Loft Apartments.    A memo was sent to residents there warning them 

of the crime.    Early Thursday morning, a resident getting out of his 

car at 22 nd and Cary Street was approached by the suspect.   He was 

able to run away without getting hurt and nothing was taken...but 

River Lofts says, it is increasing security patrols....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F DOMESTIC VIOLENCE Victim advocates continue to sound the alarm after the shooting death 

of a Chesterfield County woman.      Delesha Lewis Bowden was found 

shot in her home on Summerbrooke Drive early yesterday morning.      

She later died at the hospital.       At about the same time police 

discovered Delesha, her husband Corey Bowden reportedly walked into 

the police department and confessed to shooting his wife.     

Chesterfield County's Domestic and Sexual Violence Resource Center 

says violence takes many dif...

0:32



Crime & Public Safety 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F HOPEWELL MAN WANTED Hopewell police are asking for your help to track down a Richmond 

man suspected of scamming people in our area.      We just learned 31-

year-old Brandon Lane has an outstanding felony warrant for 

construction fraud.    The fraud involved a 60-year-old victim in 

Hopewell, back in June.    Lane is a white man, 5 foot 9, about 200 

pounds.    If you know where he is, contact Hopewell police.    Police 

remind you to deal only with licensed contractors who meet the states 

requirements and have insuran...

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MISSING UVA STUDENT We begin tonight with the 18-year-old U-V-A student, who's been 

missing since late Friday night...These are the latest pictures we have 

of Hannah Graham... these were taken the night she disappeared..   

She was last seen in an area not far from campus.. Brent Solomon has 

our top story tonight, from Charlottesville;...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HENRICO TIRE SLASHES Now to that Crime Alert out of Henrico's West End where dozens of 

cars were vandalized overnight... Detectives hard at work right now, 

but so far no suspect description.Take a look... we're talking more 

than 50 cars tires slashed at two housing communities off of Sprenkle 

Lane near Staples Mill Road.  Ashley Monfort caught up with those 

vehicle owners who spent the morning tallying up the damage to their 

cars and the dents left in their wallets....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HARRINGTON REAX #VALUE! 0:00

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T DOUBLE SHOOTING A lot of people are talking about this video tonight.A toddler being 

cared for by police officers after her mother is gunned down on 

Richmond's southside- along with the mother's boyfriend.Officers 

changed the child's diapers and fed her-- as the investigation 

unfolded.Ashley Monfort today spoke with the officers, who recorded 

this video:...

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HANNAH GRAHAM The F-B-I has joined the search for 18 year old Hannah Graham...  and 

Police are now reviewing surveillance video, that shows her walking 

outside a pub, just moments before friends got their last text message 

from her.Brent Solomon continues our coverage tonight, from 

Charlottesville:...

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T BEDFORD SOMETHING #VALUE! 0:00

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HANNAH SEARCH We have new video tonight, that police hope will help lead them to 

missing UVA student Hannah Graham... and we're getting word that 

they will release *more* video tomorrow..First, here's the latest we 

have right now.Two separate videos - one captured outside  a 

restaurant and another outside a convenience store - that's where 

officers say, the 18 year old student was intoxicated.    Brent Solomon 

is in Charlottesville with the latest on the investigation....

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W RICHMOND MURDER MYSTERY Now, to a crime alert out of richmond...Police believe the same man is 

responsible for a double homicide earlier this week --   and a double 

shooting that injured two people this morning. Take a look-- these are 

surveillance photos of the suspect.A mother of three was one of his 

victims.Police say he is dangerous and on the run.Ashley Monfort has 

the latest....

0:22



Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CAMPUS SAFETY And again, we're told police are preparing to release even more video 

tomorrow...  According to W-V-I-R, at one point  that video shows a 

man following Graham.. then later shows Graham walking with 

another woman -- and the man following them both.  We hope to be 

able show you that video tomorrow.     Meanwhile,  area colleges and 

universities are taking a closer look at thier security protocol and 

procedures to make sure students don't end up in a similiar 

predicament.       Susan Bahorich check...

0:34

Crime & Public Safety 9/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W GOOCHLAND COLD CASE A new found hope for the family of a teenager found dead on a 

Goochland road four years ago, tomorrow.We've learned a new 

investigator has been assigned to figure out exactly what happened to 

Billy Lee Maxwell. Now, his family believes an arrest is possible. Laura 

Geller has our update....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 9/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R HANNAH SEARCH our charlottesville affiliate is reporting there's a 50-thousand dollar 

reward for information to help bring hannah graham home.and now 

police have released a description of a man last seen with her around 

1:15 Saturday morning.he's described as a black male, 5‟10”-5‟11”, 

250-285 pounds, close shaved head, goatee, with a slight „beer belly‟. 

they believe he's in his late 20‟s-early 30‟s and was wearing black 

jeans and a white t-shirt. And while they're looking for this man, crews 

haven't given u...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T TIRES SLASHED RVA A crime alert out of Richmond right now -- where police are looking for 

the person they say slashed tires on about two dozen cars.   This 

happened early saturday morning -- police confirm 23 cars were hit 

along Wallace Street.   Right now -- they don't have a suspect 

description....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T CAR BREAKINS Now to Henrico -- where police just arrested a man for auto 

tampering...that's after he was seen lurking around cars in the parking 

lot of a west end apartment complex. People who live in the 'Quarter 

Mill Apartments' near Parham Road call the whole thing, a scary wake-

up call.Chrystina Head has the crime alert from Henrico....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T GILPIN SHOOTING We begin tonight with breaking news... a double shooting in 

Richmond!!police tell us a man and a woman have been shot in Gilpin 

court.They say they first found the man suffering from life-threatening 

injuries, in the 12-hundred block of st. john street... that was ar ound 

7:30 tonight.The second victim, a woman, was reported to have "non"-

life-threatening injuries.Right now they don't know who pulled the 

trigger -- or why....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T DOG STABBED In Chesterfield, the search is on for a man who police say stabbed a 

puppy 20 times!Police say they found this white pit bull in a tree line 

near a home on Timsberry Circle in Chester.      The dog was stabbed 

more than 20 times.  He's been in critical condition for the past week, 

but is expected to make it.      Police tell us they are searching for 

Paris Hill in connection with the stabbing and have taken out an animal 

cruelty warrant against the 27-year-old Petersburg man. Police ask 

anyone w...

0:35



Crime & Public Safety 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HANNAH SEARCH UPDATE Now to the latest on the Search for Hannah Graham...Today, this man -

- Jesse Leroy Matthew, Jr. -- went from "person of interest"... to full-

fledged suspect, charged with "abduction with intent to defile" in the 

the UVA student's disappearance.He acually showed up  at police 

headquarters...saying something about wanting a lawyer, before 

speeding off.At the time... police say didn't have reason to hold 

him.Now, they're trying desperately to find him again.Susan Bahoric 

begins our coverage from Ch...

0:32

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W HANNAH INVESTIGATION LATEST If all goes well... the man wanted in connection with the disappearance 

of a University of Virginia student will soon be on the way back to 

Virginia.Jesse Matthew was actually arrested on a beach in Gilchrist, 

Texas today... that's just north of Galveston... where tonight, he is 

behind bars.Police say Matthew was the last person with Hannah 

Graham before she went missing more than a week ago.Charlottesville 

Police Chief Timothy Longo announced the arrest earlier tonight.Brent 

Solomon was there w...

0:35

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W INSIDE THE CASE Many have taken to social media with one big question: Could the 

suspect in the Hannah Graham case be connected to the 

disappearance of Alexis Murphy?     There was so much speculation so, 

today the Nelson County, Commonwealth‟s Attorney felt the need to 

speak out.      Chris Thomas has that part of our team coverage....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W CHURCH ROBBERIES A string of break-ins are forcing churchs from virginia to north carolina 

to lock their doors, after years of keeping them open.    11 churches 

were hit in Pittsylvania County.     All of them look the same after the 

crime, with broken doors and stolen cash.     Kentuck Baptist church 

was the latest one hit.     The pastor says they took every last 

penny...Including a twenty five cent donation, kept in an envelope, in 

the offering plate.    While no one was in the church at the time of the 

break...

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W VA DNA TESTING hundreds of virginians convicted of crimes in decades-old cases, could 

benefit from a new, d-n-a, notification project.    Limited resources 

meant, the state crime commission had to prioritize which cases to 

revisit.    But now, some officials say evidence in cases dating back to 

the 70's and 80's could reveal a different outcome.    Crime 

commission analysts say there are 482 convicted suspects, who could 

benefit from new testing.     while it's possible some Virginians were 

wrongly convicted,...

0:38

Crime & Public Safety 9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F AIRPORT WATCH Happening right now - Jesse Matthew is back in Virginia.    He's the 

suspect in the disappearance of UVA student Hannah Graham, and 

he's behind bars at the Albemarle Regional Jail.    That's where we find 

Mike Valerio, live for us to fill in the details.  So Mike, how did this all 

go down?...

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F MISSING HENRICO TEEN Right now in Henrico -- a teen back home with her family.      Police 

were looking for 16-year-old Brittany Smith, who has a condition that 

requires daily medication.      Within the last hour, henrico police 

confirmed, she was found safe....

0:15

Crime & Public Safety 9/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F WALMART FLASHER In Henrico, a man is behind bars after police say he exposed himself to 

two young boys inside a Walmart.Jessy Babbitt is being held without 

bond.He was arraigned this morning.Susan Bahorich in Henrico now -  

with this crime alert....

0:14



Crime & Public Safety 9/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M FORENSIC LINK Today... we learned that the man suspected of abducting Hannah 

Graham... maybe related to another case that has frightened the 

people of Charlottesville--and puzzled investigators--for five years... 

the abduction, rape and murder of Morgan Harrington!While Jesse 

Matthew sits behind bars, police are now saying he could be linked to 

the Graham and Harrington cases...and possibly a rape in Fairfax as 

well!Susan Bahoric begins our coverage tonight in Charlottesville:...

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 9/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M 7YO ROBBED A crime alert in RIchmond -- where a seven-year-old boy is robbed at 

gunpoint!  This all happened Sunday afternoon in a Richmond park on 

Ruffin Road, just off Jeff Davis Highway.  Now police are looking for 

the person pulled the gun on a child.  Britni McDonald has details on 

what happened:...

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T AUTO LARCENIES Right now, Chesterfield police are trying to track down suspects 

responsible for smashing widows and stealing items out of more than a 

half a dozen cars.      It happened at four different locations near 

Brandermill area last Thursday     Curtis McCloud HAS DETAILS IN 

THIS CRIME ALERT....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W MISSING MAN Richmond police need your help finding a missing man...this is 69 year 

old George Campbell... missing from the 100 block, of East Belt 

Boulevard.He's Five-eight and 150 pounds, with blue eyes and gray 

hair.Police say, he suffers from a medical condition. if you see him or 

know where he is, call Crime Stoppers... 780-1000....

0:21

Education 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T SCHOOL TAKEOVER Governor Terry McAuliffe says, he will not challenge a court ruling that 

says, the state's school takeover division, is unconstitutional.     This 

impacts six schools throughout the state, that were slated to be taken 

over, by other districts this upcoming school year...    including a 

school in Petersburg, that's being run by Chesterfield.       In a 

statement, Governor McAuliffe said "There is no question that we must 

work together to ensure, that every single Virginia student, has access 

to a...

0:37

Education 8/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W FAN NOISE It's 'moving in' weekend at VCU...  and don't be surprised if you see 

*this* van around campus!          VCU police say this crazy looking 

van is aimed at squelching excessively, loud noise..they say, the  one-

of-a-kind, noise suppression, van ....  has state-of-the-art audio and 

video equipment, so it can track down loud noises... and take 

surveillance footage, of where that commotion is coming.       VCU 

Police responded to 186 loud party complaints last year...         Now... 

this van can be...

0:36

Education 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R PBURG GRADES Big changes, could be in store, for Petersburg public 

schools..Superintendent Dr. Joseph Melvin wants to move the system 

to a ten point grading scale...That would be in-line, with the College 

Board grading scale, and would hopefully -- make Petersburg students 

more competitive when it comes to college admissions.Some other 

area schools--including Henrico--are already on the ten point scale. 

Petersburg's school board -- would still have to approve the idea....

0:30

Education 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R RPS ATTENDENCE Richmond Public schools -- hope a new attendance policy, will keep 

kids in school.    The new policy will address unexcused tardies, early 

departures, excused absences and excessive absences.    The policy 

will go into effect, in the upcoming school year....

0:16



Education 8/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W PBURG GRADING SCALE First on Fox tonight... a new grading scale for   Petersburg Public 

School students..     Tonight, the school board, voted unanimously to 

move to a 10-point scale, beginning with the 2014 - -2015 school 

year.     The change would be implemented, division-wide.     

Superintendent, Dr. Joseph Melvin, says the move is about leveling the 

playing field.     Chesterfield, Dinwiddie, and Henrico schools already 

use the 10-point scale....

0:27

Education 8/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W OFFICIALS TOUR CITY SCHOOLS For the first time, Richmond city council members and the Mayor's 

administration got a look at problem areas, at Richmond schools. The 

group responsible for fixing those problems ... is organizing tours ... so 

the politicians in charge of the money can see the shape of city 

schools for themselves. Laura Geller went along on the tour, today:...

0:21

Education 8/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R SCHOOL VACCINATIONS We have what you need to know, about back-to-school vaccinations 

for Richmond students.  Tomorrow, the city health district will offer 

immunizations for Richmond school-entry and daycare-age children.    

T-dap booster shots will also be available -- they are required for 

students entering the 6th grade.   The event is from eight to two at 

the Health District Clinic at 400 East Cary Street....

0:25

Education 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W SOL RESULTS As students prepare to head back to school, teachers and staff are 

getting a better idea of what areas they need to focus on -- in order to 

boost student achievement.   We just got our hands on the state's 

most recent SOL, test results - which show both gains, and drops.   

Brent Solomon is breaking down the numbers....

0:20

Education 9/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F HENRICO SCHOOLS Some Henrico County schools are in danger of not making the grade... 

but school leaders have a plan to help.Most of the schools that are 

close to losing accreditation are in Eastern Henrico..Ashely Monfort has 

more tonight, on the plan to prevent that: \...

0:15

Education 9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M CFIELD SCHOOL APP Parents listen up--- Especially those of you with Middle and High 

School students in Chesterfield County.        A new smart phone app 

called "Parent VUE" is now giving you a closer look at your child's in-

school progress.     All you need to do is download the app, create a 

log in, and from there, you can see your student's grades, attendance 

records, and class schedules....

0:23

Education 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T ACCREDITATION REPORT #VALUE! 0:00

Education 9/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M SCHOOL SECURITY School security is getting a boost thanks to thousands of dollars in 

grant money.But how are area schools going to spend that 

money?Ashley Monfort did some investigating... to find out how they 

intend to keep your kids safer:...

0:14

Education 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO ARREST A man is now in jail in Henrico after police say he was found in a home 

with a runaway teen and marijuana.23 year old Joshua Whitaker was 

charged with contributing to the delinquency of a minor and drug 

possession.It happened in the 22-hundred block of Hampsted 

Avenue.Police say that's where officers found the teen who is from 

Northern Virginia with Whitaker.  Right now it does not appear 

Whitaker gave the teenager any drugs, according to police....

0:28



Education 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T VSU SETUP Virginia State University students are calling for change- and they say 

it starts at the top. Hundreds of students gathered today protest the 

university's budget cuts. A school spokesman confirms VSU is dealing 

with a shortfall of nearly 19-million dollars.Students say they were the 

last find out.Now, they're calling for all the administrators to step 

down....

0:23

Health 7/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T KIDS HEAT STROKE Every year, authorities have the same message during the summer... 

hot cars can be deadly!Still... dozens of children die this way each 

year.Jonathan Serrie has more on why this keeps happening, and the 

number one way to prevent it:...

0:14

Health 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T LISTERIA A nationwide voluntary fruit recall is happening right now at stores 

across the Richmond Metro area.    The concern is over a possible 

listeria contamination.    Ashley Monfort is following this consumer 

alert and which fruits are affected....

0:15

Health 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HENRICO RABIES In Henrico, a man shoots and kills a rabid fox after it bites a girl.   It 

happened Sunday in the 35 hundred block of Darbytown Road.    No 

word on the victim's condition.  A dog may have been exposed to the 

fox, so it will be quarantined, but no one else was hurt....

0:15

Health 7/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W SCABIES They're tiny pests that can cause more than a headache!   Now a 

Richmond assisted living facility is battling a scabies scare.   More than 

a dozen residents at a Richmond center for Alzheimer's patients have 

come down with serious symptoms.    It happened right after a 

resident AND employee tested positive for scabies.   Brent Solomon 

has more on what's being done to keep it from spreading....

0:24

Health 7/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MARVA MAID Marva Maid milk will be back Henrico County Schools next week.      A 

spokesperson for the schools says... the school district spoke with both 

the state, and Henrico County health departments -- before making 

the decision.       Henrico has been using -- an alternate milk supplier 

since late May-- when elevated bacteria levels were found, in some 

Marva Maid products.      We've learned Marva Maid -- will be the 

primary milk supplier, for Henrico Schools in the coming year....

0:30

Health 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M HS FOOTBALL CONCUSSIONS Football season is upon us... and now new study suggests new tackling 

techniques may offer some protection from severe concussions.Groups 

like U-S-A football are teaching players to tackle an opponent by 

wrapping their arms around them.. rather than ramming them with 

their heads. The goal of the "heads up" program is to reduce head 

injuries and make the sport safer.We won't know if it's working until 

after 20-14 season....

0:27

Health 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MENTAL HEALTH As the nation pauses to remember the life of actor Robin Williams, the 

tragedy finds local experts raising awareness about depression.brent 

solomon has more tnight... on the warning signs -- and where you can 

turn for help:...

0:14

Health 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F PARKINSONS AND DEPRESSION Robin williams was struggling with depression when he committed 

suicide earlier this week... and yesterday we learned he was also in the 

early stages of parkinson's disease.   While there is no information 

about williams' specific case -- experts say the two conditions are often 

linked....

0:19



Health 9/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W ENTEROVIRUS We're still awaiting word whether nearly a dozen children treated at St. 

Mary's Hospital actually had "enterovirus"..But even with no 

confirmation, Virginia health officials are doing all they can to make 

sure any child who "may" have it, is being properly treated.Doctors at 

the CHildren's Hospital at VCU say they're ready to treat your child, 

should it be necessary:...

0:23

Health 9/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R ENTEROVIRUS Today was the day we were supposed to find out, whether the eleven 

children taken to St. Mary's Hospital with symptoms of "enterovirus"... 

actually have the serious illness.But the hospital says... it can't tell! 

Brent Solomon has more tonight on what comes next... and on what 

you should do if your child shows symptoms:...

0:20

Health 9/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W EVIRUS UPDATE Health officials confirm -- the enterovirus is here in central virginia.   

Seven cases have been confirmed at St. Mary's Hospital. But the 

hospital is are stepping up staffing and supplies because they are 

getting flooded with children right now.  Hundreds are coming to the 

ER, much more than usual. About 90-percent of those cases are 

respiratory problems... but we don't know if *all* of them are 

Enterovirus.Now that the virus has been confirmed in the area, they 

aren't testing every person. Her...

0:50

Health 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T ENTEROVIRUS A health alert tonight on the OUTBREAK OF  Enterovirus in the 

Richmond area.    Doctors confirm, hundreds of children have been 

treated for upper respiratory problems-- which is a symptom of the 

virus... and they're seeing more every day.Ashley Monfort has details, 

from VCU medical center tonight... on this growing outbreak:...

0:21

Health 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W EBOLA OUTBREAK THE FIRST DIAGNOSED CASE OF EBOLA -- IS SENDING CHILLS 

THROUGH MUCH OF THE U-S TONIGHT.WE'RE LEARNING THE PATIENT 

TRAVELED THROUGH WASHINGTON, D-C.. ON HIS WAY TO TEXAS..   

AND DESPITE OFFICIAL ASSURANCES, JOHN ROBERTS REPORTS -- 

THERE ARE WORRIES, THIS COULD BE JUST THE BEGINNING:...

0:18

Health 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W ABORTION RULES Big changes could be coming, to the rules for abortion clinics here in 

Virginia...The State Health Commissioner has been reviewing the 

controversial, regulations, enacted last year. Britni McDonald has 

more, on what the Commissioner wants to do now:...

0:16

Politics 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MORRISSEY Fired up and fighting back --   today for the first time since the 

indictment --  Delegate Joe Morrissey is defending *himself* over 

allegations --  he had a sexual relationship with an underage teenager.  

He says he can prove, he's been wrongly accused.Ashley Monfort has 

more on the Morrissey's new claims:...

0:19

Politics 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T POLITICAL FALLOUT The special prosecutor says Morrissey's arraignment may not happen, 

for a couple weeks. Meantime, Morrissey says, he will never resign.  

Virginia's Governor issued a statement saying, he's extremely 

concerned about the indictment.   So, can  Morrissey  -- keep his 

Delegate job, as this criminal case unfolds?    Mike Valerio continues 

our coverage, with that part of our story:...

0:24



Politics 7/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W DSS HICKS It's going to take longer than originally expected to fix Richmond's 

troubled department of social services.  We've just uncovered the man 

tapped to examine the issues for an original six-month time period, 

has now been named the agency director. David Hicks sat down only 

with NBC12 today. He says changes in personnel and the culture of D-

S-S are still necessary:...

0:23

Politics 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MCDONNELLS IN COURT Former Governor Bob McDonnell and his wife, Maureen, were in court 

today to discuss last minute details before their historic criminal trial.     

For the first time today the McDonnells arrived at different times and 

did not interact before during or after the hearing.     Up until this 

point they have attempted to present a united front.     Today's 

hearing focused on expert witnesses, which The Government argued 

today is not necessary.. and that if the defense wants to bring it up at 

trial the...

0:33

Politics 7/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W MCDONNELL RULING A federal judge is mostly siding with prosecutors on several pre-trial 

motions filed ahead of the corruption trial for former Gov. Bob 

McDonnell and his wife, Maureen.He ruled today against motions made 

by the McDonnells' lawyers to bar certain evidence from trial-- 

including the financial disclosure form the governor had file when in 

office and statements Maureen McDonnell made to FBI agents during 

an interview.He also ruled that one of the defese's chief witnesses 

could *only* testify about th...

0:37

Politics 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MCDONNELS ON TRIAL The jury is set... now the future of former Governor Bob McDonnell 

and his wife Maureen hangs in the balance as the couple begins weeks 

in court, facing federal corruption charges. Opening arguments should 

start in the morning.  Bob and Maureen McDonnell were charged back 

in January shortly after the former Governor left office. They face a 14-

count indictment, alleging they accepted more than 165-thousand 

dollars in gifts and loans from the CEO of a dietary supplements 

company in exchange for h...

0:41

Politics 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MARRIAGE RULING Today, the U-S, 4-th Circuit Court of Appeals -- upheld a lower court's 

ruling... that Virginia's ban on same-sex marriage has to go.We begin 

our coverage tonight with Curtis McCloud, who has a closer look at 

that ruling:...

0:14

Politics 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONNELLS TRIAL A day of bombshells, in federal court, as the prosecution and defense 

present opening arguments in the federal corruption trial -- against 

former, Governor , Bob McDonnell and his wife Maureen.    Their 

daughter Cailin was the first, major witness, to take the stand 

today.Her wedding was the start of the entire investigation..and  broke 

down in tears as prosecutors showed pictures of her in her gown. That 

is just one small sample of the salacious details were learned about 

the McDonnell family i...

0:34

Politics 8/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 10PW VOTER IDs Right now, what you need to know, about a 'change' --  to the Voter I-

D requirement.  a new decision means, those photo ID's "must" be 

current before you cast your ballot.   Ashley Monfort has the details:...

0:12

Politics 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MCDONNELL TRIAL A flurry, of witnesses, from across the board today --  as week three, 

of the McDonnell corruption trial, kicked off.       At issue --  the risky 

real estate venture -- the first couple was a part of, and how it 

impacted the relationship, with Jonnie Williams.   Ryan Nobles has the 

latest, from federal court....

0:19



Politics 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONNELL TRIAL Did the McDonnell's -- act differently -- once they learned about an 

investigation into Jonnie Williams?      That was the important question 

asked of two different witnesses today, in federal court, during Day 

twelve, of the federal corruption trial, of Bob and Maureen McDonnell.      

Ryan Nobles, has the latest for us, from the federal courthouse in 

richmond:...

0:23

Politics 8/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W SAME SEX MARRAIGE RULING Today, a federal court -- refused to delay the ruling, finding Virginia's, 

same-sex marriage ban 'unconstitutional'..That means, unless the 

Supreme Court intervenes, couples may begin marrying, and having 

their out-of-state marriages, recognized in Virginia, on August 

20.Attorney, General Mark Herring -- has already asked the nation's 

highest court, to take this case and decide it, once and for all. If the 

Supreme Court steps in, and issues a delay-- it doesn't necessarily 

mean justices, are goi...

0:36

Politics 8/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W REACTION We're hearing from both sides tonight, as each, wages a war to make 

sure  -- its voice is heard, loud and clear.  Brent Solomon has that part 

of our team coverage, from Richmond City Hall....

0:12

Politics 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MCDONNELLS TRIAL #VALUE! 0:00

Politics 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F MCDONNELLS TRIAL Governor, Bob McDonnell defends his name, to our cameras.     Today, 

as expected, his defense team moved to dismiss charges against him..     

Also as expected, the judge said "no".       But for the first time, the 

governor spoke to our  Mike Valerio... and told us, how the trial, is 

taking a personal toll....

0:19

Politics 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MCDONNELL TRIAL A different tone in the court room today as the defense began their 

case in the corruption trial of former Gov. Bob McDonnell and his wife 

Maureen.  Among those testifying today one of McDonnell's longest 

serving and closest aides.   Ryan Nobles is at the federal courthouse 

with the latest:...

0:18

Politics 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M GAY MARRIAGE Virginia's attorney general is asking the U-S Supreme Court for an 

expedited review of the gay marriage case. Mark Herring is asking the 

court to at least issue a stay in order to avoid unintended problems 

that could result, if same-sex couples start getting married this 

Thursday.If the high court does not issue a stay, same-sex couples can 

start applying for marriage licenses at 8-o'clock this Thursday 

morning....

0:27

Politics 8/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W SAME SEX MARRIAGE Same sex marriages will *not* take place tomorrow morninghere in 

Virginia.  The Supreme Court granted requests for a stay this 

afternoon... while it decides if it will hear appeals in the case. That 

would be October, at the earliest.Brent Solomon brings us the latest, 

from Richmond:...

0:19

Politics 8/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W BOB TESTIFIES Even though it was expected it still came as a shock. Bob McDonnell 

tookj the stand today, and the fate of this case could be hanging on 

his testimony.Ryan Nobles was in courtroom, as the former governor 

testified in his own defense.. he has our report tonight:...

0:17

Politics 8/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M MCDONNELLS TODAY Week five of the McDonnells Federal Corruption trial is underway in 

downtown Richmond.Today, for the first time 'prosecutors' got their 

chance to ask Bob McDonnell the tough questions, about his 

relationship with Jonnie Williams. Ryan Nobles, is outside the 

courthouse, with a recap of the former governor's fourth day on the 

witness stand....

0:22



Politics 8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONNELLS Two days, of bruising cross examination, are finally over for former 

Gov. Bob McDonnell.Cross examination wrapped up today.McDonnell  

took his lumps, but it's difficult to determine, just how this will impact 

the jury.  Ryan Nobles brings us the latest, from the federal 

courthouse in downtown richmond:...

0:20

Politics 8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T BUDGET WOES Right now, most state agencies are looking for ways to tighten their 

belt.Virginia is dealing with a nearly 900-million dollar budget 

shortfall.Governor, Terry McAuliffe wants -- five percent budget cuts 

across the board *now*..Then, another seven percent next year.But 

some state employee advocates say, that's going to be hard to do:...

0:22

Politics 8/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W MCDONNELLS TRIAL The defense has rested its case. The federal corruption trial against 

Bob McDonnell and his wife is entering the homestretch.Today ,  

Maureen McDonnell's team -- got to make their arguments. Ryan 

Nobles has more from the courthouse....

0:14

Politics 8/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F MCDONNELLS SOMETHING Jurors will soon be deliberating the fate of Virgiania's former first 

family... They'll get their instructions on Monay, then begin deciding 

whether Bob McDonnell and his wife are guilty of corruption 

charges.Closing arguments wrapped up today... but before everyone 

walked out of the courtroom, prosecutors got in a few more jabs and 

the defense tried to refute them.Ryan  Nobles has our story tonight, 

from the Federal Courthouse in Richmond:...

0:27

Politics 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W MCDONNELL CHEF The  chef who sparked the whole investigation into the McDonnells is 

now talking about the trial..  Todd Schneider says he was "just trying 

to save himself" -- just like McDonnell is now... he also says if he'd 

been asked to testify, he would have said the McDonnells seemed very 

much in love, and **not** leading separate lives.Mike Valerio has that 

part of our story from the federal courthouse in Richmond tonight:...

0:26

Politics 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W TRIAL TODAY Tomorrow morning, jurors in Bob and Maureen McDonnell's corruption 

trial, will be back at work, trying to decide whether the former first 

couple of Virginia, is guilty of corruption.The McDonnells are charged 

in a 14-count federal indictment, accused of accepting more than 

$170,000 in gifts and loans from the former Star Scientific,CEO Jonnie 

Williams - in exchange, for promoting his company's nutritional 

products. Today, the former governor said that despite the beating his 

reputation has taken...

0:41

Politics 9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M BYRON MARSHALL RESIGNS LATEST Mystery tonight surrounding the abrupt resignation of the number two 

guy in Richmond city government. Tonight, Laura Geller looks into why 

Chief Administrative Officer Byron Marshall left... and where it leaves 

the city....

0:15

Politics 9/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M GOV BUDGET ANNOUNCMENT Virginia lawmakers have reached a bi-partisan agreement to fill a huge 

budget hole. The deal will hopefully preserve the state's "triple- A" 

bond rating. Governor Terry McAuliffe and Republican leaders in the 

house and senate announced a plan to slash 192 million from state 

agencies.. 60 million from localities and 90 million from public 

universities. While the state economy is "sluggish".. McAuliffe believes 

the dip should be enough to encourage leaders to create an 

atmosphere for new industrie...

0:33



Politics 9/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MARSHALL FOLO We're also digging deeper, into the abrupt, resignation, of one of 

Richmond's top officials.For the first time tonight, we're hearing from 

the mayor on exactly what went down with the now former ... Chief 

Administrative Officer, Byron Marshall.Laura Geller joins us from City 

Hall where she's been investigating....

0:20

Politics 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W FCC REDSKINS The Obama adminstration wants to censor anyone who uses the name 

of Washington's, football team!Molly Hennenberg tells us, how it may 

try to impose a  "fine" on anyone who uses the word 'Redskins', on the 

public airwaves:...

0:14

Racial Issues 7/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T HOME COMPLAINT Allegations of housing discrimination in our area... where some say 

contractors are  taking better care of foreclosed properties in white 

communities, than those in mostly black communities! Laura Geller 

joins us with more on the discrimination complaint filed, just today:...

0:18

Racial Issues 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R LOCAL SHOOTING REACTION The images unfolding in Ferguson, Missouri are striking a chord 

locally.(Ratwoine Fields - organizing rally) - 4000 "Tired, fed up, 

frustrated."   23 year old Ratwoine Fields saw the aftermath following 

Micahel Brown's shooting and felt a connection. (Ratwoine Fields - 

organizing rally) 3455 "I see, Ive noticed, I heard stories about people 

who have lived the police brutality, lived the lack of protocal, lived the 

mass incarceration, lived the murders."   Now he's organizing the rally - 

helping...

1:40

Racial Issues 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R MOMENT OF SILENCE Closer to home, more than 200 people marched from Downtown to 

Monroe Park...    All to protest brutality, and the violence now 

unfolding in Ferguson.    Richmond Police shook hands with the 

protesters here, and provided them escorts on bikes and squad cars 

for the march.    A protester told us why she came out to march this 

evening, is simple:...

0:21

Racial Issues 8/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R LOCAL SHOOTING REACTION What's happening in Ferugson ... is resonating around the 

country.Brent Solomon, talked with people who organized tonight's -- 

moment of silence, about why -- events like these, so far away -- 

impact, so strongly here:...

0:14

Racial Issues 8/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F FERGUSON LATEST there will be another rally in support of Michal Brown's family in 

Richmond on Sudnay... it begins at 4-30 in teh afternoon, at monroe 

park....

0:09

Racial Issues 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M FERGUSON LATEST It's been over a week of near continuous violence, as the community 

demands answers in the death of 18 year old Michael Brown..And 

today, we learned more about what happened.Yon Pomrenze (yahn 

pom-rinz) has the latest, live from ferguson....

0:14

Racial Issues 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M VSU PROTEST Here at home,  the situation in Ferguson is sparking a discussion 

among students at Virginia State University.Today at noon, they 

hosted a peaceful protest, rallying in support of slain teen, Michael 

Brown.The rally, hosted by the campus N-DOUBLE A -C-P, also called 

for peace in Ferguson.     Students and professors spoke at the rally, 

encouraging everyone to get involved in the "don't shoot" movement.      

The event is also being used as away to unify the VSU campus and the 

surrounding communit...

0:31

Racial Issues 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W LEIGH STREET ARMORY After years of watching and waiting, work is now underway to 

transform the Leigh Street Armory --  into the new Black History 

Museum, and Cultural Center of Virginia. Susan Bahorich --  is in 

Richmond's Jackson Ward with an update....

0:14



Special Coverage 7/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T TS ARTHUR Those stories in just a moment... but first... the season's first tropical 

storm is threatening to become a hurricane and put a big damper on 

the 4th of July, along the east coast!We begin tonight with Jim 

Duncan, who's keeping a close eye, on Tropical Storm Arthur 

tonight....

0:17

Special Coverage 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R FIRST WX HIT And breaking news on Hurricane Arthur... the storm just became  a 

category two hurricane...and is heading to the coast,  bigger and more 

powerful --  than people there were expecting!It's now looking *more* 

likely -- this storm will make landfall...But, even if it doesn't, the North 

Carolina coast  .... will take a pounding!We begin our coverage tonight 

with Jim Duncan.    Jim has the latest, on just where Arthur appears to 

be headed......

0:28

Special Coverage 7/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R VIRGINIA BEACH There is no doubt that the worst of this storm is just to the south of 

us.. and while we have felt the temperature drop and the winds kick 

up.. we have not seen a drop of rain. In fact most of the day today 

was like any other beach day. We did see some red flag warnings 

telling people the water was dangerous.. but people still jumped right 

in. What we did see was an impact on the amount of people here.. The 

day before the holiday a weekend would normally see this place 

packed.. it was busy.. but...

0:43

Special Coverage 7/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F AMERICAN IDOL AUDITIONS So.. you want to try out for American Idol.. but you aren't sure how to 

stand out..Well I went to work and I can tell you that..THIS IS HOW 

YOU AUDITION FOR AMERICAN IDOL. The first thing to know is that 

you won't be alone..   "I'm expecting a very long wait with a lot of 

people.. probably singing the same exact songs."Daniel Speed will be 

there Tuesday.. ready for his shot at fame.  "We could of hand it all!!  

Speed is prepared and even more importantly he is confident.  "I am 

expecting to make...

1:39

Special Coverage 7/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R FAIRFIELD ROOF Repairs to Fairfield Elementary's roof -- will cost more than originally 

expected… almost 250-thousand dollars more!    You may remember 

students had to transfer mid-year after the roof began crumbling.      

R-P-S still plans to get Fairfield students back in their building by this 

fall.      Now, the school board is transferring money --  from repairs to 

Thompson Middle School and other projects.      A spokesperson tells 

us, there was extra money in the budget for the Thompson repairs....

0:31

Special Coverage 7/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R LOCAL REACT As you can imagine, passengers at the Richmond International Airport 

are unnerved at the horrific scenario... unraveling as they make their 

way through the airport.We spoke with travelers today, who say they 

feel safe enough flying in the U-S... but  international flights--that's  a 

different story.They fear something like this could easily happen to an 

American plane traveling abroad:...

0:25

Special Coverage 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M LOCAL REACTION It's without question, a historic victory, for the L-G-B-T community.    

And right now, supporters of the landmark decision are celebrating.    

The biggest party is set to unfold, right in the heart of Carytown.    It's 

where we find Mike Valerio with that part of our team coverage....

0:17



Special Coverage 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M EASTERN SHORE TORNADO FOLO Terrifying new video is giving us an up-close look at Thursday's deadly 

tornado in Northampton County.      17-year-old, Collin McManus, 

captured the moment the twister sent his R-V flying...     He was one 

of more than 30 hurt in the Northampton County storm... One, which 

also claimed the lives of a New Jersey couple. He suffered some minor 

injuries in the process... but should be okay.  Meteorologist Ros 

Runner .... has this young survivor's first-hand account of nature's 

fury....

0:35

Special Coverage 7/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M EASTERN SHORE TORNADO FOLO 17-year-old Collin McManus is talking about *this* video --- captured 

on his cell phone from his camper's bedroom window. Within 

seconds... this happens:  McManus was staying the week with a 

friends' family at Cherrystone Family Camping Resort. They were in 

town from Pennsylvania. They weren't inside for a minute before the 

camper started shaking... and lifted into the air. He could barely walk. 

McManus pried himself out of the camper using mostly arm strength. 

Then, he saw the destruction....

0:29

Special Coverage 7/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T TROOPER VERNON A vigorous push to honor a fallen Virginia State Trooper 26 years after 

her death.     Trooper Jacqueline Vernon was hit by a bus while 

working a traffic stop back in 1988.  She was the 'first' female -- and 

the 'first' African American state trooper killed "in the of duty".      

Despite those distinctions, there's no bridge or stretch of road to honor 

her  service... and her family wants to know why.   Some say, because 

the trooper's home was in West Virginia -- there just wasn't a charge 

to ra...

0:48

Special Coverage 7/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 10R PREGNANT CHEETAH More cheetah cubs could be coming, to the Metro Richmond Zoo.    

Who can forget the excitement, surrounding last year's baby boom, at 

the zoo?    Tonight, there is cautious optimism ... that another 

cheetah, is expecting cubs this fall.     But, it's not a sure thing.      

Chrystina Head, stopped by the zoo, to find out why....

0:20

Special Coverage 8/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10F MCDONNELLS TRIAL #VALUE! 0:00

Special Coverage 8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T FORT LEE ALARMS Still no word on the name of the soldier who shot and killed herself at 

Fort lee yesterday -- officials there tell us they may release that 

information tomorrow morning. Meanwhile, y esterday's security scare 

also has people talking about the way notifications are sent out.   In 

fact, we learned today that Fort Lee is working on a new plan to 

instantly notify soldiers and employees during an emergency.     Brent 

Solomon continues our coverage from Fort Lee....

0:29

Special Coverage 8/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T JIM, TELL US ABOUT CRISTOBAL Just in time for Labor Day weekend, there's a big storm brewing in the 

Atlantic.But, is it anything, you  need to worry about?Jim Duncan, is in 

the First Forecast Center with his eye on Cristobal:...

0:12

Special Coverage 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M PAREDES 10:11:42;26 (Dr. Paredes)"I'm in the middle of a TV interview. I'll call 

you back."Dr. Ellen Shaw de Paredes was just as fun as she was 

passionate about women's health-especially breast cancer diagnosis 

and prevention.If you wanted to see her eyes light up in her Glen Allen 

office as I did back in May, all you had to do was talk about the 

advances she had seen since she started as a radiologist in the early 

80s.10:10:11;12 (Dr. ellen shaw de paredes)"the way we do biopsies 

which is now through i...

1:30



Special Coverage 9/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T MCDONNELLS TRIAL For the McDonnells today started like every other day of this marathon 

trial... The former Governor walked down the sidewalk into the 

courthouse.. His wife followed not long after.. **nats of maureen**But 

what happened inside is the start of the most important vote in 

McDonnell's long history of politics. He only needs 12 votes.. but he 

needs them all.  "I have complete confidence in God, he is the ultimate 

judge in this case. I have confidence in this jury."The day started with 

Judge James Spen...

1:18

Special Coverage 9/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M RMC VIGIL And, as the search for Hannah continues, another candlelight vigil is 

scheduled for tomorrow.     This one will be on the Randolph-Macon 

Campus, outside Brock Commons.      It's set for Tuesday, September 

30-th at eight p-m.       Organizers say, the vigil is to support efforts 

to find Hannah, as well as display unity, as a statewide college 

community....

0:22

Special Coverage 9/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 10M BRING HANNAH HOME BOARD And don't forget... there's a 100 thousand dollar reward, for the tip 

that leads police to Hannah.    Take a good look at these pictures from 

the Charlottesville P-D's latest poster.    If you have any information, 

don't hesitate to call the 24-hour tip line at 434 295-3851....

0:17

Special Coverage 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T RMC VIGIL Hannah Graham's story continues to grip the nation....and although 

Ashland is quite a few miles away from Charlottesville... students, 

teachers and others gathered at Randolph Macon college tonight... to 

show their support -- and their prayers that Hannah is brought 

home.so many college-aged women say they can releate to Hannah's 

story... they wanted to show their support for her, and her family... 

and other families who have experienced the same terrifying 

circumstances....

0:31

Special Coverage 9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 10T BRING HANNAH HOME BOARD There's a 100 thousand dollar reward for the tip that leads police to 

Hannah.    Take a good look at these pictures from the Charlottesville 

P-D's latest poster    If you have any information, don't hesitate to call 

the 24-hour tip line at 434 295-3851....

0:16

Special Coverage 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 10W GRAHAM SEARCH Crews break out a new tool in the search for hannah graham ... a 

drone, that can help cover ground in what's being called the biggest 

search effort, virginia has ever seen!  This is the first time *state* law 

enforcement has ever used drones in a search -- providing  a new 

perspective, for the dozens of crews still on the ground.Brent Solomon 

got a chance to see it in action, first-hand... he brings us the latest 

from Charlottesville......

0:28

Community Concerns 7/10/2014 FOXHOUR2 103R RARE CANCER BATTLE The community is rallying behind a Central Virginia mother --  battling 

a rare form of cancer.At 23-years-old- she's fighting a cancer that ... 

typically doesn't strike until a person is much older.The road ahead is 

difficult.But as Brent Solomon tells us, this cancer patient is 

determined to survive....

0:19

Community Concerns 8/13/2014 FOXHOUR2 103W COMMUNITY CENTER An assistant fire marshal in Petersburg not only fights fires- he is also 

working to transform his community.And he's doing it - all by himself- 

with a brand-new community center.Chrystina Head caught up with 

him about *how* he's doing it:...

0:15

Community Concerns 8/26/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T STATE BUDGET CUTS We have to clarify something we said earlier when talking about the 

state's budget shortfall... virginia is actually an 880-*million* dollars in 

the red... we mistakenly said "*billion* earlier.Still, it's a lot of money, 

and the governor's office is asking most state agencies to make 

cuts.Ashley Monfort has what you need to know from the State 

Capitol....

0:23



Community Concerns 9/3/2014 FOXHOUR2 10W OUR HOUSE A Richmond group doesn't want public housing to be associated with 

violence and drugs.So it's started a new initiative to connect -- low 

income neighbors with jobs..and it's quickly taken off.   Organizers of 

a project called "Our House" say, if you've fallen on hard times, there's 

help -- from people who are convinced, it takes a village to help each 

other, get back up.Brent Solomon explains, how community 

partnerships are giving, many who need it, a second chance....

0:30

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/1/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T FACEBOOK EXPERIMENT It seems Facebook has been messing with your emotions!It 

manipulated users' messages then gathered data... all in the name of 

research!And while you may be angry  about Facebook making you a 

guinea pig, as Andria Borba tells us -- you agreed to it!...

0:15

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/14/2014 FOXHOUR2 103P RESTART A scam is circulating, right now... that drained $100,000 dollars from a 

pair of grandparents in Chesterfield!!!        These con artists are 

choosing their targets wisely...  using Facebook and other social media 

to collect as much private information as possible.          Kelly Avellino 

has what you need to know in this scam alert:...

0:18

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/16/2014 FOXHOUR2 103W COMPUTER CALLS If you get a phone call out of the blue from someone claiming to be 

from Microsoft... or Apple... who wants to help you with a problem on 

your computer--just hang up!They aren't trying to help... they're 

trying to get into your computer--and maybe even charge you for 

doing it!Locally, people have lost hundreds of dollars to these 

schemes.Most younger people know not to trust something like this... 

but seniors can be more trusting, and as Gray Hall tells us, that's what 

these scammers are countin...

0:31

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/2/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T CAR RECALL WEBSITE --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------                                      PKG    It's not uncommon to find 

someone who has had a vehicle recall."I had a recall on my truck. I 

have a 2001 Silverado."But, getting his taillight taken care of, hasn't 

been Jacob Wehner's  top priority."I've had problems with it. So I think 

it's just more of the fact that you just don't want to have to deal with 

it. Just something you set aside, you don't really...

1:43

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/15/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M FORD FIESTA The Ford is also under investigation over some of its Fiesta 

models.National Highway Traffic Safety Administration is looking into 

reports from dozens of drivers- complaining that the doors won't stay 

closed.The probe covers about Fiestas from the 20-11 through 20-13 

model years.   A few people say the doors opened while the cars were 

being driven.   Ford is telling owners with latch problems to contact 

their dealers....

0:27

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/15/2014 FOXHOUR2 130M GM PAYOUT GM has started paying out victims involved with the faulty ignition 

switches.    Ken Feinberg, who is handling the compensation 

investigation, says he's received 125 death claims...and so far 19 have 

been eligible for payments.He expects that number to go up.G-M will 

also be paying money to people who suffered serious injuries in 

crashes related to the switch problem.Those payments will likely end 

up in the tens of millions of dollars.But the process.. will take a while, 

because G-M has to verif...

0:32



Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M NAKED DUDE WITH SWORD A screaming, sword-wielding, naked man prompts police --- and 

curious bystanders --- to swarm a Florida apartment complex.     Yes, 

we've got the video to back it up ---     It's blurred, of course, but 

witnesses say the man in his birthday suit was armed with a three to 

four-foot sword.     The sheriff's office won't reveal much --- only 

saying there was a call for service --- but one witnesses can pick up 

the story from here....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M NAKED DUDE WITH SWORD Neighbors say they saw the man a few nights ago... and he was acting 

very strange then, too.     It's unclear if the man is facing any charges, 

tonight....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 8/25/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M SCHOOL SECURITY School hasn't started yet, but relationships between staff and parents 

are already being built at John Marshall High School.     The school has 

had security issues in the past...so faculty took to the streets today to 

make sure area families are ready to help with their children's 

education and safety.Laura Geller has our story tonight:...

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/1/2014 FOXHOUR2 10W HENRICO GANGS Dangerous gangs in Henrico County-- police say it's happening right 

now and want you to know about it.Several meetings will be held for 

different neighborhoods.Ashley Monfort has more, on what these 

meetings are all about:...

0:15

Education 8/11/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M SCHOOL MONEY Tonight, we're investigating where Richmond's school system could get 

29-million-dollars to pay for what it calls immediate needs. We've 

learned a struggle might be brewing at city hall to fix school facilities.  

Laura Geller has more on what she's found out:...

0:16

Education 8/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M RICHMOND SCHOOLS Richmond Mayor Dwight Jones is responding to a recent report that 

says City Public Schools are in need of 35 million dollars in repairs.    

He says while the children need proper learning facilities, repairs are 

not the only problems students face.    Chrystina Head explains....

0:17

Health 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T SOAP DANGER A new heath warning for expectant mothers.      A product many 

people use every day... could be harming your baby.       A group of 

Arizona State researchers just released a new warning about 

dangerous toxins hiding in anti-bacterial products -- like soap.        

Researchers found the soap may expose pregnant woman and their 

fetuses to harmful chemicals.       So check the product ingredients... 

look for "Triclosan" and "triclocarban"....

0:26

Health 8/12/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T H2O INTOXICATION A Georgia high school football player is dead from apparently drinking 

too much water.      According to witnesses, 17-year-old "Zyrees 

Oliver" drank four gallons of water and Gatorade in a short period of 

time.      He collapsed at home several hours after his final practice.      

Doctors believe the teen may have died from a potentially deadly 

condition known as over hydration.     Teammates knew their friend 

wasn't feeling well -- but never thought his condition was life-

threatening....

0:30

Health 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T FLU SEASON With the fall season comes flu season.This year there are a few options 

when it comes to vaccinations.The best option for kids may surprise 

you.Britni McDonald breaks down what you need to know in this health 

alert....

0:13



Health 9/23/2014 FOXHOUR2 103T DEADLY SPRITE A health alert all parents need to know about tonight -- your teen may 

be experimenting with a new drug concoction!   It's commonly called 

"Dirty Sprite" and it's a mix of sprite, jolly ranchers and prescription 

medications.   Health experts are asking parents to talk to their 

children about about drug laced drinks, like this one, and make sure 

all prescription medications are monitored.      Locking up or throwing 

out old prescription medications are the best practices to make sure 

your childre...

0:34

Racial Issues 9/24/2014 FOXHOUR2 103W MCGUIRE RACISM CLAIM Another scandal rocks McGuire V.A. Medical Center here in Richmond.      

Employees who won their own individual settlements, say nothing 

changed, even after the V.A. paid out 5-million dollars, to settle a class 

action lawsuit alleging racial discrimination.      After talking with the 

spokesperson for McGuire, they're not happy and are seriously 

addressing these new complaints.  They resemble long standing 

complaints alleging failure to promote black employees....

0:30

Special Coverage 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M DOMINION LINEMAN RAP VIDEO Our next story is about a YouTube rap, from a Dominion Power 

employee of all people...    And I'm not going to rap it, even though 

Sarah Bloom, and our production team want me to.    It could be 

tempting on Labor Day to run your portable jaccuzzi, flat screen tv and 

George Foreman grill from the same outlet.    And in response, Dennis 

McDade, a serviceman first class with Dominion, made this rap video.    

You'll see the video, and then hear him talking about the first time 

Dominion saw it....

0:28

Special Coverage 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR2 103M DOMINION LINEMAN RAP VIDEO The video hits are climbing, with 300 thousand so far.... 0:28

Special Coverage 9/1/2014 FOXHOUR2 10PM LABOR DAY HEAT - "We are at one of the hottest places in RVA - or maybe I should say 

one of the coolest places in RVA, because people are swarming out 

here to try to stay cool!"nats of kidsYou can see the humid mist rising 

from the sidewalk at Hernico's new "sprayground"And the giggles of 

relieved children beating this end of summer heat wave. - " It'll make 

you cool when it's really hot." - " I like the water on it!" No break for 

their parents though- caught in the sun and hoping for even the 

slightest breeze...

1:17

Community Concerns 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY IMMIGRATION CRISIS "Our border is not open to illegal migration and we will stem the tide." 

"   while the obama administration will not say whether it plans to 

deport children already illegally in this country  washington is 

appealing directly to central american parents in a new ad campaign ... 

a message that the american dream isn't worth risking the life of a 

child.   president obama is set to visit Texas later this week....

0:19

Community Concerns 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY IMMIGRATION CRISIS IN AMERICA TONIGHT -- Congress had the past week off, but for many 

lawmakers, it's hardly a vacation.    the immigration crisis on the 

border has many members of the senate and house eager to get back 

to work on a legislation that will address the sudden influx of underage 

immigrants.   and right now -- the Obama administration is asking for 

two billion dollars to secure the border and deal wth children already in 

thsi country illegally but there are no guarantees congress will be 

willing to wri...

0:29



Community Concerns 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS NAVY YARD SHOOTING UPDATE Mass confusion kept police from doing their jobs the day a contractor 

killed 12 people at the Washington Navy Yard.That according to a new 

D-C police report out tonight.It reveals that officers couldn't track the 

shooter in real-time, because a security guard had locked himself 

inside the surveillance room.It also says police were delayed getting to 

the scene, because some Navy Yard workers called an internal security 

number -- not 9-1-1 -- and they had locked the gates to the yard.  

Military co...

0:35

Community Concerns 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS PREGNANT PRISONER (Natural sound - jail doors closing)BEHIND THESE BARS AT THE 

WESTERN REGIONAL JAIL ARE HUNDREDS OF INMATES. BUT 

RECENTLY ... MORE OF THOSE WHO ARE COMING IN ... ARE 

PREGNANT. KRISTA HARVEY'S DAUGHTER, JAIME WETHINGTON, WAS 

SEVERAL MONTHS PREGNANT WHEN SHE STARTED HER SIX MONTH 

SENTENCE. NOW, JAIME IS MOM TO ONE-MONTH-OLD 

ASHLYNN.HARVEY SAYS IN ADDITION TO CHARGES INVOLVING 

STOLEN GOODS, SHE BELIEVES HER DAUGHTER'S PREGNANCY 

AFFECTED HER SENTENCE TIME.S/ Krista Harvey/Daughter in Prison 

:29 - :33...

1:29

Community Concerns 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY ABDUCTION ARREST It is a safe ending to the amber alert issued last night.     It's now 

cancelled and three people face charges in the connection with the 

abduction of a teenager south of Lynchburg.    Deputies tell us Dustin 

Shaver's mother, 39-year-old Denise Shaver, 24-year-old Kevin 

Parrish, and Kayla Hoy, are now behind bars in North Carolina.    An 

amber alert was issued last night for the 15-year old, but he was 

found safe in Benson, which is a small town, just south of Raleigh.    

All three adults are no...

0:30

Community Concerns 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY POWHATAN FARMING We have new information just coming in from the Powhatan Fire 

Department.   The man who was hurt by an agriculture drill on 

Capeway Road is believed to have non-life threatening injuries.   Some 

of his clothes became caught in equipment, pulling the victim into 

where he was drilling yesterday .   He was already free when crews 

arrived, but his injuries were serious enough for him to be airlifted to 

the hospital....

0:24

Community Concerns 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS CUNNINGHAM FUNERAL Today, Friends and family said good bye to a World War 2 hero from 

our area..  Lt. Francis Sydney Cunningham passed away last weekend.   

His memorial service was at Woody Funeral Home in Richmond  Lt. 

Cunningham was a former Glider Pilot -- known for landing on D-Day 

and surviving a plane crash.   He even went missing in action for two 

weeks during the war.    This past Memorial Day, we shared his story, 

with Cunningham wearing the same uniform he was issued while 

serving his country....

0:28

Community Concerns 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS EMPORIA CHURCH FIRE As embers continue to burn crews work to stop flames from spreading 

to the sanctuary of Calvary Baptist Church. Congregation members 

look on -- watching as the building that has been part of their world 

for ***many*** years came crashing down. "Everybody that goes 

there its very much one big family and I know that we are not going to 

let this upset us to much, we will rebuild and it will be bigger and 

better." Teresa Welsh has been a member for nearly a decade. A writer 

for the "Independent Mess...

1:22



Community Concerns 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY NATIONAL NIGHT OUT "It's important because the police department can't solve all of the 

crimes. We need the public's help. When they see something, they 

need to say something to us, and let us know what they see. If it's a 

suspicious situation, or a person, they need to call it. No matter how 

small they may think the crime might be, or insignificant...They need 

to call us and let us know." "Residents and businesses who want to 

host an event in their community must register by July 31-st.Just 

contact your local law...

0:33

Community Concerns 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY NATIONAL NIGHT OUT The main event is still over to weeks away, but Chesterfield PoIice 

kicked off National Night Out a little earlyCheck out this crowd at the 

Westchester Commons Shopping Center....Officers spent two hours 

there this afternoon reaching out to neighbors and getting the word 

out about America's Night Out against crime.While next months the 

block parties and cookouts are meant to be fun, it also aims bridge the 

communication gap between police and the communities they serve 

and protect....

0:29

Community Concerns 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY EMPORIA CHURCH SERVICE We have an update on the historic church in Emporia - where fire tore 

through part of the building yesterday.   Calvary Baptist Church 

services were held at Veterans Memorial Park today as the 

investigation continues into a cause for this fire.   We just learned that 

part of the church had to be torn down.   so far -- It's believed this 

may be the result of an electrical issue or problem.    The church is 

more than 100 years old....

0:24

Community Concerns 7/26/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS KIDS COMMUNITY DAY Well what a perfect day for a family fun day - take a look at summer in 

high gear in the Southside.    This is at the Triumphant Baptist Church 

School...    Four hours of blow up slides, sizzling sides, burgers off the 

barbie and an all around good time.    Certainly the place to be this 

Saturday on Mansion Avenue....

0:17

Community Concerns 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S MCAULIFFE ANNOUNCEMENT If you've wanted a faster way to get from Willow Lawn to Rockett's 

Landing and everywhere in between, we have good news for you.    

Main Street station today was the backdrop for the governor, 

Richmond Mayor Dwight Jones and Congressman Bobby Scott to 

announce 30 million dollars...     All going to a new Broad Street Rapid 

Bus Transit system.    The plan is to have it ready four years from 

now....

0:23

Community Concerns 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S CHARLES SEVERANCE UPDATE The man accused of killing three people in Alexandria in the past 

decade is set to appear in court Tuesday.But tonight we're learning 

three Alexandria judges are recusing themselves from Charles 

Severance's case.No word why.Severance is a former mayoral 

candidate in Alexandria.Now he stands accused of killing a sheriff's 

wife, a transportation planner and a music teacher- starting back in 2-

thousand-3.     The Virginia Supreme Court will now appoint a special 

judge to hear the case....

0:29

Community Concerns 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S RVA COMIC CON You have another chance tomorrow to meet your favorite heroes and 

bad guys.Batman and Robin as well as cast members from "The 

Walking Dead" and "Breaking Bad" are in town for the Wizard World 

Comic Con. It continues tomorrow at the Richmond Convention 

Center.Tickets are available at wizard world dot com....

0:18

Community Concerns 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S WALTHAM WATER MAIN BREAK No word what caused three water main breaks in Henrico's West 

End.The latest happening on Walthmam Drive yesterday.All three 

breaks are fixed.But pieces of the pipes have to be sent in for 

testing....

0:12



Community Concerns 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S JOHNSONS BROTHERS UPDATE Good News for four Henrico brothers who were homeless and tried to 

help their family by singing...    right now -- the Johnson brothers are 

on the move, their family signed a lease on a town house in eastern 

Henrico county!It's very close to the Sandston Community where they 

lived before financial troubles forced them into a hotel.     The money 

was donated through the Johnson Brothers fund which will pay for the 

first six months of the lease....

0:26

Community Concerns 9/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y JUEVENILE DIABETES WALK The Richmond Walk to Cure Diabetes is in its 18th year.    JDRF has 

raised 1.7 billion since its founding in 1970, and currently sponsors 

$530 million in scientific research in 17 countries....

0:19

Community Concerns 9/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y JUEVENILE DIABETES WALK Shifting gears now  --      A huge crowd out out the Carillon...     

Everyone gathering for one mission... to raise, as of right now, more 

than a quarter million dollars to treat and cure type one diabetes.    

The JDRF 5K packed Byrd Park with 35 hundred walkers.    The aim is 

to encourage families to stay active while supporting a worthy 

cause....

0:20

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS BIKE BOULEVARD Neighbors in Richmond's Fan District will have the chance to sound off 

at meeting.  This comes, after the city says it is considering 

establishing a bike boulevard.Some in the area say this will only lead 

to a more crowded living space in an already busy part of town.The 

plan is to create bike boulevard that would run about two miles from 

Monroe Park toward Cary town.     The public meeting is scheduled for 

Tuesday at 6-30 at the Virginia Historical Society on North 

Boulevard....

0:28

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY BIKE BOULEVARD Neighbors in Richmond's Fan District will have the chance to have their 

voices heard at a highly anticipated meeting.  This comes, after the 

city says it is considering establishing a bike boulevard.Some in the 

area say this will only lead to a more crowded living space in an 

already busy part of town.The plan is to create bike boulevard that 

would run about two miles from Monroe Park toward Cary town.     The 

public meeting is scheduled for Tuesday at 6-30 at the Virginia 

Historical Society on...

0:30

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y IRS SCAM NEW CASES "If you talk to them long enough, they will ask you for money, it's sort 

of like 'you're in big trouble, and we've got papers to deliver, but 

there's a way we can work around this." "Every day we get people that 

fall victim to it." (BUMP) "Western Union, Moneygram, or Green Dot 

Moneypack. If it's one of those three ways to transfer money, 100 

percent it's fraud. Don't do it."     The I-R-S has received at least 90-

thousand complaints regarding this scam....

0:25

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y IRS SCAM NEW CASES An urgent warning from the I-R-S in tonight's "FOX Richmond Scam 

Alert" ---     Thieves are targeting taxpayers in Virginia and the metro 

D-C area...     The Internal Revenue Service says it all starts with a 

phone call ---     The scammers claiming to be I-R-S agents and 

demanding payment for taxes you supposedly owe.     But, what takes 

this scam to another level?     Authorities say the phony agent 

threatens arrest --- terrifying the victims....

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY WILLIAMS STREET SHOOTING Also in chesterfield , police are investigating another shooting that 

sent one person to the hospital.     Officers first responded to the 

scene on Williams Street just after 10-30 last night for reports of a 

loud party.     But the situation turned out to be much more serious.     

Officers soon learned a man had been hit by gunfire.  we are told he is 

now in stable condition.    If you know anything that can help solve 

this case, call Crime Solvers at 748-0660....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY ATTEMPTED ROBBERY Right now -- Richmond Police are looking for man who *tried* to rob 

and abduct a mechanic on the Southside at gunpoint.Police say just 

before nine Saturday morning the suspect forced a mechanic to clean 

out the register at Midlothian Motor Company.They tell us when the 

man wanted more money he attempted to abduct the employee and 

take him to an A-T-M, but the victim fought back once he got in the 

car.That mechanic is now in the hospital with injuries.Police are still 

looking for this suspect....

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY CFIELD DRIVEBY SUSPECTS We are now getting our first look at the suspects arrested in 

connection to a daylight drive-by shooting in Chesterfield County.You 

are looking at just released photos of 27 year old Lloyd Vann and 21 

year old Joseph Brown.Police say the victim, a 22 year old man, was 

driving down Shiloh Drive when bullets shot into his car.He was taken 

to the hospital for treatment, and a passenger was 

unharmed.Detectives are telling us the shooting was the result of an 

ongoing feud.Officers tell us Vann is now...

0:34

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY DEATH INVESTIGATION Take a look at this photo sent to us by a viewer..   we were told there 

was a large police presence in a Hopwell neighborhood last night....   

right now -- Police are now confirming this was part of a death 

investigation.    This photo was taken on Haskell Street.   We do *not* 

know if that person is a male or female.   and Investigators say, foul 

play is *not* suspected at this time. However they are waiting for a 

final report from the medical examiner....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY APPOMATTOX SUSPECT SEARCH Right now, it's day three of the search for man who jumped into the 

Appomattox River, right off the Martin Luther King Jr. Bridge.    It's a 

series of terrible ideas that all started Friday night, when a trooper 

tried to make a routine traffic stop.    The now missing man floored it, 

stopped his car on the bridge, got out, and jumped into the river.    

The search today has turned up nothing.    Of course we will continue 

to follow this developing story....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY AMELIA FATAL SHOOTING "It hasn't ever been like this before." For years Tyler Manuel has been 

coming here to his cousins home to celebrate the Fouth of July.  Tyler 

says the popular field party draws hundreds out every year, including 

those from neighboring counties and cities. Sadly this time around 

things took a tragic turn.  "Everybody was having a good time, 

everybody was on the dance floor and the next thing I know, pow pow 

gunshots started going off." Tyler says those gunshots came from this 

field and continued...

1:27

Crime & Public Safety 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY RVA SHOOTING Just in our newsroom -- richmond police are investigating a shooting 

that's left a man fighting for his life.     we're told witnesses heard 

shots along Alvis Avenue around three this afternoon.     Anyone with 

information is asked to call Crime Stoppers that number is 780-1000.     

All tips are anonymous....

0:17



Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS ALEXANDER HILL MONEY "We will not let this become another cold case." With frustration in his 

voice and determination in his heart... Ronell Washington vowed to 

seek justice for his aunt and cousins all victims of a quadruple murder 

in this home on Harding Street.Police say this man Alexander Hill is a 

person of interest in those murders. U-S Marshalls gave us this 

surveillance video of Hill who was spotted in North Carolina on Easter 

Sunday just 24 hours after the murders. To this day Hill has not been 

seen or hear...

1:27

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS AMELIA SECOND ARREST Right now, two men accused in a deadly shooting in Amelia County are 

behind bars.Deputies say 31-year-old Brandon Logan surrendered 

around midnight.They tell us Logan and 35-year-old Anthony Crawley 

now faces first degree murder charges in the fourth of July weekend 

shooting death of 21-year-old DeAris Lewis. They also face additional 

charges including four counts of attempted murder and firearms 

charges.They are both set to appear in Amelia General District Court 

this upcoming Tuesday....

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS OVERBY SHEPPARD new video this evening of another fire on a Richmond Public Schools 

playground. Investigators tell us this fire on the playground at Overby-

Sheppard Elementary broke out shortly after noon     crews had it put 

within a couple of minutes, but the damage was already done.    the 

cause right now is still under investigation....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS TX SHOOTING "I know that my mom, dad, Bryan, Emily, Becca and Zach are in a 

much better place, and that I'll be able to see them again one day."   

Ronald Haskell is accused of shooting Cassidy's parents and siblings, 

"execution style."He is charged with capital murder. Cassidy stay 

suffered a skull fracture and lost part of a finger in the shooting. She 

says she survived by playing dead -- and then called 9-1-1 after the 

gunman left....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS TX SHOOTING In America Tonight -- the texas teenager who was the only survivor of 

a shooting that killed her parents and four siblings is thanking her 

community.    15-year-old Cassidy Stay joined friends and neighbors 

at a memorial this morning.    Balloons were released for the six 

victims of Wednesday's shooting.    The teen spoke to the crowd and 

despite so much grief, she says she has found comfort....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS FBURG POLICE PATROL You can count on seeing a big police presence around a Fredericksburg 

quarry, this weekend after a teen drowns.Police say 18-year-old 

Anthony Johnson was swimming with friends at a quarry near the 

Rappahannock River when he began to struggle.Dive teams found the 

Virginia teen and rushed him to a nearby hospital where he was later 

pronounced dead.The quarry is private property and there are "no 

trespassing" signs posted.Johnson's mother says her son was an 

excellent swimmer....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS CLERK EMBEZZLEMENT A former Albemarle County court clerk has pleaded guilty to 

embezzling as much as 14-thousand dollars from the office.    Dayna 

Awkward worked at the circuit clerks office for 24 years.    She 

resigned in March as authorities began a criminal investigation into 

financial discrepancies in civil case transactions.    investigators say, 

Awkward pocketed cash payments and altered records to try to avoid 

being caught.   Sentencing is set for october 24....

0:26



Crime & Public Safety 7/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS TRACY MORGAN Actor Tracy Morgan is in rehab but is taking legal action against Wal-

Mart.   He's suing the major retailer for last month's crash on the New 

Jersey Turnpike that sent him to the hospital and killed fellow 

comedian James McNair.    Wal-Mart Driver Kevin Roper is accused of 

plowing his truck into the van that was carrying Morgan.    the 

plaintiffs say Wal-Mart was negligent by allowing roper to drive after 

being up for more than a day....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY HOME INVASION We understand that person who was hit, was not seriously injured.     

Richmond police are still searching for these suspects---    If you have 

any information that could be help to police call Crime Stoppers at 804-

780-1000...

0:13

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY HOME INVASION Good evening and thanks for joining us.    I'm Mike Valerio. Tonight, 

Richmond Police are investigating a violent home invasion in 

Richmond's East End - the four armed suspects, still out there.   It 

happened on North 33rd Street yesterday.    Police tell us the suspects 

were waving guns and demanding money when they struck one of 

three adult victims in the face.    Neighbors believe this to be an 

isolated incident and say they all need to stick together and look out 

for each other....

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY PYTHON TROUBLES a slithering surprise was hiding under the hood of a car in new mexico.   

a good samaritan helped a woman when her car stalled.  he popped 

the hood and found the six-and-a half foot python wrapped around the 

engine.  a lucky santa fe police officer pulled the 20-pound python 

out.. but didn't seem to mind, judging from this picture.   the snake 

had some damage it's tail, likely from the engine.   it's in good shape 

and is currently at the santa fe animal shelter....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY 3 DEAD IN CHICAGO AND IN CHICAGO -- three people have been shot to death In the past 

two days--     this, just one week after an outbreak of fourth of july 

violence left nine dead in the city.      the chicago police department 

said the most recent death occurred yesterday afternoon when a man 

standing in the street was shot in the back.      police said that killing 

may be gang-related.    residents are concerned about all the 

violence....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY 3 DEAD IN CHICAGO police said on Friday, a 27-year-old man was killed and a woman 

wounded in a domestic violence dispute--  and also Friday, a 32-year-

old man was killed in a possible drive-by shooting....

0:10

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY CAMPGROUND FATAL Right now state police are investigating a fatal accident at a 

campground in southwest virginia.     A jeep hit two women who were 

sitting near a fire pit... The S-U-V ended up crashing into a river of the 

Pound River campground.     Witnesses say the S-U-Vs accelerator got 

stuck as it was pulling into the campsite.    61-year-old Norma 

Kendrick died at the scene and  61-year-old Georgia Mullins was 

treated for minor injuries.     The driver is being treated for life-

threatening injures     No c...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY AMELIA SECOND ARREST All eyes will be on an Amelia County courtroom this week...When both 

suspects connected to a deadly fourth of July shooting will appear 

before a judge.31 year old Brandon Logan and 35 year old Anthony 

Crawley are waking up behind bars facing first degree murder charges 

in the death of 21-year-old De-Aris Lewis.Logan and Crawley also face 

attempted murder and firearms charges.They are both set to appear in 

Amelia General District Court on Tuesday....

0:26



Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY DEAD BODY ROAD This is something you won't see every day.   A dead body falls into a 

busy Pennsylvania roadway during a lunch-time commute.The body 

was on a gurney when it fell out of a coroner's van after a door mal-

function.You can see cars just passing by, as the dead body just lays 

in the middle of the road.This all went down on Friday, near a 

shopping center in Feasterville, Pennsylvania....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY CALLGIRL IN JAIL WHEN DEAN RIOPELLE DIED FROM A HEROIN OVERDOSE LAST 

SEPTEMBER...... IT APPEARED TO BE A TRAGIC ACCIDENT..HIS 

GIRLFRIEND MADE THE CALL TO 911.OK and why do you think it's an 

overdose? A: Because there's nothing else it could be. Q: Accidental or 

intentional? A: I think oh, definitely accidental, accidental.THAT WAS 

THE STORY FROM ALIX TICHELMAN....AND  THE CASE WAS CLOSED.  

UNTIL POLICE IN CALIFORNIA ANNOUNCED THIS WEEK--- THAT THE 

MODEL... TURNED PROSTITUTE HAD BEEN ARRESTED IN CONNECTION 

WITH T...

1:38

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY CAR IN BUILDING An S-U-V plows into a Y-M-C-A in North richmond.     take a look at 

the scene on old brook road.     police tell me that the driver had a 

medical emergency behind the wheel..    that led the person to hit a 

tree, two signs, and then eventually crash into the YMCA aroudn 2-20 

this afternoon.     two pre-teens were inside the Dodge Durango, but 

the most important thing here-- everyone inside and out of the SUV is 

ok....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY DEADLY GREYHOUND AX we are learning more about the deadly accident in indiana this 

morning involving a greyhound bus.    this is what's left of a ford 

mustang that crashed head-on into a greyhound bus.the bus was 

heading from st. louis to dayton, ohio.    police say the car was stolen 

from a truck stop, and the thief got onto INTERSTATE 70 headed in 

the wrong direction.    the driver of the car was killed instantly.    

nineteen of the 23 passengers were treated for scrapes and bruises, 

and were released.    the all...

0:33

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS CRIME MEETING After violence in the Southside made national headlines, today police 

reached out to neighbors with an open invitation for everyone to come 

to Boushall Middle School.    The goal here, simply to come up with 

ideas on how to stop the senseless killings.    Everyone from 

detectives to dads showed up to talk about what they've seen and who 

they've seen intruding in their neighborhood...    All with the endgame 

of coming up with some sort of plan to keep people from killing kids 

and innocent homeown...

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS RVA POLICE PERSUIT I have the latest information tonight on a police chase that ends with 

the suspect crashing into a power pole.    Police tell us this happened 

on Richmond's south side...where they say a driver sped off, after an 

officer tried to make a stop.     That's when police say the suspect 

threw a gun out of the car.    The chase ended on 29-th street, not far 

from where the chase started.    The suspect now faces gun possession 

charges....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10P NEW KENT FATAL AX Right now we have new information at this hour on a deadly crash that 

unfolded in New Kent just a few hours ago.    State Police tell me 

Rodney Flesher, of Chesterfield, died at the scene, after his car ran off 

Old Church Road and hit a tree.    The accident happened shortly after 

6-30 this morning.    State Police also say speed is a factor in this 

crash, but right now, they don't have an exact cause....

0:22



Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS CARY ST. ROBBERY Richmond police need your help tonight, they are searching for the 

suspects they say robbed a man at gunpoint.    Police say the two 

suspects stole the victim's cell phone.    This happened near 13-th and 

cary around 2-30 this morning.    Police say the victim is expected to 

be alright.     Call Crime Stoppers if you know anything....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS RICHMOND ROBBERY Right now, the search is on for three suspects who beat and robbed a 

man, near V-C-U's Monroe park campus.    VCU Police tell us this 

happened around 2:30 this morning on Grace Street, not far from the 

Siegel Center.    We know they took the victim's wallet, but the victim 

is expected to recover....

0:16

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS SHED FIRE Take a look at this new video that just  came into our newsroom -- 

from the scene of a fire in Chesterfield.   This happened on the Renovo 

Lane -- the response fast enough so that it this was largely contained 

to a shed.   Several viewers called to tell us they could see a huge 

plume of smoke in the area -- but fire crews on the scene tell us the 

homeowner just put away some equipment before the fire broke out.   

No homes were damaged and no one was injured....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 7/19/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS CRIME MEETING The ideas range from setting up new economic development areas, 

like having more grocery stores to create jobs.    All of the ideas are 

now being taken under consideration by Richmond Police Chief Ray 

Tarasovic....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY HENRICO SHOOTING UPDATE Police are still on the lookout for the person responsible for shooting a 

man at a North Henrico apartment complex.   Officers say just before 

midnight a man was shot in the leg in Forester Court.     He was taken 

to the hospital and is expected to make it.Detectives are asking 

anyone with information to give Crime stoppers a call at 780-1000....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY ETTRICK BREAKING AND ENTERING A search lasting half a day ends, and now Chesterfield police are 

releasing new details on a Matoaca breaking-and-entering incident.   

Police are now telling us the victim who lives on Hood Street realized 

his home had been broken into around ten yesterday morning.  

Officers used helicopters and dogs to search for the suspect and it took 

about 12 hours to catch him.    We are told some of the stolen items 

were recovered in the woods behind the victim's home.  The 

investigation is ongoing, but po...

0:32

Crime & Public Safety 7/20/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY RIC FATAL MOTORCYCLE AX For the last 10 years of his life--- his family, this store,  the people 

working here, and these Harley's were everything to William Toler.   

"When something needed to be done you could count on him to assist 

you and get it done or step up and ask you if you need help he was 

just one of those kind of people."Police tell us just after midnight--- 

Toler was traveling South bound on Interstate 95 near Bells Road 

when his motorcycle ran off the road hitting a barrier.The 45 year old 

was thrown from...

1:15

Crime & Public Safety 7/26/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS HANOVER DEATH INVESTIGATION This typically tranquil community along this stretch of Georgetown 

Road was "rocked" early Saturday morning as news of a death 

investigation spread. "It was shocking, it was devastating." Lewis 

Saunders has lived near this house for more than 30 years. From his 

back porch he watched the investigation unfold. He says there is 

usually a lot of high spirited activity at the home, but today, those 

spirits were dampened as grief and tragedy gave way to sorrow.  "I 

don't care how you look at it anytim...

1:16



Crime & Public Safety 7/26/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS HENRICO FIRE Henrico crews were busy this morning, fighting a grease fire.     We're 

told two men escaped from the Glinhurt Road house, shortly after 5-

30.     This is near Fairfield Commons Mall.      The family dog was 

able to get out.      No one was hurt....

0:13

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y FAIRFIELD HOMICIDE FOLO "I couldn't believe it, I couldn't believe it." This was Linda Young's 

reaction when she found out that one of her beloved neighbors was 

shot and killed just feet away from her own front yard. Little details 

have been released from police--- they told us that the victim -- 

around 30 years old,  was rushed to VCU Medical Center, Saturday 

evening. He later died from his injuries.   "I really liked him, he was 

very respectable you know, he used to call me mom."   "A wonderful, 

wonderful kind person...

1:17

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y WASHINGTON DUST STORM Oy, vey!    We're tracking a huge dust storm in our Extreme Weather 

Center, tonight ---    It's being blamed for causing a 50-car pile up in 

Washington state!    Strong winds --- kicked up so much dust on 

Saturday --- drivers couldn't see the road in front of them!    A few 

dozen people were hurt, but we're talking mostly cuts and scrapes....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y AK47 BANK ROBBER SEARCH He's back!     After two years of silence --- the notorious AK-47 bandit 

is now linked to a bank robbery in Nebraska!     FBI agents met with 

law enforcement just a few hours ago...     You may remember two 

years ago, the bandit held up six banks in California, Idaho, and 

Washington State --- shooting a California officer during one of those 

robberies.     One-hundred thousand dollars is being offered for 

information leading to his capture....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y NEW KENT BOATER SEARCH Good evening and thanks for joining us - I'm Mike Valerio.    We start 

with that breaking news out of New Kent County -- where the search 

for a missing boater is now suspended for the night.    A man in his 

60s jumped into the Pamunkey River around 1:15 this afternoon.    He 

was having trouble with his boat -- and people on shore didn't see him 

come up after five minutes.    A New Kent deputy was the first to show 

up, and dove right in....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y NEW KENT BOATER SEARCH The search will continue tomorrow morning.    Dive teams from 

Charles City will also help with what is now being described as a 

recovery effort....

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y JEFF DAVIS CRASH VICTIM In Chesterfield, we now know the identity of the driver, killed when his 

car hit two power poles on Jeff Davis Highway.    Police say 31-year-

old Bryan Holmes was behind the wheel of this Ford Taurus.      A 

viewer captured these images of the crash scene, just before two a-m 

Saturday, near the Chippenham Parkway intersection.     Holmes later 

died at V-C-U Medical Center....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y GLEN ALLEN FIRE LATEST Shifting to news out of Henrico ---     Where firefighters tackle flames 

shooting from a Glen Allen home...     Take a look at these pictures the 

fire department sent us as those flames burned around seven a-m, off 

Taylor's Crossing Court.      Two adults and a child manage to escape 

without injury...      The Fire Marshall would later determine the fire's 

cause to be an energized electrical outlet near the deck....

0:23



Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y PREGNANT WOMAN SHOT Long Island Police discover a pregnant woman --- shot to death inside 

her car!     This tragic story tops our look across America, tonight ---     

Officers responding to a 9-1-1 find the 31-year-old victim, inside a car 

parked outside her home.     Sadly, the baby died as well.     And late 

tonight, investigators confirming --- the victim was shot *several* 

times......

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y PREGNANT WOMAN SHOT Police have yet to make an arrest.... 0:24

Crime & Public Safety 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y MCDONNELL JURY ON TUESDAY We're on Verdict Watch in the corruption trial of former governor Bob 

McDonnell, and his wife, Maureen.    Closing arguments wrapped at 

the federal courthouse on Friday, but deliberations won't begin until 

Tuesday since tomorrow is a federal holiday.    We're committed to 

keeping you updated on this major court case ---    FOX Richmond's 

Ryan Nobles will be at the courthouse and bring you updates, Tuesday 

night at ten....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/7/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y GLOUCESTER COLD CASE First on FOX, tonight ---       New evidence helps crack a decades-old 

sexual assault case, leading to an arrest nearly 30 years later!     48-

year-old Andrew Tarantole, of Gloucester, is accused of pulling a 

woman into the woods and assaulting her.     The crime happened in 

Virginia Beach, in April 1985.     It's a case that quickly went cold... 

until this week, when that evidence helped reopen it.     Tarantole is 

being held without bond....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 9/7/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y NASCAR FAN ARRESTED In Henrico --- a shirtless man scales the catch fence at R-I-R --- 

prompting a caution flag!     This is viewer video from Saturday night's 

Federated Auto Parts 400 --- and it's going viral.     Police say the man 

you see here is James Richard Dennis.     He's charged with disorderly 

conduct and being drunk in public.     A raceway spokesperson tells us 

staff will be reviewing security protocol with Henrico Police, as well as 

NASCAR....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10S PBURG DEATH INVESTIGATION "I would have never thought that it would happen in this 

neighborhood." Shocked and still trying to wrap her mind around what 

seemed like a vivid dream--- this woman who asked us not to show 

her face woke up to crime scene tape and flashing police lights steps 

away from her front door. "I was sleep and I heard gunshots, rapid 

gunshots it sounded like about seven gunshots."When police arrived 

they found a man dead inside of a wrecked car. They tell us that the 

body had several gunshot wounds. "It...

1:11

Crime & Public Safety 9/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y PBURG SHOOTING VICTIM REAX "I miss him so much"Standing in the same spot where her boyfriend 

and son's father took his last breath--- Shamicka Clanton is struggling 

to come to terms with a reality she wants no part of.Jimmell Jones, her 

companion for more than a decade, was lost to her forever on 

Saturday morning--- he was found mortally wounded inside this car.  

"I wasn't expecting this, I wasn't expecting this I was waiting on him 

to come in the house and he never came."Shamicka, who has a 7-year-

old son with Jones, vis...

1:26

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y WHITE HOUSE INTRUDER New information this evening on the man accused of getting inside the 

White House after scaling a fence.   We're learning that the 42-year-

old is a veteran who was awarded a medal for his serve in Iraq, the 

army says he retired to due to disabilty.   Omar Gonzalez, of Copperas 

Cove, Texas, served from 1997 to 2003.   The Secret Service 

tightened security outside the White House after the embarrassing 

security breach....

0:24



Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y SEARCH FOR HANNAH PARENTS 1:05:03"We found bebe and we brought him home to Hannah. All we 

want to do now is bring Hannah home safely. And I appeal to anyone 

who knows anything... please, please help us."          Hannah's 

parents went on to continue their plea for anyone who might have 

seen hannah or Jesse Matthew... to please come forward....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y SEARCH FOR HANNAH PARENTS And we are following several, new elements in this investigation... 

including a heated statement from Charlottesville Police Chief Timothy 

Longo:      He flat out said that he thinks the person of interest, Jesse 

Matthew, was the last person to see Hannah Graham, before she 

vanished from the face of this Earth.      For the first time, we are 

hearing from Hannah's parents, John and Sue Graham...       And one 

of the news conference's most poignant moments:      He raised a 

small, white stuffed r...

0:39

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y CFIELD HOMICIDE INVESTIGATION Just in our newsroom -- Chesterfield Police have a man in custody for 

a deadly, early-morning shooting.      This is 21-year-old Matthew 

McCraw...      He's charged with murder and use of a firearm in the 

commission of a felony.      The body of 20-year-old Jesse Weston was 

found around four this morning, off of Hopkins Court.      Investigators 

believe the pair had been involved in some sort of fight.      McCraw is 

due in court, tomorrow....

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y SEARCH FOR HANNAH PRESSER The Chief  said to us this afternoon.. that Matthew walked into police 

headquarters yesterday  and asked for a lawyer. He stayed there for 

about an hour and then left.   Sometime after he left police 

headquarters he was then spotted on the east side of town getting into 

a car and speeding off recklessly--- state and federal officials were 

watching him at the time and have charged him with reckless driving 

and issued that arrest warrant.    The chief passionately expressed 

today why he believes M...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y RICHMOND ROBBERY I'm tracking a crime alert out of Richmond... police say a man was 

robbed at gunpoint by two suspects.    This all unfolded in the 22-

hundred block of Hull Street shortly after 1 a-m.    Police say both 

suspects fled towards Jefferson Davis Highway in a silver 4 door 

vehicle driven by a woman....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y HENRICO DEADLY POLICE PURSUIT We have new video in tonight that shows the end of a Henrico police 

chase, when a man ends up dead.    You're looking at cell phone video 

from inside a man's home...    And towards the right of your screen, 

you can see police backing away from a blue sedan.    Inside that car, 

police say a man shot himself in the chest after a pursuit.    It all 

ended in Eastern Henrico on North Elm Avenue near Washington 

Street....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 9/21/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y BRING HANNAH HOME EFFORTS Right now -- Charlottesville Police are making it abundantly clear --- 

their primary focus is *FINDING* Hannah Graham.      More than one-

thousand people joined this weekend's efforts, and investigators are 

grateful to all of them.      However, Mark Eggeman with the Virginia 

Department of Emergency Management, says those large, volunteer 

searches will be scaled back in the week ahead.      But if you have 

*ANY* information for investigators, a 24-hour tip line is open now.      

Don't hesitate t...

0:30



Education 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY WALLOPS ISLAND LAUNCH Right now, the Cygnus Rocket is on it's way to the International Space 

Station-- with some 33-hundred pounds of cargo.The launch happened 

just hours ago on Wallops Island.The unmanned spacecraft is carrying 

food and supplies for the crew, hardware and scientific equipment and 

experiments.Cygnus should arrive by Wednesday and will stay there 

for about a month before returning to earth....

0:31

Politics 7/26/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PS GILLIPSIE WARNER DEBATE Now on to politics, U.S. Senate candidates faced off in a heated debate 

in Greenbrier resort in West Virginia. .     Democratic Senator Mark 

Warner was clearly on the offensive...    Criticizing Republican 

challenger Ed Gillespie's work in the Bush White House, as well as his 

time lobbying for Enron.    But it got decidedly awkward when the 

topic moved to birth control, and Warner claimed his opponent 

endorses person-hood laws to prevent abortions.    Both agreed most 

of the hundreds of immigran...

0:37

Politics 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y LIBYA US EMBASSY New video --- surfacing online --- shows Islamic militants celebrating 

in the pool --- after seizing control of Libya's capital and the U-S 

Embassy compound, there.     American personnel had already been 

evacuated from the country more than a month ago, due to ongoing 

fights in Tripoli and Benghazi.      The State Department says the 

embassy operation will be suspended until the security situation in 

Libya improves....

0:24

Politics 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y FOREIGN CRISIS LATEST ====================PAUSE FOR 

ANIMATION====================      Lawmakers on both 

sides of the aisle --- slamming the president, tonight ----      Criticizing 

his handling of the ISIS terror threat.     This all comes as the U-S 

military drops much-needed food and water to residents in northern 

Iraq.     The airdrop follows air strikes on ISIS targets... and the end of 

a two-month siege between terrorists and Iraqi and Shiite forces.     

Friday, President Obama waffled over whether he had a pla...

0:29

Politics 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y FOREIGN CRISIS LATEST The president hasn't decided on air strikes in Syria, but insists the 

battle against ISIS will involve an international coalition....

0:20

Politics 9/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y BUDGET CUTS New information this evening - It's official - Governor McAuliffe and 

state lawmakers have agreed on new budget cuts, as Virginia faces a 

$2.4 billion revenue shortfall.    The governor says the cuts won't 

touch priority funding for K-12 education and new health care 

programs.    Members are coming together tomorrow morning to 

announce what exactly will be cut.    And part of the solution is 

expected to be counties, schools and state agencies paying back part 

of their state aid....

0:28

Racial Issues 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY IMMIGRATION CRISIS "I have asked the State Department to ask the host countries where 

the children come from and whether any of the kids have a 

documented criminal record." "  The children are fleeing violence in 

their central American countries, arriving without parents who are 

paying traffickers to get them safely into the U-S.   the president 

obama has asked congress for 3.7 billion dollars in emergency funds to 

help fix the problem....

0:15



Racial Issues 7/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY IMMIGRATION CRISIS in America Tonight....The health and human services secretary met 

privately with dozens of governors today.    housing over 52-thousand 

children who have entered the u.s. illegally has become a logistical 

nightmare for the obama administration.   in maryland this weekend, 

lawmakers stopped undocumented children from being housed in a 

vacant army reserve building.    but hundreds of the undocumented 

children have been sent to the Chicago area....where some want 

background checks on the older ones...

0:30

Special Coverage 7/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10PY PLANE CRASH Good evening and welcome to Fox News at 10.    I'm Mike Valerio.     

We begin tonight with breaking news...    One person is dead following 

a small plane crash in Middlesex County.    Virginia state police say a 

single-engine Cessna, crashed near Locklie's Creek Road, killing the 

pilot.     A passenger in the plane was injured, and was flown to an 

nearby hospital for treatment.    The FAA has sent an investigator to 

the scene.    We will keep you updated as more information becomes 

available....

0:28

Special Coverage 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y VIRGINIA PLANE CRASH FOLO The Coast Guard suspends the search for the plane that crashed into 

the Atlantic Ocean about 50 miles southeast of Wallops Island.     A 

fisherman nearby found a wheel and part of the engine, and turned 

them over to the NTSB.    Sources within the investigation tell me it's 

highly likely the pilot is dead.    F16s flew alongside the pilot when the 

small Cirrus went through restricted DC airspace.    The Air Force pilots 

said the person looked unconscious...    They followed the plane, until 

it r...
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Special Coverage 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y FIREFIGHTER ACT OF KINDNESS Sadly, John McCormick died two days later, but his family thanked the 

firefighters for giving them those two days to say goodbye... and for 

restoring their faith in people....
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Special Coverage 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y F15 PILOT MEMORIAL SERVICE "before my husband died, he had casually mentioned that he wanted 

to plant 40 rosebushes for my 40th birthday. These gentlemen planted 

40 rose bushes from my husband." (applause)     Fontenot will be laid 

to rest, early next month at the U-S Air Force Academy in Colorado 

Springs.     The exact cause of Wednesday's crash remains under 

investigation....
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Special Coverage 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y F15 PILOT MEMORIAL SERVICE FIRST ON FOX ---     Hundreds attend a memorial for the National 

Guard pilot whose F-15 jet crashed in Augusta County last week.     

Mourners gathered in Longmeadow, Massachusetts, Saturday night, to 

pay tribute to Lieutenant Colonel Morris Fontenot.     His wife, Kara, 

stood with members of the 104th Fighter Wing...     Her husband's 

colleagues, who helped their fallen brother fulfill a promise......
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Special Coverage 8/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y FIREFIGHTER ACT OF KINDNESS A Texas family --- brought to tears by a random act of kindness from 

their local fire department.      When 65-year-old John McCormick 

collapses mowing his front yard --- Engine 4 responds like any other 

call.     Firefighters and EMT's revive him ---     The ambulance rushes 

McCormick to the hospital, but the firefighters hang back.     The note 

they leave behind says it all, "We felt bad your husband didn't get to 

finish the yard, so we did."...
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Special Coverage 9/7/2014 FOXWEEKEND 10Y SEPTEMBER 11TH STAIR CLIMB Its hard to forget these gripping images that gave way to sorrow and 

tragedy bringing a nation to its knees.  13 years later the United 

States has healed but the lives that were lost will never be forgotten. 

On Sunday hundreds of Richmond Firefighters climbed 22 flights of 

stairs five times to honor 343  brothers and sisters who climbed the 

110 story twin towers, some making the ultimate sacrifice. "Just doing 

the event brings back an emotional connection to those firefighters 

because I have the...
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